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the Roland 1141
Human Rhythm Composer!

!Roland
WE DESIGN THE FUTURE

Roland (UK) Ltd.
Amalgamated Drive, West
Cross Centre, Brentford,
Middlesex TW8 9EZ.
Tel: 01-568 4578

Please send me full details of the
Roland R-8 Human Rhythm Composer.

Name

Address

CD -quality (`kampaekt disk 'kwaliti) adj. a description of the R -8's 120 drum
and percussion samples (including a ROM card facility).
feel (fi:1) n. the quality of or an impression from something perceived through
feeling [cf. ambience, atmosphere].

flexible (`fleksibel) adj. adjustable pattern length (1 to 99 bars) along with
programmable Repeat Marks, Tempo Change and Level Change.

friendly (`frendli) adj. the ability to record in Step or Real Time, and to modify or
edit with features like Reframe, Copy, Instrument Change, Merge and Append.

generous (`dzeneres, `elzenres) adj. a programmable memory of 10 songs (a total
of approximately 2600 notes); a built-in library of 32 preset patterns in addition
to an internal memory sufficient for 100 programmable patterns.

human (`hju:men) adj. having the attributes (esp. a soul) of man as opposed to
machines; natural as distinct from contrived.
human feel (`hju:men fi:I) n. the subtle variations of dynamics, timing, accents
and tone that epitomize the performance of a live drummer.
independent (,indi'pendent) adj. 8 individual outputs in addition to Stereo
outputs.

individual (,indevidjuel) adj. characterized by unusual and striking qualities.
The Roland R-8 Human Rhythm Composer.



IF YOU'RE BUYING
SYNTHESIZERS, SAMPLERS, DRUM MACHINES, PERSONAL

STUDIOS, D.A.T., COMPUTERS,

SOFTWARE, OUTBOARD,

CLASSICS, ADVICE

FOR A COMPLETE SERVICE PHONE THE TSC TEAM, WE
SUPPLY EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED.

01 258 3454
TSC NO 9 HATTON STREET LONDON NW8 8PR

TSC
VALUE FOR
MONEY
KORG M1/M1R
ROLAND U110/D110
APPLE COMPUTERS + SOFTWARE
AKAI S1000
SOUNDTRACS MIXING CONSOLES

BEST BUY
CASIO DA1-DAT

£749.95
INC BATTERY PACK THE SMALLEST
MOST COMPACT DAT ON THE
MARKET

AUTHORISED
AKAI
ROLAND
KORG
EMU
YAMAHA
SOUNDTRACS
APPLE
ATARI
MCMXCIX SOFTWARE
STEINBERG
C -LAB
ALESIS.
LEXICON
FOSTEX
SONY
KURZWEIL
ENSONIQ
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
MOOG
ARP
CASIO

VISA  ACCESS AMEX  DINERS
£3,000.00

INSTANT CREDIT SUBJECT TO STATUS

BROCHURE PLEASE
ITEM
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY P CODE
TSC, 9 HATTON STREET, LONDON
NW8 TELEPHONE: 01 258 3454
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IN PURSUIT OF

PERFECTION
BEFORE WE BEGIN, let's get one thing
straight - I'm not trying to discourage anyone
from doing their damndest to do anything. And
why should you think I'm trying to do such a
wicked thing? Because the Pursuit of Perfection
can have some unfortunate spin-offs and we're
going to talk about them, that's why. And before
you get the wrong end of another stick, you're
not about to get an earful of the interminable
"music and technique" argument either. Now we
can be friends.

Instead, let's begin with computers.
Perfection is such an easy concept for a
computer to deal with - to a computer either
something's right or it's not. That's how data
checksums work, after all. Life can be made so
simple when you're trading only in "1"s and
"0"s as a computer does. Imprecise human
beings persuade computers to apply their "Is &
Os" philosophy to all sorts of indeterminate
human activates - like making music. Let me give
you a couple of examples: having recorded the
rhythm parts to a piece of music and thrown your
sequencer into Record, you "go for a take" on a
solo. You might even like to go for several takes
as you would when recording onto tape. But then
your sequencing software invites you to begin
editing out all the mistakes and imperfection -
and the human aspects? - from the performance.

Meanwhile, in an attempt to overcome the
callous accuracy of the computer, the human
beings responsible for its programming instruct
it to chop a bar of music up into hundreds of tiny
sections so that the imprecise musician can place

his notes in a convincingly imprecise manner.
What do the musical fraternity do but try to
analyse their inaccuracies and turn them into
rules that can be applied to "create feel" in a
piece of music. The elements of chance and
spontaneity - the very things that computer
programmers are trying to restore to musicians
using computers - are being used to formularise
it.

IT WOULD BE easy to continue giving
examples of our crusade as musicians to
misinterpret what software writers and
technology are offering us, but our Pursuit of
Perfection is not confined to our attitude to
modern instrumentation. Let's take a look at
today's pop songs. To date there have been
several generations of young musicians seeking a
mythical pop -song formula with the conviction of
the ancient alchemists when they sought to
transmute one element into another. Somehow
today's technology lends itself to this constant
rearranging of music, almost implying that there
is a "right" way to do it. But why should there be
only one way to present a song? The host of late
'80s "remixers" certainly wouldn't agree, nor
would the sampling fraternity, nor would Frank
Sinatra. Nor should they.

Too often it seems that where technology is
able to liberate us musicians we use it to restrict
or misguide ourselves. And we're still claiming
that the developers of software and hardware
aren't listening to our pleas. Tg

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY is published by Music Technology (Publications) Ltd, a subsidiary of Music Maker
Publications (Holdings) plc. Alexander House, Forehill. Eli Combs CB7 4AF Tel: (0353) 665577 (all departments).
FAX: (0353) 662489 (PAN: Musicmaker)

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (US) is published by Music Maker Publications Inc, 22024 Lassen Street. Suite /18,
Chatsworth, CA91311. Tel: (818)407-0744. (PAN: Musictech)

Typesetting by Camset Phototypesetting, Ely. Colour reprographics by CLE, St lees.Printing by Worcestershire
Web 0/fret, Droitwich. Worcs. Distributed by Magnum Distribution, London, Tel: 01-253 3135.

All material is subject to worldwide copyright protection, and reproduction or imitation in whole or in part is
expressly Ibrhidden without written consent from the publishers. All reasonable care is taken to ensure accuracy in the
preparation of the magazine, hut Music Technology (Publications) Ltd cannot he held legally responsible .for its
contents. The publishers cannot assume responsibility .for the return of unsolicited manuscripts. photographs, or
artwork.

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Terry Day
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TASCAM MSR16
The much awaited
1/2" Sixteen track
from Tascam.
Features autolocate
functions, DBX and
the renowned
Tascam build quality.
RRP £4999
FOSTEX E16
We also stock the
now famous E16.
Soon available with a
30ips mod

PACKAGE
DEAL
For the package deal
give us a call and we
will talk mixers

FOSTEX R8
The proof of the
saying "Good things
come in small
packages".

FOSTEX X26
6 channel mixer and
four track for £299.
Has EQ and Aux.

STUDIOMASTER
Whether it's a
Mixdown, a series 2
or 5, we are the
people to talk to
about studiomaster.

SECK
For value, the Seck
range offers great
features for the
money. Let us quote
you on your
package.

MAIL
ORDER

YAMAHA
RENTAL SCHEME

ACCESS

C -Lab Notator, it's more than just the total
scoring and sequencing package.

Steinberg Pro 24 Version 3. The industry standard
lives on.

ALSO PASSPORT, Dr. T, HYBRID ARTS,
Digidesign, Pandora ADOsoft.

Talk to the ATARI specialists, for all your computer needs
- printers, business software, games, Public Domain library
& Dr. Tirric (Every ST should have one E12.95)

EVERY ATARI PACKAGE WITH 2ND MANUAL

NEW
TECHNOLOGY
ROLAND W30 - the next
work station. 16 note poly
of 16 bit sampling. Also
includes samples in ROM,
a 16 track sequencer and
FX. £1599.

YAMAHA V50 The earth
station. 16 note poly 4 Op
FM synth with PCM
sampled drums, 8 Track
sequencer & FX £1200

ALESIS QUADRAVERB
The latest multi FX unit to
date £449

YAMAHA DS55 8 note
poly, 4 OP FM synth with
velocity & aftertouch £500

AKAI S1000 the flagship
sampler. 16 bit, stereo
sampler, huge AIR studio
library available. The
business. Less than
£3000

YAMAHA SPX1000
Stereo digital effects unit.
£POA

SPECIALS
ALESIS HR16 £315
Alesis Microrack
compressor, or gate £115.
Both for £225

ROLAND U110 Preset
Sampler. 6 instrument
multitimbral. 6 extra
sample cards already
available. Personal callers
only will get a deal you
can't afford to miss.

Kawai K1R Expander X
DEMO unit for £399
Kawai 080 Sequencer X
DEMO unit for £530

FAVOURITES
YAMAHA EMT10 module.
Amazing piano, Choir and
bass sounds. All for £249

CHEETAH MS6 Analogue
Module. FAT sounds for
£299

LEXICON LXP1 Superlative
reverb, MIDI controllable
and memories. £399

AKAI S950 The update on
the studio standard
sampler, 48K sampling rate,
time shrink, expandable
memory. £1350
with free CD player & CD

ROLAND R8 Human
rhythm composer. The
definitive drum machine.
Velocity and aftertouch
pads, 63 samples. Nuance,
frequency Decay, groove
and randomise. The nearest
thing to a real drummer so
far.

ROLAND D5OSR Still the
most expressive synth on
the market. 320 memories,
bitimbral. £Phone

KORG M1 A sample based
workhorse. Great drum
sounds £1399

KORG P3 2 Meg of
sampled Steinway and
Bossendorfer. Card
expansion slot. £339

ROLAND E660 Digital
Parametric EQ with delay
per band. Amazing for
studio or live. £1288

22 RUSHEY GREEN
LONDON SE6

Tel: 01-690 8621/8622
86 MITCHAM LANE

LONDON SW16
Tel: 01-769 5681/6496
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Comment
As musical technology makes the process of writing,
recording and performing music more precise, the
question has to be asked: how perfect do we want
our music?

Newsdesk
Stabilant 22 - Stanley Kubrick's new sci-fi epic, a
miracle cure for AIDS or merely the latest brand of
shaving foam to be found at Rita Fairclough's
"Cabin"? This and more in this month's Newsdesk.

Communique 10
"Who are the DemoTakes?", demands one reader;
"Where do I buy some sounds for my Super Jupiter?",
enquires another, "Ambisonics and art!" cries a third
- their voices (and yours?) in Mrs readers' letters
pages.

Competition 74
A course called Soundscape can teach you all about
Contemporary Music and Technology; the right piece
of music will win you a place on that course - in MT's
exclusive competition.

Free Ads 93
If it's love you're after you may have the wrong
classified column, but if it's equipment, opportunities
or personnel, you're right on line.

Roland Super-MRC
Software 14
Competing with the flexibility of computer -based
recording systems is a problem for a dedicated
sequencer, but Roland's latest MC500 software
update makes it as competitive as ever. J Eshleman
begs for MRC.

Songwright IV 16
As scorewriting software increases in popularity, it
increases in variety - if you're using an IBM PC and
you're on a tight budget, Songwright could be for you.
Ian Waugh scores the wright stuff

Oberheim Cyclone
The arpeggiator is still regarded by many as "the poor
man's sequencer", but Oberheim may be about to
change that with a small grey box called Cyclone.
Simon Trask blows hot and cold.

34

Hollis Trackman 42
A new sequencer program for the Atari ST from
British company Hollis Research sets out to be
powerful and friendly without breaking the bank. Ian
Waugh reckons it's on the right track (man).

Turtle Beach
SampleVision 62
Generic sample editors have been giving Atari ST
users a lead in sample editing for a while; now IBM
PC users have the chance to get ahead. Dennis Miller
has a vision.

Kawai KI Visual Editors 84
Coupled with its success, the digital parameter
access -editing of Kawai's KI synthesiser has made it
an obvious target for software editors - like these
from Dr T's, Soundbits, Drumware and Steinberg. Vic
Lennard looks on.
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Frazier Chorus 30
Take four musicians with a love of acoustic
instruments, a fascination for high technology and
some considerable talent, and you've got Frazier
Chorus. Louise Swann and Stephen Hillier listen to
songs from the English coast.

Marshall Jefferson 54
The originator of acid house claims the secrets of
good music are feel and emotion rather than a
Roland Bassline and an Akai sampler. Simon Trask
gets in the mood.

Shriekback 66
After carving a career for themselves with their
unique brand of anarchic funk, Shriekback have
decided the time has come for a change. Barry
Andrews tells David Bradwell about the importance
of loving musical equipment.

Roland R880 70
Digital reverberation technology is recognised for
making reverb units cheap, but the same technology
means a little more money buys a lot more power. Vic
Lennard reflects on the R880.

Fostex R8 76
As 8 -track tape recording takes its first steps onto
cassette, Fostex introduce another revolutionary idea:
the reel-to-reel tape deck with a detachable control
panel. Vic Lennard does it from a distance.

Roland RE3 Space Echo 78
When Roland made the most popular tape echo unit
in the world they called it Space Echo - now they've
revived it in digital form. Gordon Reid listens to

echoes from the past.

-TECHNOLOGY

The Human Touch 22
The machines that stole the musicians' feel from your
music are the same machines that you can now use
to restore it - once you know how. Travis Charbeneau
investigates the subtleties of the human touch.

Frankfurt Show Report 26
Rain, sub -zero temperatures and sleazy hotels -
who'd go to Frankfurt if it wasn't for the trade show?
Simon Trask finds more than warmth and shelter at
the Musikmesse.

The Secrets of Computer 50
Composition
The question "can computers write music" has never
been more important than it is in 1989; what is an
algorithmic composition program, and will it ever
replace the human composer? Ian Waugh composes
himself

NAMM Show Report 58
Californian sunshine, sea and sand - with all this on
offer, why should MT's intrepid reporters want to visit
a trade show in Anaheim? Bob "El Bobo" O'Donnell,
Chris "El Macho" Meyer and Dan "La" Rue have the
answer.

Patchwork 82
If you are a devotee of Yamaha's DX27, Roland's
D50 or Casio's CZI, there are patches for your synth
in this month's Patchwork pages - if another synth is
your passion why not make it a feature next month?



AKAI

ROLAND

YAMAHA

FOSTEX

TEAC

TASCAM

KoRG

CASIO

SHURE

AKG
SENNHEISER

ENSONIQ

ALESIS

C LAB

ATARI

STEINBERG

APHEX

OBERHEIM

SYMETRIX

SECK

SESSION

CARLSBRO

E -Mu

DRAWMER

SIGNEX

TANNOY

YAMAHA ELECTRONICS

REVOX

LEXICON

AHB
SOUNDTRACS

JBL
Boss

ART
DIGIDESIGN

HYBRID ARTS

DYNAMIX

RAM
CHEETAH

ULTIMATE SUPPORT

STAND INNOVATIONS

FLIGHT CASES

IN TOUCH WITH TIME

o
202 NEW KING'S RD  FULHAM  LONDON SW6  01 736 4771  01 731 5993

THE KORG M1 MUSIC WORKSTATION IS CAPABLE OF OF BLENDING
INTERNAL SAMPLES WITH SYNTHESIS TO BRING A NEW RANGE OF
STUNNING SOUNDS. FULLY MULTI TIMBRAL AND A BUILT IN SEQUENCER.
PLUS NEW ROM CARD MEMORIES.

ROLAND U-110. A SMPLER THAT DOESN'T SAMPLE? YES! WHY USE VALUABLE PLAYING TIME
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE GREAT S-50 LIKE SOUNDS IN A NEW (MEMORY -CARD FORMAT WITH
INSTANT ACCESS TO FOUR CARDS WORTH OF SOUNDS ON STAGE AT ANY ONE TIME. MULTI-
TIMBRAL WITH SEPERATE OUTS.

TASCAM 238. AT LAST A SERIOUS SMALL STUDIO
ALTERNATIVE TO 1 /4IN REEL TO REEL - THE 8 TRACK
CASSETTE RECORDER. THE EASE OF A PORTASTUDIO

BUT NO MORE CONSTANT BOUNCING OF TRACKS.
DBX OF COURSE AND A SOPHISTICATED
AUTO -LOCATE SYSTEM PLUS MUCH MORE.

-NEW PRODUCT
YAMAHA SPX1000

R NiNEWPRODUCT
FOSTEX R8

KAWAI K1 & K 1 M. NEW MULTI-TIMBRAL SUPER -SYNTHS AT AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES. 16
VOICE POLYPHONIC WITH DYNAMIC ALLOCATION AND VELOCITY SWITCHING.

 e

Hi!

IT'S BEEN A WHILE SINCE WE DESCRIBED OURSELVES TO YOU, SO HERE GOES. AT FUTURE MUSIC

CHELSEA WE REMEMBER YOU ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT COMPONENT IN OUR BUSINESS - WITHOUT YOU

WE HAVE NO BUSINESS. WHEN YOU COME TO US YOU CAN FEEL CONFIDENT THAT WE WON'T JUST SELL

YOU A PIECE OF EQUIPMENT BECAUSE WE DESPARATELY NEED TO UNLOAD GEAR THAT'S YESTERDAY'S

NEWS. WE WANT YOU TO HAVE THE EQUIPMENT THAT YOU ARE CONFIDENT WILL DELIVER THE SOUND

AND PERFORMANCE YOU REQUIRE - IT IS ONLY THAT WAY THAT WE CAN BE CERTAIN OF YOU COMING

BACK FOR MORE.

AT FUTURE MUSIC CHELSEA YOU WILL FIND AN ARRAY OF THE LATEST IN HIGH- TECH MUSIC

EQUIPMENT AND BECAUSE WE DEAL WITH MOST OF THE MARKET'S BRAND LEADERS YOU CAN FEEL SAFE

AND SECURE IN THE KNOWLEDGE THAT IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM, WE WILL BE HERE TO RELIEVE YOUR

SORROWS. ALSO WE ARE AUTHORISED TO SELL THEM.

UNLIKE SOME OF OUR COMPETITORS, WE ARE TOTALLY INDEPENDANT OF ANY DISTRIBUTOR. THEREFORE YOU

WON'T BE PUSHED INTO BUYING SOMETHING. THAT APPEALS TO US MORE THAN IT APPEALS TO YOU. WE ALSO HAVE

THREE NEW sHnwponms pnp vni I RROWSE THROUGH.

SO IF WE CAN HELP IN ANY WAY PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CALL US, OR WHY NOT POP IN

FOR A COFFEE AND A CHAT? REMEMBER YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

OH SORRY! I NEARLY FORGOT PRICES. WELL WHEN IT COMES TO PRICES THERE'S

REALLY NO COMPETITION. CHECK OUT OUR REGULAR ADS IN MELODY MAKER AND SEE IF YOU AGREE!

mum mum roil imp mi.

7 . 01 , 1 , 1i- 
4'

NoTATOR BY C LAB IS AN ADVANCED,
POWERFUL SEQUENCER/SCORE
PACKAGE. 64 TRACKS AND A STUNNING
NOTATION FUNCTION. ALSO AVAILABLE IS
CREATOR - AS ABOVE BUT WITHOUT THE
NOTATION PROGRAM.

STEINBERG PRO 24 MK3
THE INDUSTRY STANDARD KEEPS

GETTING BETTER - NEW POWERFUL
EDITING FUCTIONS GIVE YOU
MORE CONTROL THAN EVER
BEFORE IN A CLASSIC PACKAGE

New Pro 12 Steinberg
+ C -Lab SYMPTE.

ITS BEEN WORTH WAITING FOR THE NEW AKAI SI000 AS ITS SPEC SHOWS.
16 BIT STEREO SAMPLING, 2 MEG OF MEMORY, A HUGE LCD DISPLAY
(NO NEED TO BUY A COMPUTER JUST FOR SAMPLE EDITING!) S900 LIBRARY
COMPATIBILITY AND OPTIONAL HARD DISC RECORDING AND SOUND STORAGE.

Korg MIR NEW ARRIVALS
Lexicon LPX1 Reverb Fostex X26 Multitracker Pleas Quadraverb
Yamaha KXSB Akai S950 Sampler
Roland R8 Drum Machine Akai XEB Drum Fostex R8 8 -Track Recorder

ACCESS/ BARCLAYCARD WELCOME. INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE.
WORLDWIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE.



SMOOTH OPERATOR
Ever used a computer on stage? Ever

had it crash on you? If not you are in a

very fortunate minority. High voltage

transients and sudden voltage

variations can cause all sorts of

trouble for any hi -tech equipment -

computers being particularly vulne-
rable. Irregular mains supplies are a

standard feature of every household,

and at gig venues it's even worse. If
you're running a sequencer on the

same ring main as the lights and PA

system you are asking for trouble.

Mains filters are nothing new, but
they are an effective way of solving

the problems associated with the

unreliability of our national grid.

What is news is the fact that they
have suddenly become affordable,

thanks to a company called Lynwood

Electronics. Lynwood produce three

different systems which retail at £44,

£149 and £449 respectively. They

store energy on a built in capacitor to

tide over any gaps in the mains, while

a voltage clamp attenuates voltage
transients as soon as they exceed

NEWSDESK

240V. As well as their use with
musical instruments, mains filters

work well on improving TV picture
quality and reducing background

noise in hi-fi systems. If a current can

drop long enough to make a light bulb

flicker, there's no limit to the

potential damage it could do to

delicate electronic circuits.

For more information on Lynwood

Mains Filters, write to: Lynwood

Electronics, Coley Lane Farm,

Wentworth, Rotherham, South

Yorkshire S62 7SQ.  Db

AND NOW

FOR

SOMETHING . . .

. Completely different from Sound

Technology. Stabilant 22 is the

world's first contact enhancer.

Applied to the contact of an electrical

connector, this innovative new liquid

FZ1

CLUB NEWS
Casio FZI owners who have joined
the FZI Club now have access to over

100 disks of samples, for the price of a

blank formatted disk and a £3

handling charge. The library also

includes optional software for the FZI

which the club is the sole distributor

for in the UK. This includes OPTI, a

real-time sequencer; OPT2, a

directory showing disk information,
bytes used and bytes free, thereby
optimising disk usage; and OPT3 a

loop tool providing new looping

operations including cross -fade and

auto -looping functions.

In addition to this, the club is also

distributing Hybrid Arts GenPatch
configurations for the FZI/FZIOM

allowing an FZI to dump data to an

Atari ST. There is also a help line

polymer itself becomes conductive

between the mating surfaces of the

contact while staying non-conductive

between adjacent contact pairs.

Stabilant 22, unlike any other contact

treatment, thus actively improves

conductivity and connector reliability

in any electronic system, from

mainframe computers and PCs to
biomedical, automotives to avionics.

To the musician, obvious

applications include jack plugs, mixing

desks, patchbays and anywhere else

where contacts may become

contaminated.

Stabilant 22 is used to increase the

reliability of contacts, figures of 10 -

fold to 100 -fold being common. It

imparts the reliability of a soldered
joint to any electro-mechanical

connection without forming a physical

bond.

For further information on the

solution, contact Sound Technology

plc, 6 Letchworth Business Centre,

Avenue One, Letchworth, Hert-

fordshire SG6 2HR. Tel: 0462

480000.  Db

where members can call for advice on

problems and a monthly news letter

brings info, hints and tips.

Membership for a year is £25, and
owners who send a blank DS/DD
disk with their membership fee will
receive a free set of samples with
optional sofware demonstration

sequences and details on how to use

DS/DD disks in a HD only FZI.

For further details, contact Mark
Tinley, FZI Club, 454 Muswell Hill
Broadway, London NIO IBS.  Dh

E! BAH GUM
Owners of either a DX7 or DX7II
will be pleased to discover cheaper
upgrades for both are now available.

Gozen Studios have reduced the price

of E! for the DX7 and DX7IID/FD
from £299 to £199 and £399 to E299

respectively. E! for the original DX7

comes with a preset voice library of
256 voices in addition to the 320
RAM slots. For the DX7II, E!

provides eight -voice multitimbrality,
an onboard 16 -track sequencer, MIDI

monitoring and enhanced

microtonality capabilities. E! is

manufactured by Grey Matter

Response and distributed in the UK

by Gozen Studios, 86b Endlesham
Road, London SWI2 8JL. Tel 01-675

7371.  Dh

REMOTE
CONTROL

Due to the continued popularity of
their AZI portable controller

keyboards, Casio UK have secured a

limited quantity for sale at £349. The

company emphasise this is not a

relaunch, as the AZI is no longer

being made. For further information

contact Casio UK, Unit 6, 1000

North Circular Road, London NW2

7JD. Tel 01-450 9131. Dh

HARDCORE SOFTWARE
A new range of MIDI software is

being launched by HardCore under

the Umbrella title of Data Dumper.

This offers the facility to store

individual or bank synthesiser patch

data on the STs disk via the MIDI

interface, and load it back when

required. The program is intended to

be easy to operate, making full use of

GEM features, and an invaluable tool

for any recording studio or home
musician.

The first version of Data Dumper is

for the Kawai K1 synthesiser and Klm

module and is available now. A Casio

CZI01/1000 version will be available

shortly with the rest of the CZ range

to follow. A Yamaha DX series range

is also planned.

Data Dumper prices start at

£24.95 for the Casio CZI01/1000
version and £29.95 for the Kawai Kit

Klm version. For further information

contact HardCore Software, 43B

Southbourne Road, Southbourne,

Bournemouth, Dorset BH6 5AE. 
Dh
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MIDI PATCH

WORK

Fancy a MIDI patchbay but not

entirely sure if you need one?. If so,
you may find the following of interest:

DACS MIDI Patch Bays (reviewed
last month in MT) are now available
on a 28 -day trial period, at the end of

which they can be returned for a cash

refund less a small handling charge.

They cost £116.72 including VAT and

P&P, and are available from DACS
Ltd, Stonehills Complex, Shields

Road, Pelaw, Gateshead, Tyne and
Wear NE10 OHW. There is also a

phone number for further

information and sales to holders of
Access and Visa cards. That is 091-478

5585.  Db

SALFORD SCHOLAR

SUCCESS STORY
The start of the new term in 1989 saw

the arrival of Salford College of

Technology's first research scholar.

Melvyn Poore is the man, a fine

instrumentalist who has joined the
Department of Performing Arts and
Media Studies.

Mel's research is with the

Composers' Desktop Project (CDP)

which aims to "release the secrets of
music computing and make the

wonders of music synthesis available

to students and musicians through

software programs" - comparable to

the effect desktop publishing has had

on written communication.

The Department of Performing

Arts and Media Studies is a national
leader in the teaching of recording
and electro-acoustic music techniques

with a fine team of lecturers and
state-of-the-art studios.

Head of Department Keith Wilson
comments: "I am delighted to

welcome Melvyn into my

Department, which is now estab-
lished as a research base. I am

determined that what we have

achieved here in Salford and the

North West will go from strength to
strength. Our next exciting

developments in this high -cost field of

music technology need to be in

cooperation with regional forces and

with industry through sponsorships.

Education can no longer go it alone.
This is a centre of excellence with
which major commercial interests

could be proudly associated."

Anybody interested in taking things

further can contact Keith Wilson at:
Department of Performing Arts and
Media Studies, Ade1phi, Peru Street,

Salford, Manchester M3 6EQ. Tel:
061-834 6633 ext 231. Dh

The smart Alecs at York University

have been beavering away working on

advancements in musical technology,

and now they have something to
show for their efforts. Music

Technology Group Researcher Andy

Hunt has created a completely new

and original musical instrument called

MIDIGRID. This is currently beng
touted as "one of the major musical

and computing breakthroughs of the

'80s" and is based around the Atari ST

range of computers. It has been

developed by Andy in association with

Ross Kirk and several members of the

Composers' Desktop Project, includ-
ing Richard Orton.

The main screen features a band
with five symbols, gateways for note

WHAT A BOFFIN
input, box editing, sound and channel

selection, specialised functions and
recording. Vertical and horizontal

lines mark out a grid of empty boxes
which are filled by the user with
either new or existing work. The
boxes can contain single notes,

chords or sequences, entered by

playing the grid itself or an external

MIDI instrument. The sounds are
produced by any MIDI equipped

device.

The theory says that the

MIDIGRID user is a performer. The
computer's mouse moves a cursor
from box to box. The musician plays

the contents of the boxes selected:
left button down -and -hold sustains

the contents of one box; right button

down -and -hold and the contents of
several boxes can be played by

moving the mouse/cursor from one
to another. This enables chord

progressions, arpeggios and rhythmic

sequences to be played very easily.

For the amateur or professional
composer with access to a wide range

of MIDI equipment, MIDIGRID
facilitates the performance of certain

effects and helps to create sonorities,

melodies and harmonies. It is also

possible to make complex textures or

mix live performance and playback of
pre -defined material.

For the physically handicapped,

MIDIGRID is extremely simple to

operate and a very welcome opening

to the world of musical technology.
The simplicity of the two -button
mouse is currently being emulated in

a variety of ways to suit a wide range

of disabilities. Given a suitable device,

the smallest motions are enough to
control the entire program, including

all the design features. MIDIGRID has

already been used with enormous
success by many disabled people, as

well as finding use in therapeutic

work in several hospitals.

MIDIGRID is currently available

from the Composers' Desktop

Project, and runs on any Atari ST
computer. Further information can be

obtained from the CDP by ringing
(0904) 623696.  Db

CALLING SYNTH

HEROES

Synthesiser music specialists AMP
records are calling for new bands and

artists to get in touch regarding the

UK Electronica '89 Festival and their
continuing series of compilation

albums.

The 1988 UK Electronica was the

first to be organised by AMP and the

first to be held in London. It attracted

a record crowd, and was felt to be a
great artistic success by those

involved. Plans for the 1989 show,
which will again take the form of a

one -day festival featuring a number of

synthesiser performers in a variety of
styles, plus a sophisticated audio-

visual and laser display, are now being

made. If you missed the '88 show and

would like some indication as to what
it involves, a two-hour video of

highlights is available from the address

below. Meanwhile, AMP are seeking
new acts for inclusion in UK
Electronica '89. Interested parties
should send tapes, photos and

biographical material directly to AMP

(not to us, thank you). The address is:

AMP Records, PO Box 387, London
N22 6SF.  Db

Evenlode Soundworks have made the

decision to concentrate exclusively on

the sales, marketing and support of

products from Steinberg Software,

Hardware and Digital Audio Gmbh.
All products and companies

8

ALL CHANGE
previously handled by Evenlode,

including Digidesign, DDrum, Passac

and JL Cooper will continue to be
fully supported by newly appointed
distributors.

In the case of JL Cooper and

Digidesign, the new distributor is

Sound Technology plc, who currently

also handle Alesis, Aphex, Oberheim

and C -Lab in the UK. Sound

Technology can be contacted at: 6

Letchworth Business Centre, Avenue

One, Letchworth, Herts SG6 2HR.
Tel (0462) 480000. Evenlode

Soundworks are at The Studio,

Church Street, Stonesfield, Oxford
OX7 2PS. Tel: (099 389) 8484. 
Db
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 SPECIFICATIONS
Technical Specification

Channels. ,l/Presets 191/19Z/Data Encoding 16 bit
linear !stereo/mono!/Memory 4 Mbytes, expandable to
8Mbytes/Sampling rate 39kHz/Signal to Noise >90 dB/
Dynamic Range >90 dB/Frequency Response 20 Hz
18kHz/THD < 05%/Up to 8 simultaneous patches per
preset may be progi,tmmed/32 Character LCD/6 Outputs vv/
prop oanitin,t/Realtime access 10 40 parameters 1 -unit
VERY LIMITED SUPPLIES AVAILABLE APRIL ...RRP £799

(.9Audio

lile.c p4,
4' 16 Bit Multi-Timbral Digital Sound Module

An Emulator III In A Rack? Read Reviews
nnR- c9,..
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RRP £1599

SPECIFICATIONS - AVAILABLE MARCH
 Keyboard 61 keys. velin Ily .illee,rt,1111,111ve .1rld ,
Number of Simultaneously produced voices 16 yuce
,,,ivph,r,,,  Assignable split points 108  Outputs ir
iiiiiiiiii  Display. 240X64 dot lull iv.iiihir LCD  Rear Panel
(0,,ID Oteor X 8 Auden 45011 MIDI IN/OU1/1-HRU
He.lphone Io, I, Eli 6 ialk SCSI ii r It, If ,' , ,

Conlf.isl mneol  Sound Source Exp.elt1H I 1'

i.axle sampler. I fevoK e i.lyph, II la P 1,irt16
etc  Sequencer Availahle Trick s I / iiiiilmIlrhj , IIII II

lrack. I / MIDI channels lee lire h)  M ek Steps 16 000
Interndl 100.000 on ask  U. St)14j1 10  M.ix M,ill I,
9 999  Retoe /1/ u) NAN del Re.t1 i a NY 010- ad y I , H,1 , AuN
t UPI( fl  Snnq Lo.lanq Me  le, MR( 6 MK( SCVSer, 
Power Consumption IOW  Dimensions
10101WX 1001DIX1101Hjo11rc 19',I1110 I III" X4V,6"1 
Weight 9 liki i 12911i. 9,1  Accessories 45" Iloi)i,
9( , , ociX 1 1611 pith . , Ail II') 1 i XI  Options '/( SI II il, 1
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PEAVEY DPM3
Available Summer - Projected RRP E1599

Specs Not Known!

KORG
More Details On Request

CHEETAH M08
RRP Only £250 - A Winner!

,....,,

`.`m:

i,
4.,

_... _

Other Goodies Seen At
Frankfurt Messe
1. Oberheim OB-8K RRP) £1099 (April)
2. Oberheim Cyclone (Synthesizer) £235

(Now)
3. Korg M1R
4. Roland D5 £599 (March)
5. Alesis Quadraverb £499 (Now!)
6. Roland R5 Drum Computer £399! (March)
7. Boss BE5 FX £199 (March)
8. A Lot of Hungover Brits Looking Messed!

``c as.y
._

VIM \ \\\. VON\ N \ PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS

At Last Count We Had 46 (Different) Keyboards On Demo (New & S/HI) The Miracle Machine EPS. ALESIS
ARIAATARI

ART
BEYER
CASIO
CHEETAH
EM AX
ENSONIO
FENDER
FOSTEX
GIBSON
HYBRID ARTS
KORG
KURZN.VEIL

NOMAD
OBERH
PEARL

EIM

PEAVEY
ROLAND
AB

SONOR
STEINBERG
SHURE
SOUNDBITS
TANNOY
XRI

11(. -Roland
SRI' £599

£785 ' £620
£1150 %, 0 £975

,0 £1350 A50 £1299£1280i1
Remember, anything else is just a workstation

.-7-2

''''-. ..-.rMgr - ARCH

£550 RD 500', £1499 ensonica) r MINII ONLY_ E1399

p o u c i E 1
-......,...i --.

(BOXED)

IVIII

..0/,...,....

I g jult,
7181j5 272 I f.

0% INTEREST
i

STILL
WITHOUT

AVAILABLE
LEAVING HOME!

PACKAGE
SPECIALS

EEXPORTSOLO

PERSONAL
ATTENTION

it. WHERE THE
PROS GO PHONE FOR ALL DETAILS . . .

IS OUR NORM
(HE S A NICE CHAP!)
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COMMUNIQUE

Write
Cambs

to: Communiqué, Music Technology, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely,
CB7 4AF, including full address and a day -time phone number. A free

year's subscription if yours is the Letter of the Month.

Dear NIT
Patching Up

Following Vic Lennard's review of the DACS
MIDI Patchbay, I would like to address
some of the points he raised.

The review model was despatched in a
single -thickness cardboard box with no
packing or protection. Any device sent in
this way will inevitably suffer damage. This
does not reflect the strength of
construction. When I send MIDI Patchbays
through the post or via carrier, these boxes
are carefully wrapped and protected to
prevent such damage.

One of the Patchbays has, in the last 12
months, been on three British and
European tours with the keyboard player in
Martin Stephenson and the Daintees as
well as constant gigging and studio work
between tours. We all know the kind of
treatment touring equipment gets, and he
has certainly had no problems either with
the front panel pulling away, or with short
circuits.

The MIDI 1.0 spec requires opto-
isolation mainly due to the fact that many
synthesisers are double insulated and the
OV earth reference is missing. This means
that two problems can arise. The first is

that large potential differences may exist
between OV lines, the second is that of high-
level digital noise.

The DACS MIDI Patchbay links all the
OV lines and thus virtually eliminates the
first problem. The second problem can be
eliminated by removing the pluggable
earth links. In practice neither of these
problems has arisen. At the Projects UK
access studio in Newcastle -Upon -Tyne,
where all ten pairs of MIDI Ins and MIDI
Outs are in use continually, they have had
no problems at all in the six months or
more that they have had one of our MIDI
Patchbays.

Another factor in the contravention of
the MIDI Specification is one of cost; to
opto-isolate, and therefore power the unit,
would probably double the cost of the unit.
Its very high level of performance in the
field and under rigorous test conditions has
made this seem unnecessary.

Visiting nearly all professional and semi -
10

professional studios you see patchbays for
audio inter -connections. They may have
been around for a long time, but there are
good reasons for this method of inter-
connection still being with us.

The main advantage (apart from cost)
that the DACS MIDI Patchbay has over
conventional units is the rapidity and ease
with which you can see exactly what is
connected to what, even in the proverbial
bird's nest situation, and the speed with
which new connections can be made and
checked.

In a single -user environment,
programmable units have advantages, but
you still have to reconfigure whatever
system you are using. In a situation where a
number of users will be involved, the
simplicity of the DACS MIDI Patchbay's
operation far outweighs the advantages of
memories. In the Projects UK studio this
quality is the one they consider to be most
important, and certainly not old-fashioned
or cumbersome.
Douglas Doherty
Digital Audio Computer Systems Ltd
Cambridgeshire

Dear MT
Anybody Out There?

Jan '89 - Citizen Highman reads
interesting demo review on page 61 of
Music Technology magazine. Citizen
Highman, possessing similar interest and
equipment, decides to contact one Mark
Wheeler. No contact address available.
Sighing, Citizen Highman puts down
favourite magazine and reaches for
telephone directory . . . Contact finally
made in Pizza Hut.

And the moral of this tale? Music
Technology changes lives . . . Eventually.

We demand to know the truth: who are
the "DemoTakes" and why don't they print
contact addresses?
Yours monthly
Andrew Highman
Boston
Lincs

PS There are now two happy citizens in
sunny Skegness!

The reason we don't generally publish
contact addresses is one of security,
Andrew. It's not a very reassuring
thought that there might be someone
out there taking an interest in your hard
fought -for equipment with a view to
nicking the lot, but it's one worth
bearing in mind whilst you're being
wildly enthusiastic about your music all
the same. However, to prove to you how
sen.titive we are to the views of our
readers, we'll happily publish a contact
address or number for anyone
specifically requesting it.

Oh, and thanks for clearing up a minor
MT office dispute - Bradwell and I have
had a long-standing wager on the
number of happy people in Skegness.
 Tg

Dear MT
Manual Assistance

Is there any chance that you can help me? I
recently managed to purchase a Roland
MKS7 Super Quartet but there was no
manual with it. I phoned Roland to see if
they could provide me with a manual but
someone there was convinced I had an
MKS70 with the nought rubbed off ...
Trevor Hollingworth
Burton -on -Trent
Staffs

We can't help you, Trevor, but we know
a man who can. A quick call to the ever -
helpful Chris at Roland (recovered from
the bierkeller, Chris?) secured an MKS7
manual which is winging its way to you at
this very moment - with his compliments
and ours.  Dp

Dear MT
Art and Sound

In the article "Bring The Noise" last month
you said the Calrec Soundfield microphone
"picks up Ambisonicly". You then
explained that this was like quadrophonic
but more subtle. Actually, Ambisonics is
nothing like quadrophonics.

Ambisonics was invented because the
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MARCH 1989



Green ponders the intricacies of programming
the Super Jupiter

inventors realised quad couldn't possibly
work properly (history proved them right!).
Instead of adding a stereo system to
another stereo system, they started by
finding out how humans (and even
drummers, I suppose) hear and perceive
sound directions (a good place to start I'd
have said). Then, they designed a range of
systems which could preserve sound
directions, no matter which way you turned
when you were listening. Also, while quad
nailed you to a chair in the centre of a
room to get the effect, Ambisonics was
designed to have a much larger "sweet
spot". At the end of the day they had a
system which lets you pan sounds
anywhere in space, not just somewhere
between the left and right speakers.

The soundfield microphone is just a

device designed to capture sounds in space,
no matter where they come from. It differs
from an omnidirectional mic in that it
represents each sound direction uniquely.
With an omni mic, a sound from in front of
you is electrically equivalent to one from
your left. There is no way to resolve the
direction. With a soundfield microphone
you can tell exactly where a sound has
come from because it defines directions
very precisely. As a result, it is also a
mighty fine stereo microphone (it also
happens to have extremely good
microphone capsules in it). One day those
captured sound directions will be

reproducable in the home (and home
studio). Technically it could be done
tomorrow, but things like stereo die hard.

On another subject, I agree and disagree
with Tim Goodyer's February editorial. The
art has gone from music these days but the
industry doesn't deserve to die. A&R men
have made one fundamental error: they've
assumed that if you give 'em more of what
sold last time, you'll sell this time. It's
actually in the record companies' interests
to take risks and be innovative because
making more of what sold last time is a
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MARCH 1989

Thomas Dolby on the boards

self -degenerating loop. To keep doing well
you have to keep taking calculated risks.

As for art - if we, as musicians, were
"serious" about our art we'd make one
copy of everything, sign it and sell it in an
art gallery to the highest bidder. So I say
the blame also lies with the musicians.

Another point: OK, you have to "play
the game" to get a record contract, but
once you've released your first album,
scare the hell out of the A&R department
with your totally radical second album. If
your deal is good the bucks from album one
should help feed you when album two hits
the A&R fan. Maybe you'll starve anyway,
but isn't that what art is all about?
Michael Topic
Ambisonic Ltd
Chessi ngton
Surrey

I'm not convinced. MT;

Dea r NIT
Jupiter Landing

Thanks to you boys and girls at Music
Technology, I now know that I actually own
a synthesiser also used by the likes of
Thomas Dolby, Scritti Politti, PWL's Ian
Curnow and a good bunch of others. I am
talking about the now -abandoned
synthesiser unit called the Roland MKS80
Super Jupiter.

I bought one in favour of the the OSCar
in order to provide some warm analogue
sounds to go with my DX7. Three months
after I got the Jupiter I bought a second
M64C memory cartridge. It was not cheap.

Question: if this is a popular synth
among professionals, why isn't it possible
to buy some sounds for it? I've checked the
columns of MT (and certain other music
magazines I won't mention) to find that
there are plenty of sounds for all the other

synths, but not the Super Jupiter. So tell
me, if there are no offers then the interest
among customers must be low. Why? And
why on earth do all the professionals own a
Super Jupiter when they can obviously
afford better gear? So where can I send my
new cartridge to get it filled with sounds?
Obviously not to Ian Curnow or Thomas
Dolby.

Perhaps I should take the easy option:
sell the Super Jupiter cheap, buy a 050 and
pick up a million sounds from people
selling sound cards.
Erik Meyn
Oslo
Norway

Lets go over this again: you've got a
Roland Super Jupiter - just like the ones
Thomas Dolby, Ian Curnow and Scritti's
David Gamson have got - and your
problem is that you can't find anywhere
to buy sounds for it.

Presumably you like the sound of the
instrument (you didn't actually say) and
you're eager to have it providing the
sorts of sounds that make TD's and
Scritti's music so interesting to you. But
have you stopped to think why that
might be? Where do you think they got
their sounds? Yes, the Super Jupiter's in
there making nice noises, but they're
nice noises that Dolby, Gamson & Co
have programmed into them. And that's
exactly what you ought to be doing -roll
your sleeves up and fill your empty
memory cartridge with original sounds.

Go ahead, flog the MKS80, buy a DSO
and a bucketful of other peoples' patches
if you like. But don't expect them to
chase your programming blues away.
You'll probably end up wondering why
you sound like Brother Beyond. One
thing's for sure, you won't sound like
Thomas Dolby or Scritti Politti - you
won't even sound like yourself. Tg



lk__Roland
A50 MIDI

REMOTE

£1399

FANTASTIC
NEW

PRODUCTS!!
i-0

LA, STOCK

R8 DRUM
MACHINE

Incredible1685
811100

INTEGRAL
SYNTH

SEQUENCER
£669

U110 PRESET
SAMPLING

MODULE
£625

D110 SYNTH
MODULE

MULTITIMBC595

ROLAND
SPECIAL

OFFERS::

Stricktly
limited offer!! Whilst stocks last!!

0550 SYNTH
Rack mounted

D50 Synth.

£799

S10 SAMPLER
Complete

with Case
8 Library

£599

TR626
DRUMS Crazy

low price.
Quality

drums

£225

JX10 SYNTH
The best

ever Analogue

Synth_

£999

S50 SAMPLER
Complete with

Case

Library

....£1499

MT32 SYNTH
Multitimbral

Syrt

Module

£399

P330 PIANO
Rack Piano

Module,.

£699

5550 SAMPLER
Terrific

Rack S501

£1499

KORGMI
MUSICWORKSTATION

THE KEYBOARD

SENSATION

OF 1988!

IN STOCK!
INSTOCK!

INSTOCK!

NEW!! MI MODULE
£1299!

AVAILABLE
JANUARY

1989)

NEW!! P3 PIANO
MODULE

£399

NEW!!03 SEQUENCER
£599

KORG
SPECIAL

OFFERS!!

DSSI SYNTH
£1199!

DDD5 DRUM
MACHINE

£349

SO D8 SEQUENCER
£199

707 SYNTH
£499.

KAWAIDIGITAL
SYNTHS

K1 & K1M
MODULE!!

KAWAI SKI
AND K1 MODULE

OFFER THE
PERFECT

SOLUTION
FOR A MULTI-

TIMBRAL
SYNTH AT

A BUDGET
PRICE AND

THEY'RE
ALWAYS IN

STOCK" AS

ARE ALLKAWAIS.
TERRIFIC

PRODUCTS"
CALL NOW

TO ARRANGE
A DEMO"

K1 SYNTH
£595

K1 MODULE
£395

K5 SYNTH
£1499

K5 MODULE
£999

R5OE MIDI
DRUMS £249

MIXER £279

080 SEQUENCER
£595

ELEC PIANO

COMPLETE
RANGE INSTOCK

ALES'S
BULK PURCHASE

MEANS
CRAZY

PRICES!!

HR16 DRUM MACHINE

*Na NOW
£339

MMT8 MIDI SEQUENCER

11% NOW
£225

MIDI VERB
II 11,9a

NOW £225

MICRO
VERB 11149ANOW

£149

MICRO
SERIES

MICRO
ENHANCER

£119

MICRO
GATE

£119

MICRO
LIMITER

£119

YAMAHA

NEW YS100/200

SPX5OD
PROCESSOR

£399

SYNTH
£599

RX7 DRUM
MACHINE

£579

SPECIAL
OFFERS!!

SPECIAL
OFFERS!!

WX7 WIND SYNTH
£499

DX11 SYNTH
£499

TX1P PIANO
MODULE

£499
RX120

DRUM
MACHINE

£249

RX5 DRUM
MACHINE

£699
TX802 MODULE

£899

0X3 SEQUENCER
£599

TX81Z MODULE
£359

RX21 DRUM
MACHINE

£195
DX7S SYNTH

£599

professional
S1000

£2899

=P°

THE NEW
STANDARD 11

16 BIT

16 VOICE
THE SUPER

SAMPLER!!

S950 THE
900S SUCCESSOR

AKAI SYNTHESIZERS

AKAI RECORDING

MX73 MIDI
REMOTE

RECORDER
MIXERS

MG14D
RACKMOUNT

£3499

MX76SYNTH

MG1214 12 CHANNEL
£5499

MG614 6 CHANNEL
£999

SPECIAL
OFFERS!!

MPC 60 INTEGRATED
SAMPLER.

DRUM
MACHINE

AND MIDI
SYNTH £2999!

AKAI MIDI
EFFECTORS

ME10 DELAY

ME15F
ME25S

ME20
ME35

NEW!! X-26
MULTITRACKER

FOSTER BREAK
THE PRICE

BARRIER
AGAIN'

YES THIS
ALL NEW

BUDGET 4
TRACKER

OFFERS MANY
OF THE

FACILITIES
FOUND

ON DECKS
COSTING

MORE THAN
TWICE

THE PRICE
1E INIMS

FOR A
START) AND

ALL THIS
FOR THE

RIDICULOUSLY
LOW

PRICE OF

IN STOCK
NOW!!!

£299!!

SECK
MIXER

BARGAINS'

6/2 £359

12,8,2 £999

12/2 £499
18/8/2

£1199

24/2 £999

FOSTEX
M80 Ex-Demo

one only
£999 + VAT

ELECTRIC
PIANOS

ELECTRIC PIANOS

HAVE MADE
GREAT STRIDES

RECENTLY WITH
THE

DEVELOPMENT OF

NEW LSI CURS
SAMPLING

TECHMOUES AND
IMPROVED

KEYBOARD ACTIONS

FUTURE MUSIC
HAS RECOGNISED

TINS GROWTH

AREA AND ALL

STORES HAVE A
FULL RANGE

OF THE BEST
ELECTRONIC

PiANOS FROM
FMK. YAYANA

8011G. KAWN.

TECHNICS ETC
CALL NOW

FORA GREAT

DEMO AT ANY STORE.'

ROLAND RIMS

ROLAND RD300S

ROLAND HP3060

ROLAND HP4500

ROLAND HP600

ROLAND HP700

ROLAND HP800

ROLAND HP5500

HORS C2500
1109 9

KORG C3500
0109

COMPUTER
MUSIC!

HORS C5000
01796

KOK C7000
E2393

KAWAI PIED
0999

KAWAI P260
01396

KAWAI P1000
61744

KAWAI P2500
61991

COMPUTERS HAVE

BECOME AN
EXTRENEAv

SORAASTGATED AND

ECONOMIC WAY
OF INTERFACING

MIDI MUSIC

SYSTEMS TO OTHER
RD

GEAR -qv
OFFER HIGH

OuALITY SCREEN

DDR,ARS AND
HIGH MENADRA,

ROWER 'HE
ATARI s- w,`.

TS Ro: N
MI6. S RAN ARA

MOs -

SOFTWARE CAL,
AN,. 

STEINBERG PRO
24

STEINBERG
SMP34

STEINBERG
MASTERSCORE

C LAB ROTATOR

C LABCREATOR

ATARI 1040
PRO 24

PACKAGE 07991

T RC OARCDEK
RRtE,REEL

NEW!!TROEMR°EETEL

R13

.TS qATATC
AEA1vHUv

NCREDIBLE NEW
RRCE

IN STOCK
NOW!!

£1499!!

FOSTEX
160

£429

FOSTEX
260

£699

FOSTEX X30

£299

E16 PACKAGE
DEALS

M80 + Seck 12/8/2
£1799 + VAT

MODEL 80
PACKAGE

DEALS

E16 + Seck 18/8/2.._£4299
+ VAT

FREE!!
New Steinberg

Pro12 Sequencer

with every
1040

monitor
package

£599!!
Or Pro 12 Available

Separately
for

Atari
520 or 1040

£129!

10 BADDOW ROAD

CHELMSFORD ESSEX.

M (0245)352490

(0245) 353818

85 ST. MARYS STREET

SOUTHAMPTON

HAMPSHIRE

as (0703) 226198

(0703) 221683

44/46 PRESTON ROAD

BRIGHTON SUSSEX

at (0213) 615983

(0273) 615984

125 ALBERT ROAD

PORTSMOUTH

HAMPSHIRE

IR (0705) 820595



FUTURE MUSIC

SALE!! SALE!! SALE!! SALE!!

KEYBOARDS
Yamaha New SHIO

f99 C

S/H JP8 + full flight case
£799 C

S/H Korg 700
L99 C

Roland S50 New
£1499 FM5

Roland D50 ex -demo
41050 S

Casio HZ600 New
£275 FM5

Casio HT3000 New
1299 FM5

Casio HT6000 New
L449 FM5

Casio CZIO1 S/H
E150 B

Korg Poly 800 S/H
£199 B,

Korg DW8000 ex-demo
4599 B

Korg DSSI ex demo
£1100 P

Greengate DS3 plus Apple

computer S/H
L450 B

Yamaha YS100 ex demo
E549 FMS

S/H Casio CZ5000
£399 C

S/H Yamaha PRS50
£299 C

S/H Yamaha DX2I
£349 C

S/H Yamaha DX27
£299 C

S/H Roland D20
L999 C

New Roland D10+
£549 C

Bit One S/H
4299 B

Yamaha XS100
New

£549 FMS

Roland JP6 S/H
£550 P

Korg DW8000 ex-demo
4550 PEI

Casio VZI New
L675 S

Yamaha DX7 IID New
E900 SB

SYNTH MODULES
S/H Korg EX100 Expander

L175 C

Roland MKS7 ex demo
L349 B

New Korg
MEX8000 Memory

Expander

E99

Ex Demo Yamaha TX8IZ
E299 C

New Roland
MKS5O+PG360 £299

C

Korg EX800
E1495 S

Oberheim Matrix 1000

ex -demo
£399 FMS

Korg Symphony
Module

ex -demo
L389 FMS

MIDI UNITS
New Yamaha MCS2

E249 C

New Yamaha MFC05
£79 C

New Yamaha MFCI
£149 C

Yamaha MFDI ex -demo
4245 B

PIANOS
Ex -Demo

Yamaha PF2000
L999! C

New Yamaha
TXIP MID

£599 C

S/H 54 Rhodes
£249 C

S/H CP30 Yamaha
L299 C

Roland HP600 ex-demo
E649 B

Roland HP5500 ex-demo
£1799 B

Roland KR33 new
£799 FMS

Roland P330 Piano Module
L599

Ex -demo Roland
HP5500 . ...L1599 C

Roland HP3000s ex-demo
£1475 B

Roland HP4500 ex -demo
£1635 B

Roland HP5500 ex-demo L1799

Korg C5000 ex-demo
41625 B

GUITARS
Aria RS Esprit

E329 P, B

Yamaha SG200

LI79 P

Squier Tele. Butterscotch.

ex -demo

£165 P

Fender Kahler Strat
£299 FMS

Squier Strats
LI7S FMS

Squier Bulletts
E125 FMS

Aria XRB bass
£135 FMS

Aria XRBA active
bass

£169 FMS

Aria Madaxe
035 FMS

Fender HM Swat
075

Fender HM Swat Single P
£275

Yamaha 13X1 Bass + Case
£550

S/H Ladd Handbuilt
Electric

Collectors
£395

S/H Takamine
BIO Very Rare Electro

Acoustic Bass
£899 C

DRUM MACHINES
Ex -Demo Yamaha

RX120
L239 C

New Korg DOS
£349 C

New Roland TR626
4225 C

Roland TR606 S/H
£65 B

Roland TR505 S/H
LI39 BC

Roland TR707 New
£225 B

Roland TR626 New
£225 FMS

Yamaha RXI7 New
E199 FMS

Yamaha RX5 S/H
L499 B

S/H Boss DI10
£99 C

New Yamaha RX5
E499 C

S/H Korg Supercussion
£99 C

ELECTRONIC
KITS

DRI 6 DigitalSounds
£99 C

Simmons SDE Expander
Offers C

Simmons SIDC 200 Amp
L299 C

Simmons New Portakit
£549 C

5/1-4 Dynacord
Percuter

8 Channel.
L99 C

Simmons SDSI000
with rack

L675 5, B

Simmons Trixer
E649

Simmons Portakit

SAMPLERS
Ex -Demo Roland

P330
£599 C

New Roland SIO +

Case & Disks
L599 C

Emax SE + Disks
LI799 FMS

Roland S-50 ex -demo
41449 P

Roland MKS -I00 ex -demo
L399 B

Ensoniq Mirage New
025 S

Korg DSSI ex-demo
L1100 B

SEQUENCERS
New Korg SQ08

£299 C

Ex -Demo CSQ600
LI49 C

Ex Demo Kawai
CP 80

S/H Roland MC4
L99 C

Korg SQD 8 ex-demo
L299 S

RECORDING
GEAR

S/H RE301

LI99 C

S/H RE501

£249 C

New AKG BX5
Stereo Reverb

£175 C

New Time Matrix £12999
£699! C

Roland DEP3
L249 C

Accessit PSU
Stero Reverb.

Dual Eq
the lot.L199 C

Fostex Model 80 New
E1125 FMS

Studio Magnetics
1/2" 16 track.

new
£3999 B

Fostex X30 plus M N15,

ex -demo

£299 P

Yamaha MT100 ex-demo.
£299 FMS

Accessit Stereo Amps
£59 FMS

JBL TLX 3 monitors
LI39 FMS

Teac CD135 CD players
L145 FMS

Fostex El6 + Autolocator
L4199

Fostex El6 + Seck 18/8/2
L4999

Fostex R8 + Seck 12/8/2
E2399

DRUMS
New Remo Black

£399 C

Pearl Ice Queen
excl. Stands

1549 C

S/H Sonorlite 4 Drums
L499 C

Pearl MX, Chrome
4 piece

shell pack
£549 B

Pearl DLX S piece
shell pack.

walnut
L549 B

E499
Pearl World

Series 5 piece shell pack.

red

£499 B

Pearl BLX 7 piece
shell pack

L875 B

Ludwig Rocker
Shell Packs L375

FMS

New 89. Pearl
Export in

stock
E499 FMS

COMPUTER MUSIC
Apple IIE + dual disc drive

£399 C

Apple 11E, dual
disk drives. plus

Greengate DS3.
plus Roland 8 track

MIDI recorder
software, S/H

B

1040 + Mono + PROI2
L599

POWER AMPS
Carlsbro CP250 Stereo

£449

Yamaha P2040 Stereo
£229

Simmons SDSI000
E299

MIDI CONTROLLERS
Cheetah MKS

LPOA

Cheetah MK5 II
£POA

Yamaha WX7
Wind MIDI

Controller New
E299 FMS

Cheetah MK7 VA
ex -demo

£32S EMS

WIND SYNTH
New Yamaha WX7

£399 C

New WX7 + TXIZ
£699 C

MIXERS
Yamaha MAL7 8 Input

L249

Ex Demo Seck 18/8/2
£1199

Simmons Mixer
£649

Destech 1212
L329

Destech 1612
L399

C =Chelmsford
P =Portsmouth

5= Southampton
B =Brighton

FMS= Future
Music South Shops

A=AII Shops

FUTURE MUSIC
PACKAGEwh,eBARGAINSH

PACKAGE ONE

ROLAND SIO
including case & disks

£549.00

PACKAGE TWO

KAWAI KI
+ Korg SQ80
eight track sequencer

£799.00

PACKAGE THREE

FOUR TRACK
RECORDING

SYSTEM
Fostex X30

Recorder +

Fostex MNIS Compressor/Mixer
+ Accessit

Stereo Amp

+ JBL TLX3 Monitors

£495.00

PACKAGE FOUR

YAMAHA MIDI
SYSTEM

DX11Multi Timbal
Synthesizer

+ QX2I Sequencer

+ RXI7 Drum Machine

£899.00

PACKAGE FIVE

KORG 707
multitimbnal synthesizer

plus

ALESIS MMT 8
sequencer

£599.00

PACKAGE SIX

FOSTEX M80
+ TASCAM 216

16/4/2 mixer

£1950.00 inc VAT

PACKAGE SEVEN

ALESIS HRI6
Drum machine plus

ALESIS MMT8
sequencer

£549.00

PACKAGE EIGHT

CHEETAH MKS
MIDI Controller

plus

ROLAND P330
piano module

£699.00

PAKCAGE NINE

FOSTEX M80 +
SECK 12/8/2

ACCESSIT amp
JBL TLX3

LI 999.00 plus VAT

PACKAGE TEN

MONITORING
SYSTEM

Accessit Stereo Amplifier

JBL TLX 3 Monitors

£199.00

PACKAGE ELEVEN

ROLAND HP600
piano plus

YAMAHA
EMTIO +

YAMAHA EMQI
£949.00

PACKAGE TWELVE

FENDER SPECIAL
Squier Stratocaster,

Squier 15 watt

amplifier plus lead and strap

£249.00

PACKAGE THIRTEEN

CHEETAH MK5
MIDI Controller plus

YAMAHA TXI P
piano module

£599.00

PACKAGE FOURTEEN

CHEETAH MK5
MIDI Controller plus

KORG P3
piano module

£499.00

PACKAGE FIFTEEN

FENDER SPECIAL
Surlier Bullet plus Squier

15 watt amplifier
plus

lead and strap

Only £199.00

PACKAGE SIXTEEN

ROLAND DAD80
plus

TR626
£699.00

PACKAGE SEVENTEEN

SIMMONS
SDSI000 Complete

Only £699.00

PACKAGE EIGHTEEN

ROLAND 5330
Sampler plus CD player

£1199.00

PACKAGE NINETEEN

ROLAND KR33
plus

YAMAHA EMQI
£949

PACKAGE TWENTY

FOSTEX M80
plus

TASCAM M308
8/4/8 mixer

E1999 inc VAT

acc
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WE ACCEPT CHEQUES,
POSTAL ORDERS, BANKERS DRAFT, BUILDING SOCIETY

CHEQUES,
ACCESS & VISA ORDERS

AND CASH IN REGISTERED
ENVELOPES.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE NO

SIGNATURE.

EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED

TOTAL

TIIT1
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10 BADDOW ROAD

CHELMSFORD ESSEX.

II (0245) 352490

(0245) 353878
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HAMPSHIRE

9.2 (0103) 226798

(0103) 227683
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ROAD

BRIGHTON SUSSEX
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(0273) 675984
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HAMPSHIRE
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IN BRIEF
Roland Super-MRC Sequencing

Software

AS ONE OF the first and few software -based dedicated

sequencers, the MC500 has become popular both in the

studio and on stage. Since the release of the initial MRC

sequencing software (which comes with the MC500),
Roland have released a series of new MC500 programs

covering such tasks as song -chaining, SysEx storage and so

on. Now they have a new sequencing package for the
MC500 Mkll and updated MC500s called the Super-MRC.

All the features that were included in the original MRC

software have been improved on, or had new functions
added, in the S-MRC program. S-MRC has five modes of
operation: Standby, Disk, Link, Utilities, and

Configuration. Each mode has a menu and sub -menus.

Standby mode contains most of the basic operating
commands for the sequence functions: Record, Play,

Modify and so on. Eight recording tracks are available, in

addition to rhythm and tempo tracks. Rhythm parts can
now be entered in real time by "looping" patterns and
overdubbing parts from an external MIDI device. A new

Mix Record feature has been added which allows you to

overdub onto tracks without erasing the original data. S-

MRC also features a new programmable ten -point auto -

locator and a clearer display readout.

The Edit section is basically the same as before (Erase,
Delete, Insert Measure, Merge, Extract, Transpose,

Change Velocity, Change MIDI Channel, Quantise and
Copy), but with enhancements. Extract now allows you to

specify what range and type of data is to be extracted, and

whether it replaces or is mixed with data in the designated

track. Velocity changes can be rate scaled (higher sounds

can be louder and lower sounds softer, or vice versa), and

have gradual or immediate crescendo or diminuendo
effects. Quantise features new Rate settings that allow you

to select exact Quantise resolutions, or slightly "off'
settings. Additionally, there are five new edit sections
which allow gate time changes, clock shifts, data thinning,

track exchanges and Multi Edits. These Multi Edits allow

note numbers, velocity, aftertouch values, control changes

or pitch -bend values to be companded or reversed.

Microscope mode allows detailed editing of individual
events, and it now has a new Event Memory feature which

allows you to store individual MIDI events in memory to

be recalled later. A new Utilities section contains a Time

Calculator (bravo!) which calculates segment times in

minutes and seconds, including programmed tempo
changes. This mode also has Data Check and Tune Request

facilities.

An option called Real Time Modify allows you to edit
gate time or velocity information in real time from an
external MIDI controller. This can be performed using
pitch -bend, velocity, note range or control changes to
modify existing velocity during playback - or by using one

finger to rewrite steps in real time. Other features include

a Song Link option, and a separate mode for system
configuration settings (which can be stored on disk). There

is also a conversion function that allows you to convert
data recorded on the original MRC program over to 5-
MRC, but it can't be converted back. (The logical way
around this is to borrow another MC500 and use your
own MC500 with S-MRC to edit your work, and play it
back into the other MC500 using the original software.)

I put the S-MRC through two exhaustive production
projects that used most of its features and for the most
part it put in an exemplary performance. At first, I had

some problems with keyboards "freezing", but discovered

that it was due to the programmable system configurations

- they have to be set for your own particular layout so that

you aren't echoing MIDI data. There does seem to be a
bug in the program which causes the MC500 to ignore edit

commands from time to time. Thankfully, nothing caused a

complete crash, so the final work didn't suffer in the least.

By the way, users of the original MC500 or MC300
should know that this software will work on your unit, but

Roland don't recommend it because it eats up some of the

RAM that was formerly available for data storage and it's

very slow because of multiple disk accesses. This program

was intended to run on the more powerful MC500 Mkll
for delay -free editing, but MC500 owners can have an
optional memory update (0M500) installed in their units
to turn it into a Mark II if they desire.

One final (common) complaint: the owner's manuals
(there are two) are full of typos, and some things didn't
quite make the translation into English (the explanation of

the Gate Time Ratio's functions on Page 189 is exquisitely
baffling).

All in all, I think that Roland's Super-MRC sequencing

software program is a "must have" for serious MC500
users. Some might be put off by the software's complexity,

but that's really at the core of its advantages. Where the

old MRC software allowed very good "first -aid" editing,
Super-MRC allows editing with previously -unavailable

precision. For those of you who use the Roland MC500 in

any professional capacity, the Super-MRC program will

turn your MC500 into a new animal. And for those of you

who've never worked with one of Roland's hardware
sequencers, the combination of MC500 Mkll and Super-
MRC software is an extremely tough one to beat. Now if
Roland could just find an English typesetter with a

dictionary ... 

Price £150 including VAT
More from Roland (UK) Ltd, Great West Trading
Estate, 983 Great West Road, Brentford, Middx TW8
9DM. Tel: 01-568 4578.
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The New Wz At last- the (*est
va8-9 soxids ata fay

4000- affordak/e"nce,
The Cheetah MS6

is a fully programmable,
multi timbral dual oscillator per voice analogur,

synthesizer module with the sound synthesis capability of
a top flight synthesizer, but without the top flight price tag. Featuring

Cheetah's WM SYNTHESIS (WAVE MIX), the MS6 is capable of producing an
enormous range of wave forms and sounds, including those classic, powerful synthesizer lead

lines and luscious strings. One outstanding feature of the MS6 is it's 64 user programmable performance
memories, where up to 6 instruments may be assigned to all or any zones of the keyboard, to allow split points.
layering and multi-timbrallity. Choose from over 400 high quality sounds. The Cheetah MS6 has over 60
programmable parameters to customise sounds to your individual needs. The MS6 has the ability to be linked to
other MS6 modules. To add polyphony, add more MS6's!

SPECIFICATIONS  96 User Programmable Sounds  320 Pre Set Sounds  64 User Programmable Performance
Memories which may consist of up to 6 instruments with Polyphony assigned as required. VOICE ARCHITECTURE
 6 Voice  2 DCO per Voice  Separate PWM rate for DCO and LEO FILTER SECTION  6 VCF s  4 Pole (24 dB/
Octave) filter ENVELOPE SECTION  2 Velocity Sensitive Envelope Generators per Voice LFO SECTION 1 LEO per
Voice  Four suitable wave forms KEY MODES  Poly  Unison  Multi Timbral.

P2 9 995
inc. VAT

The Cheetah range of musical
instruments has been designed
to offer facilities which have,
until now only been available in
the most expensive equipment.
All products are built to the
most exacting standards. All
carry a full 12 month warranty
All prices will blow your mind!

heeta

 Velocity Sensitive Keys.
 61 Full Size Keys.
 Pitch Bend Wheel.
 Fully Polyphonic.

 Modulation Wheel.
 128 Patches can be

recalled from the chosen
sound module.

 Direct Access Patch Change
Buttons.  Hold Footswitch Socket

 Program Change Increment
Footswitch Socket.  LED Display.

 Octave Shift Function.  MIDI Out.
 Assignable to any one of 16

MIDI Channels.  Rugged Steel Case.

R.". £274 95 inc. VAT

ijorciilzeini 7 Octaves.
 Fully Polyphonic.

 Velocity Sensitive.
 Aftertouch

(pressure sensitive).
 Weighted Keys.

 3 Split Points.
 Programmable.

 MIDI IN, OUT & THRU.

 4 MIDI OUTs . LED Display
 Pitch Bend Wheel.

 Modulation Wheel .
 Patch Change Keypad.

 Hold & Program Change Foot
switch Sockets.  Rugged Steel Case.

8 Performance Memories.

R.R.R E39995 inc.MAT

AD specifications and prices subject to change
without notice

CHEETAH MARKETING LTD
Norbury House. Norbury Road.

Fair -water. Cardiff CFS 3AS.
Telephone. Cardiff (0222) 555525

Telex 497455 Fax 02221555527

 61 Full Size Keys.
 Fully Polyphonic.
 Pitch Bend Wheel.

 128 Patches can
be recalled from the chosen

sound module.
 Direct Access Patch Change

Buttons.  Hold Footswitch Socket.
 Program Change Increment

Footswitch Socket.  LED Display.
 Octave Shift Function.  MIDI Out.

 MIDI Brain Facility.  Rugged Steel Case.
 Assignable to any one of 16 MIDI Channels.

R.R.P. £19995 inc. VAT

 Digital Drum Machine.

 Extensive
library of extra

sounds available
at very low cost.

 Real Time
Programming.

 Step Time Programming.

 Seperate Sound Outputs.

 MIDI Compatible.
 Interchangeable Sounds.

 User Friendly 2 line LCD Display.
 Pad Bus for

connection to Cheetah DP5 Electronic Drum Kit.
 16 Song Capacity.  Stereo Audio Cut.

 Mono Audio Out.  Headphone Socket.

R.R.P. £149.95
inc VAT

5 electronic pads complete with stand.

R.R.P.

£159.95 inc.
VAT

(Excluding cymbals cymbal stands and drum pedal)
Cheetah products available from all good music retailers Trigger Level Adjustment Module to link MD8 and DP5 at £39 95 Inc VAT



SONGWRIGHT IV
Software for IBM PC and compatibles

If Christmas and
rising mortgage

repayments have

left you short of

cash as well as

scorewriting

software, this IBM

PC program could

level the score.

Review by

Ian Waugh.

WHAT ARE WE talking here? We are talking budget,
that's what. SongWright is a rare beast, especially in PC

circles -a scorewriting program which doesn't cost an arm

and a leg.

To run SongWright you'll need an IBM PC or
compatible (I ran it on an Amstrad 1640), 256K of RAM
and a printer. A MIDI interface is optional but it could be

useful. The standard Roland MPU401 is supported along

with the Optronics interface. There is an "Other" option
on the MIDI configuration page and this is configured as a

"COM2 port at hex address 2F8 using interrupt IRQ-3" (I

don't understand either) but you can modify these

parameters by altering one of the files on disk.

Operation is strictly from the computer keyboard - the

mouse is out. The first screen proffers the main menu
which has eight options. We'll do the easy ones first.

Path and Files
THESE ALLOW YOU to set the path and drive for data
files and list the current directory. SongWright files are
displayed along with their titles - if you've given them one.

This is very useful. Even during the review I accumulated

nearly two dozen test and half -finished files.

Record
LETS PUT SOME music in. In Record mode you enter
note pitches first then tap out the rhythm in real time to
the beep of a metronome. You can play the computer
keyboard (ugh!) or enter notes from a MIDI keyboard.

You can wipe a recording but you can't delete, say, the

last note should you press the wrong key, but you can
record a few bars, check them then record a few more.

When you've recorded some pitches you move on to a

stave display. A metronome ticks away and you have to
press a function key to enter the rhythm. The note
durations are drawn as bars across the stave as you do so.

You can erase your effort and try tapping again until you're

happy with the results. Then the program turns the bars
into notation. There's a quantise function here (called
Precision) which helps enormously.

The metronome speed, however, bears no relation to
tempo markings (which are usually in beats per minute).

The default is 100, which is about 40bpm. It's far too slow

for accurate tap timing - you try it. Speed it up and the
beep becomes irregular. I found it very difficult to enter
anything of any complexity although 'Frere Jacques' I

managed - just.

You can enter the notes and durations in real (tap) time

from a MIDI keyboard (this draws the bars directly onto

the stave) but the irregular metronome is no help here.

Conipose
FORTUNATELY THERE IS a second method of input
which is far more flexible and versatile: the Compose
screen is effectively a note editor. Here you can correct

mistakes made in Record or enter notes directly onto the

stave - in my opinion, a far more sensible idea.

Three clefs are supported - treble, bass and alto. The

note range extends to four octaves over each clef

beginning with low C, but notes will not print higher than

four leger lines above the stave.

It's important to understand the layout of the staves.

Unlike some scorewriters (C -Lab's Notator, for example

- see review elsewhere in this issue), SongWright's staves

are of fixed length. When you fill one stave you must move

manually down to the next one.

If you need two or more staves (for a piano part or
orchestral score) you can link adjacent staves together.

You can insert staves at will (if you want to add an extra

part, for example) but you could have problems if you
suddenly decide to insert extra bars, as you can't push bars

off one stave and onto the next. You can move and copy

part sections, however, so all is not lost but it will pay to
know exactly what you want to enter before you start to

enter it.

Notes have four parameters: Name (pitch), Accidental,

Value (duration) and Link. Link is used to tie one note to

the next (and to slur them - an aspect of music not
supported over MIDI) and to form chords. When you
form chords you have to work from top to bottom and the

program won't let you link two notes of the same pitch
even if one has been accidentally lowered, for example, A

and Ab.

The shortest note length available is a 16th and the
shortest triplets are eighth -note triplets. This could be
restricting, although 32nd notes are available from user -

defined symbols.

You can set time and key signatures and change them

within a stave although the program can't line up different

time signatures on connected staves (a la Tubular Bells).

This is a very difficult thing to implement and many more

expensive programs can't do it either.

SongWright supports many music symbols, however,
including 1st, 2nd and 3rd time endings, repeat and double

bar lines, accents, tenuto and fermata signs. You can also

define your own symbols using a text editor and several
symbol definitions are supplied on the system disk.

The spacing or Width between notes can be adjusted
and, indeed, may be necessary at times. For example, if you

enter a bar of 16th notes the default Width value makes
the notes overlap the bar lines. This isn't always obvious

from the Composer screen and needs to be considered

when constructing a score. Width adjustment has to be
made manually.

Each stave can hold two parts (each containing chords),

well suited to Bach's 3 -part Inventions and their like, as long

as they don't include durations the program can't handle.

Many modern rock and pop song arrangements are written

in three or four parts on a piano stave.

Apart from the music content you can enter a music
header above the stave (which will probably consist of
chord symbols) and sets of lyrics beneath them. A novel

feature is Sing mode which prints out the lyrics as it plays

the tune. Interesting.

Chord symbols will be adjusted if you transpose the
piece but be prepared for some A sharps (you can alter
them manually, of course, if you wish). You don't have full
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 control over the accidentals either and can't alter them
enharmonically.

The program remembers the attributes of the last note
and offers them for the next one. Pitches can be entered

from a MIDI keyboard, too, and then stepped through
adding their Value and Link attributes. This helps make
step -time input a little easier and quicker.

Compose has several helpful features. For example, it
reminds you if you try to leave a line containing an
incomplete bar. It also advises that Cb is not often used
but it will permit it.

To sum up, Compose doesn't give you infinite flexibility

but it is written to support probably around 75 to 80
percent of "average western music" (I generalise, I

generalise) .

Edit
ONTO THE EDIT screen. This displays a (slightly smaller)

set of eight staves. You can cut, copy, paste and move bits

of the arrangement around in bar increments - very useful

for repetitive scores - and sections can be saved and then

loaded into different scores, enabling you to build up a
complete score from lots of individual parts (or vice versa).

The Edit module didn't take to my Yamaha PF70 piano,

however, and crashed when I tried to leave it (parting is
such sweet sorrow). After several conversations with the

suppliers (and several experiments), we began to suspect

it was the Active Sensing messages put out by the PF70
which were causing the problems.

However, equipment which doesn't recognise Active
Sensing should ignore it (most do) and it's really no excuse

for the program to crash.

Perform
YOU CAN HEAR individual lines played back though the

PC's speaker from Compose. Chords are played as

arpeggios, which, given the restrictions of the PC's sound

chip, is fine. To hear the whole score you have to select
Perform.

Playback via MIDI is a consummation devoutly to be

wished but, unfortunately (aye, here's the rub), in its

present incarnation SongWright is a scorewriter rather
than a sequencer. Consequently MIDI playback is rather
erratic. Give it busy parts to play at speed and it goes to
pieces.

You can enter the speed before playing the piece but
the program restricts you to values between 15 and 300

but, again, this does not represent a bpm tempo. The
speed can be altered as it plays but it doesn't tell you what

value of speed is current. If you speed it up you can get
much faster than 300 and on return to the playback screen

you may see a value of 700 or more. I've cranked it up to

1993 to play Handel's Queen of Sheba. Very odd, and hardly

an ideal state of affairs. Accurate playback via MIDI would

greatly increase SongWright's potential.

Print
SONGWRIGHT SUPPORTS IBM, Epson, Star and

Proprinter printers and you can choose low, medium and

high resolution printout. High resolution is pretty good -
see sample printout.

Notes aren't beamed in the Composer but they can be

joined together for printout, although you have no control

over the grouping of the beamed notes. Some aspects of

the layout could be improved but I think SongWright has a

fair crack at a difficult job. Remember, we're talking budget

here.

Read the manual from the beginning and you'll walk
through a very good tutorial section. The reference
section, however, only lists the options available from the

various menus and really should be expanded.

Verdict
HAVING LOOKED AT some of the big boys in the

scorewriting business - and some of the smaller ones - I

find SongWright a difficult fellow to place. It hasn't got all

the bells and whistles of the big boys, and I'm afraid certain

sections of the music community won't be able to produce

the scores their hearts desire, but it will cater for a great
deal of popular music. If you simply want to write lead

sheets (melody, chords and lyrics) it will do the job with
nonchalant ease.

Let's not beat around the bush. SongWright's real
strength is its price. My main disappointment is the poor
playback via MIDI but, as this is a software consideration,

perhaps the situation can be improved.

Having said that, playback still serves as a guide to what

you've written and if you bear in mind the fact that even
some of the more expensive scorewriters don't have a
MIDI playback facility, I think that puts SongWright's place

in the musical scheme of things firmly into perspective. It's

by no means fully comprehensive but it does perform a
good range of scorewriting functions quite well - and cost-

effectively.

Price £87 including VAT
More from Computer Music Systems. The Coach
House, 6 Manor Road. 7eddington, Middlesex TW11
8BG. Tel: 01-9774546.

ADAP
TM \I_/ Hybrid Arts, Incr.-

16 Bit Stereo Sampling - Direct to Hard Disk Recording
VIA THE ATARI ST COMPUTER

For the full story The ADAP Project contact:
HYBRID ARTS (UK) LTD - 24/26 Avenue Mews, London. N10 3NP.

Call: 01-883 1335
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KEYBOARDS
Roland 0030

Workstation (New)
ETC.Roland

A80 Weighted
Mother Keyboard £1599(New)

Roland U110
Sampler Module

(New)Roland 05 Synth
(New/Roland DIO Multi Timbral

Linear SynthRoland 020 Multi Timm
-al Linear SynthRoland 050

Multi Timbral
Linear SynthRoland 0110

Multi Timbral ModuleRoland 5330 Sampler
Roland RD2505

Electronic PianoRoland R0300S
Electronic PianoRoland P330

Yamaha V50
Workstation (Soon)Yamaha PF1500

Electronic Piano
(Soon)Yamaha YS100

Synth
Yamaha YS200

Synth
Yamaha TX1P
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Machine
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RECORDING
Tascam 38 Open Reel 8 Track, S/S
Tascam Porta 05 (4 Track Porta Studio)
Tascam Porta 1 (4 Track Porta Studio)
Tascam Porta 2 (4 Track Porta Studio
Tascam 238 New 8 Track Porta Studio
Fostex X26 Multitracker
Fostex X30 Multitracker, plus MN15
Fostex 160 Multitracker
Fostex 260 Multitracker
Fostex R8 8 Track Reel To Reel
Yamaha MT1X
Yamaha MT100

To celebrate
Axe Music's 12th
birthday, we are

opening a new department
devoted entirely to giving the

best service in the mail order business.
We inspect all musical equipment available

in search of quality and value. All
the goods advertised here, in

our opinion, represent not only
the highest quality but

excellent value for money.

Credit SerVice
TYPE OF CREDIT QUICK AND EASY H.P.
REQUIRED
TICK BOX
CI 6 MONTHS Interest tree
El 1 YEAR Low interest
El 2 YEARS Low interest

o 4 YEARS Low interest
ID 3 YEARS Low interest
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EFFECTS
Akai U4 Phrase Trainer
Marshall 'the Guvnor' pedals
Boss BE5 Guitar Multi Effects (New)

Boss ME5 Guitar Multi Effects
Boss BX8 Mixer (8 channel)
Boss BX16 Mixer (16 channel)
Boss CE3 Chorus
Boss HM2 Heavy Metal
Boss PS2 Pitch Shifter/Delay
Yamaha REX 50 Multi Effects
Yamaha SPX 90 Multi Effects
Yamaha SPX50D
Yamaha R100 Reverb
Akai EX9OR Reverb
Akai EX6500 Digital Delay
Alesis Microverb II
Alesis Midiverb II
Art Proverb
Di Tech IPS33 Intelligent Harmonizer..........--

.:...

GOODS REQUIRED

::.ii:surname: (Mr/Mrs/Miss)

First name Date of Birth

1570 i Address'
1299
1395 Postcode'

499£5 3. How long? Phone No.
£109

TO GET YOUR GOODS
QUICKLY JUST FILL IN THE
ABOVE APPLICATION AND
RETURN IT TO US. WE WILL
PROCESS IT IMMEDIATELY IN
THE STRICTEST CONFIDENCE.

£380

1639
1399

£268
1340
£314

£219
£139
£122

1208
1279
1392

1208
1237

1200
£895

1635

1349

£149
£45

£199
£449
£299
£450
£59
£49

£140
£325
£559
£399
£179
£199
£199
£149
£225
£249
£742

SALES HOTLINE
(0206) 570630

Previous address: Of less than 3 years)

How long?

Marital Status:

Married El Single0 DivorcedO Widowed El

No. of Dependents'

Home: Buying  Renting El With Parents El

EMPLOYMENT

Name and address of Employer.

Exact Occupation: How long?

Previous employer (if less than 3 years)

Exact Occupation: How long2

Bankers name

Address

Post this coupon now to secure
any of the above.

Please send me immediately

Name

Tel No

I enclose cheque/postal order for
made payable to
AXE MUSIC OR
please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

11111111111111111
REMEMBER! IF YOU'VE BEEN QUOTED
LOWER PRICES PLEASE TELL US -
WE MAY STILL BE ABLE TO HELP!

Axe Mail, Dept 1, 96 High Street,
Colchester, Essex, C011TH.
Tel: Colchester (0206) 570630



S-1000PB S-1000HD

S-950 XE-8

S-1000

Akai (UK) Ltd, Haslemere/Heathrow Estate, Parkway, Hounslow,
Middlesex TW4 6NQ. Special Information Line 01-897 2487.



BETTER EXCUSE FOR
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS
You could lose a lot of sleep deciding which sampling system

to buy. You could lose a lot of sleep setting up and learning

how to use the system you do buy. Or you could choose from

the brilliant new family of Akai samplers and lose a lot of

sleep doing nothing but make music.

The S-950 is Akai's successor to the

remarkable S-900. Incredibly, it offers a whole range of

extra features - at a lower price! An expandable memory.

Superb 48kHz sampling frequency. The ability to load information whilst

playing. Full compatibility with the massive S-900 and S-1000 sound

libraries. Time stretch, cross -fade looping and pre -trigger recording

facilities, a filter envelope and much more. All for the astonishing price of

£1,399. Optional boards for hard disk and digital input make the S-950 a

uniquely versatile machine.

The S-1000 is the new 16 -bit sampling standard. It produces

the cleanest, clearest stereo samples you've ever heard, with the ease and

immediacy which have made Akai famous. 2Mb of memory, expandable to

a staggering 8Mb. A maximum sampling rate of 48kHz. 16 voices, with easy

layer, multiple looping and cross -fade capabilities. A large 40x8 LCD

display makes editing incredibly simple and the use of a separate monitor

unnecessary. For its sheer power, intelligence and accessibility - at a cost

of only £2,899 - the S-1000 is unequalled.

And to complete the picture, Akai have developed the

S-1000PB 16 bit sample playback machine, priced at £1,999, and the

S-1000HD with built-in hard disk, providing a generous 40Mb of storage:

at £3,999 nothing else even comes close.

If it's quality drum sounds you want, check out the XE-8.

Coming complete with two memory cards, the XE-8 provides a wide variety

of excellent 16 bit drum samples in a compact 1U rack unit. Choose from

individual or mix outputs. Used with MIDI drum machine or sequencer -

such as our ASQ-10 - you can edit and store your own sounds to give the

crisp, clear dynamic attacks of real or electronic percussion, for an

unbelievable £499.

When a system's as good as the sum of its parts, you know

it's Akai. Sleep on it.

professional
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A sequencer can make or break your music - but how do you give a sequence a "human"
touch as opposed to a mechanical handicap? Text by Travis Charbeneau.

WHAT MAKES MUSIC sound "human"
or "mechanical"? Where does unfeeling
mechanical precision take over from
desirable human accuracy? The "soul" in
music is, in part at least, a product of the
techniques we humans cobbled together
in order to cope with the instruments
we've invented down through the ages
and our inability to cope with them as we
would like. The trouble with electronic
instruments is that they allow us to
overcome many of these shortcomings
and create sounds and music that are
literally too perfect.

You can easily synthesise the sound of a
flute, but simulating a human playing the
flute is an entirely different matter.
Similarly, unless your fingers are a yard
long, it's impossible to simulate a guitar
strum on a keyboard over the proper
register of a guitar patch. The real-time
control necessary for imitating wind
instruments and guitars is missing from
most synths and samplers, and this situ-
ation is partly responsible for the pro-
liferation of new and expensive MIDI
wind and guitar controllers. Be aware,
also, that the breath controller which
drives virtually all Yamaha DX -series
synths will go a long way towards solving
the problem of missing expression.

Ironically, the best way of "humanising"
your electronic instruments, is with the
aid of a computer. If you can't get your
drum machine to stutter, flam or do a
press roll because you can't play them or
your model doesn't support those
features, remember that the computer/
sequencer combination liberates us from
the constraints of keyboard technique and
pre -determined features. Properly used,
your sequencer can simulate the playing of
instruments whose sounds were never
meant to issue forth from a row of black -
and -whites.

Currently, even using the best

controller and sound -generating gear in
the world, you are unlikely to achieve the
nuance and clarity of a virtuoso
performance unless you are a virtuoso.
Even then, people are likely to gripe about
trivia like the graininess in your sample.
However, as anyone who has played in a
"real" band knows, ensemble work can
hide a multitude of sins. As a hardened
sinner, I'll begin with the sequencer itself.

Tempo
TEMPO IS THE first "humanisable"
aspect of music that the sequencer brings
under complete control. Various real-time
interfaces are available that will follow a
human drummer in live performance, but
let's take a look at tempo flexibility as it
comes in many sequencers. How do you
get a rhythm pattern to change with a
"human" feel?

Assuming your sequencer supports a
tempo track, globally or by individual
track, you have all the tempo control any
human group of players has. Better, in
fact. Your drummer won't get excited and
speed up, causing bitter recriminations
about whose "job" it is to guide and keep
time. And global tempo control is just
fine. Unless you're into experimental
music, the idea is to keep "the group"
together. If your sequencer supports
offsets for individual tracks, you can always
simulate the bass player who needs sleep
or the drummer who's anxious to get
through a rehearsal before the pubs close.

After you've got your basic tracks laid
down, say for a rock instrumental, open
up the tempo window, listen to the piece
and let your imagination in. Basic tempo:
120 beats per minute. But, it's a hot night
at Club I' Go Go. The band starts at
120bpm, however, after the first eight

bars, people are crowding onto the floor.
On the eighth bar the drummer rolls into
the second verse and, responding
involuntarily to an adrenalin rush, the
tempo goes up: bar 9: 122, bar 10: 123, bar
II: 125. But at 125 you smartly regain
control and sizzle up to the chorus.
Drummer does a nice, broken tom roll,
and you immediately flip back to 120bpm.
Then comes the guitar break: another
abrupt jump up to I25bpm. As the
guitarist burns to a climax, the tempo
climbs just perceptibly up to 128. Third
verse: 125. Then, something you could
never get right at the real Club I' Go Go: a
perfect ritard on the vamp: 123, 120, 117,
III, 106, to a perfect dead stop - right
down to the reverb dying on the beat.
Something that would have taken years to
achieve playing in garages and clubs,
tempo control perfectly in accord with
musical content, can be accomplished by
the thoughtful entry of a few digits.

The uses of tempo variations can be a
lot more subtle or a lot more obvious. Try
raising the tempo just a couple of bpm for
each bar in a two -bar drum roll heading
into the middle eight, then resuming the
original tempo. The roll will build a head
of steam "just like a real drummer". In the
"obvious" department, picture a classical
conductor threatening the orchestra with
his baton as he pushes and pulls them 12
times in as many bars. Your variations may
run over a very narrow range, maybe a
change of one or two bpm from one bar
to the next, but the effect can be

surprisingly convincing.
For random variations in tempo, make

a tempo track of some uneven length that
has nothing to do with the structure of
your song - say nine bars of narrow
variation running 120bpm, I22bpm,
12Ibpm, II9bpm, II8bpm, 119bpm,
12Ibpm, I23bpm, I22bpm. Loop it and
forget it. Barely perceptible, these slight
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variations can help humanise a piece of
music in a way deliberate changes of
tempo will not.

Velocity

THESE SAME OBSERVATIONS apply to
velocity and MIDI volume (MIDI con-
troller 7) assigns. Even if your keyboard
puts out velocity information you are
unlikely to achieve a convincing perfor-
mance for your sampled string section.
This is what the computer was built for -
play the part in at a straight velocity value
of 64. Then go to the event editor and
lower the velocity on individual notes.
Suddenly you've got a "performance".

Many sequencers (my Voyetra
Sequencer Plus III included) allow you to
crescendo or decrescendo velocities.
Phrases or passages can thus build to
dominate others, or give way to others.
The truth is, they can fade in or fade out a
part more convincingly than most "real"
players. Try combining a little crescendo
with the tempo build-up in the two -bar
drum roll we talked about earlier. A tired
pattern taken right off your machine can
be sculpted in this way to fit your

expression, even if you've never hit a
drum in your life.

If all your gear supports controller
number 7, you can go a long way towards
an automated mix. At the very least, you
can achieve "human" dynamics which may
exceed, but still resemble, those of human
players. In most of my early bands we

were so alternately preoccupied and then
thrilled at playing all the notes right that
dynamics were forgotten - properly used
dynamics are often the trademark of a
seasoned player. Changes in dynamics,
even in heads -down, no-nonsense,
mindless rock 'n' roll, are essential parts of
human performance. Again, after all the
tracks are down, go to the mixer and
"audition" bars for forte and piano (loud
and soft, to you). Then go back and insert
number 7s or velocity assigns until you
arrive at the right feel.

Quantisation
WHAT ABOUT THE precision with
which a musician plays - what your
sequencer calls quantisation? For years
musicians have striven to be tight (in one
sense or another). Now (musical)

tightness is possible at the push of a
button. Usual result: mechanical music.
Quantisation is obviously useful as a repair
tool, perhaps to put a bassline back in
time with a bass drum, but it can also be a
great creative tool, particularly if you

cultivate a sensibility for human laziness.
Say you've got a'nice, loose groove leading
up to an instrumental break, try
quantising the break to match both the
bass and the drums. In this case, the
abrupt move into tight sync from your
carefully -cultivated looseness will sound
truly impressive, just like "real" musicians
who've suddenly tightened up.

But quantisation is like any powerful

new tool: you'll probably tend to over -use
it at first and finding an appropriate place
for it in your creative palette is worth
spending time over.

More subtly, offsets - which slip tracks
or parts of tracks forward or back in

relation to the others - can also help
humanise a performance. My Sequencer
Plus has two offset functions, one which
offsets in playback only, allowing you to
audition various degrees of slippage, and a
permanent offset that will take any part of
the track and "physically" slip notes so
that they're permanently re -positioned
after you've decided on the desired result.

"Aggressive" and "laid-back" are not
normally considered adjectives for use
with machines. But these two attitudes
can be simulated with uncanny effect by a
computer. Of course the chances are, that
no-one will consciously notice that
anything is happening. In all music there
are a great many subconscious ingredients
and the effort spent studying them and
implementing these with your sequencer
will pay off when it comes to
"humanising" the machine's performance.

Transposition
YOUR SEQUENCER MAY support
various types of transposition. These can
also be used to add variation and colour.
Say you've got a single -line sax vamp, built
on a repeating phrase - it can only repeat
for a limited amount of time before it
sounds unrealistic. Try adding a harmony

CAN IJ AFFORD
2 B WITHOUT IT?
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Please send me the next 12 issues of Music Technology
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 line to a few bars of the single -line phrase.
Try straight fifths for starters and
experiment from there.

You may have a sequencer that
supports harmonic inversion as well as
harmonic transposition. Try telling your
key signature window that the song is in C
Dorian instead of plain old C -minor and
your vamped sax can suddenly switch
modes for the fade-out. Alternatively,
phrase inversion can turn a phrase inside -
out around a selected note axis for some
nice surprises. If the facility doesn't exist
on the sequencer it may be worth the
effort of working the inversion out and
inputting it as a separate part - isn't that
what real musicians do?

Human?
IS ALL THIS key-punching, this micro-
surgery necessary for a few bars of music?
Having served a 20 -year apprenticeship in
bands and writing music, I can confirm
that this is no spontaneous kick -out -the -
jams enterprise. It would be fair to say it's
more closely related to the writing
experience. In terms of artistic legitimacy,
computer composition/performance is

just as valid as writing music but is perhaps
more akin to painting or making animated
films. Both persuits lack spontaneity and
do not yield immediate results - but they
do yield results and are perfectly valid
approches to what you might loosely call
artistic creativity.

The MIDI/computer encounter is also
very much like that of taking a band into a
recording studio. The bottom line in both
cases is the final mix. I challenge the
general record -buying public to tell the
difference between a record made by a
well -produced group using "conven-
tional" studio practices and a sufficiently
resourceful one-man MIDI band working
from his back room.

Next time you're drooling over the
advertisements and reviews in these
pages, look seriously at your current rig.
Have you really exploited it to the full?
Look what The Beatles did with two
guitars, bass and drums. There's a lot to
be said for knowing your instrument and
this applies as much, if not more, to hi -
tech gear as to "conventional" instru-
ments. Adding more and more little black
boxes to your arsenal of sound sources is
going to make it correspondingly more
difficult to "humanise" your music.

On the other hand, the capacity to
better simulate human technique is being
built into a lot of newer gear. Some of it,
the new R8 "Human Rhythm Composer"
from Roland, for instance, employs
"artificial intelligence" to do this. Instead
of real Al (which is not yet out of the lab)
I'm guessing these machines use variations
on the types of algorithms found in

algorithmic compositional software,
where you set parameters and the
algorithm simulates a controlled
randomness. (See feature on computer
composition elsewhere in this issue.)

But improvements in sequencing is

where the real action will be. The Alesis
MMT8 dedicated sequencer already
supports different types of quantisation to
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adjust note ons, note offs, note durations,
changing the note ons without affecting
durations and so on. In brief, more
flexibility.

More significantly, and probably more
cheaply, look for software upgrades for
your present computer -based sequencer.
The new Master Tracks Pro, for example
(it wasn't the first, nor will it be the last),
supports a more sophisticated approach
to quantisation where you set a margin of
error or a quantisation "window". Notes
that fall off the click, but are within the
margin of error, are left unquantised while
any real howlers are re -positioned. This
way, some of the original human
inaccuracy in the performance is retained.

Part of the beauty of making music with
MIDI and a computer is that the
technology continually brings ever more
sophisticated, creative tools. That said, I

don't think we'll ever have a true
"human" button - you'll still need to
know how to apply a technique to an
instrument, and how and where to apply
it. But better "humanising" tools are

almost certain to come along and will, no
doubt, be made very welcome.

Humanising a garage band is no
problem; it's true, there's nothing like a
live jam involving live musicians and their
abilities, limitations, moods and

inspiration. Nobody is going to deny that,
and long may it live. But the result of an
inspired performance and a carefully
engineered sequence is the same - an
emotive piece of music on a piece of tape.
Right now there are A&R men up and
down the country turning down .demo
tapes they believe to be out of fashion
because they're obviously made with the
help of machines - the same A&R men
who are signing bands using technology a
little more subtly, claiming that music
needs to be made by "live" musicians.
What did an A&R man ever know?

The bottom line is that once the
computer has done your bidding, it's your
music. That old saying about computers,
"garbage in, garbage out" easily and

validly translates to "human in, human
out".

WINTER SALE
During the next 4 weeks we are selling all
our ex demo & ex hire equipment at knock
down prices. Below are just a few
examples, please phone for further

details on 021-200 1771.
ENSONIO
EPS with Library New Boxed £1175
S080 New Boxed £995
Mirage ex display £699
ESQ1 Plus with full flight case £699

KORG
Korg M1 r really in stock now' £1299
SG1 sampled Grand Piano £1485
707 New £375
°S0D8 Sequencer..New £265
Poly Six second user £295

CASIO
VZ1 one only' £725
VZ1 OM. one only' £575
FZ1 one only' £1199

AKAI
S950 with MX73 Kybd..just a few left £1499
MPC60 ex display £1995
MX73 New Mother Kybd 76 notes £299

ROLAND
D10 £699
D20 £999
D50 £1195
D110 second user..2 available each. £459
D550 .New..Boxed £625
VP70 Voice Processor ..1 only' £475
PG10 programmer for D20/D10
& D110 Red. to £149
PR100 Sequencer..red. to clear' £275
Juno 11 second user mint' £425
Juno 60 second user £325
JX8p second user £525
MSQ700 second user £300

YAMAHA
KX88 mother kybd New Boxed £1199
RX7 New. Boxed £499
TX8 1Z. ex display £295
TX802 ex display £999
DX7 11 FD ex display £1559
DX 11 ex display £550
QX3 ex display £499
YS200 ex display £495

SOFTWARE
Roland MC500 Software reduced' £99
Doctor T KCS Level 2 £225
Steinberg Pro 12 £90
Passport Mastertrack Junior £89

Mail Order Export Leasing Service Installation

The Pacific Building
16/17 Caroline Street Birmingham B3 1TR

"Perhaps the best contact you'll ever make."

For Recording Equipment see our
Home & Studio Recording Advert!

aud-i-o
SYSTEMS

Tel: 021-200 1771

Fax: 021-200 2370



THEME ANDVARIATIONSFr rt NA LA S ry-1 esse 1
Each year the Frankfurt music fair provides a battlefield where time -warped "widdly-
widdly" guitarists deny the existence of MIDI, and the musically educated deny the

existence of guitarists. Report by Simon Trask.
NO SOONER THAN the dust had
settled from the NAMM show in Ana-
heim, than the music equipment industry
were busy setting up their stands in

Germany. What had changed in the
intervening five days (apart from the
weather)? We were eager to find out.

New software to be found at Frankfurt
included Steinberg's upmarket Cubit
sequencer which marks a new generation
of Atari ST sequencers. Cubit employs
another Steinberg innovation, M.ROS
(MIDI Realtime Operating System),
which its writers claim endows the ST
with multitasking abilities. It boasts 1024
tracks, 384ppqn resolution, reads MIDI
Time Code, is Pro24 and MIDI File
compatible and makes impressive use of
interactive graphic editing techniques. No
UK price had been fixed at the time of the
show.

Also making its debut on the Steinberg
stand was a stereo sample processing
program called Avalon. The program
supports all samplers and includes resyn-
thesis techniques. An optional D/A card
offers AES/EBU interfacing to CD and
DAT.

Intelligent Music have a particularly
impressive and intriguing ST sequencer in
the form of the 256 -track Realtime, which
provides a unique blend of familiar se-
quencing techniques and the sort of
intelligent composition techniques for
which the company are so famous.

A new British company called The
Digital Muse chose Frankfurt to unveil a
new Atari sequencer called Virtuoso
(£TBA), which has been written entirely
in machine code and is capable of multiple
concurrent task -processing. Virtuoso has
99 tracks, a 480ppqn resolution, a tempo
resolution of 0.01bpm, custom -designed
graphics, open-ended modular design and
the ability to load and save to disk as a
background task.

On the hardware front, Oberheim
introduced a new keyboard synth in the
form of the 61 -note OB8k (£1099), which
is essentially an eight -voice multitimbral
version of the Matrix 1000 expander with
a built-in Systemizer providing controller -
keyboard facilities. The company also
introduced the third in their line of Perf/x
Performance Effects: Navigator (Q45), is
a MIDI mapper which allows you to do
things like reassign and filter controllers,
build custom drum -kit maps, rescale
velocity and controllers, map up to 32
notes to patches and synchronise patch
changes on up to 16 MIDI channels.

E -mu provided perhaps the biggest
surprise of the show with the introduction
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of their Proteus 16 -bit multitimbral digital
sound module, a I U -high 19" rack -

mounting unit along Roland U110 lines.
Drawing on the Emulator III sound
library, the Proteus offers 4Mb-worth of
16 -bit samples (expandable internally to
8Mb), 192 presets, 32 -voice polyphony,
up to 16 -part multitimbral operation, six
polyphonic outputs (which can also be
used as three stereo pairs) and two stereo
effects loops. You can combine parts of
one sound with another or with any
selection of digital waveforms which are
stored in Proteus' sample ROM. In

keeping with the instrument's multi-
timbral nature, E -mu have included a

broad range of sounds. The samples are
impressive: clean, bright and with plenty
of presence and sparkle.

Proteus features MidiPatch software,
which gives you direct real-time access to
over 40 of a sound's parameters, either
from a MIDI keyboard, from other MIDI
controllers, or from the instrument's
internal LFOs and envelopes. At around
£799 the Proteus is set to make a strong
impact in the marketplace - but you'll
have to wait until April/May time to get
your hands on one.

The company also furthered the impact
of their samplers by introducing the Emax
SE with SCSI interface, which is expected
to retail at under £2000.

Alesis were showing their 16 -bit

Quadraverb Simultaneous Digital Effects
Processor (£449) which allows sounds to
be processed through up to four effects
drawn from pitch, delay and reverb types
together with three -band parametric EQ.

The company have taken an interesting
direction with their HRI6B drum machine
(£479), which is an HRI6 with a new set
of sounds and additional software for a
combined HRI6/HRI6B system. The
HRI6B price includes an extra chip for the
HRI6 which Alesis' UK distributors'
Sound Technology will fit free of charge.

Alesis also introduced the first two
products to use their revolutionary Inte-
grated Monolithic Surface circuit -board
technology, the 1622 mixer (E799) and
MEQ230 60 -band V3 octave graphic EQ
(E199), both available May/June. The
compact size of the latter has to be seen
to be believed. This could be the start of
something big in miniaturisation (if you
see what I mean).

Casio are consolidating their existing
hi -tech range with the introduction of the
FZ2OM (£1899), essentially an FZIOM
with SCSI port, the VZ8M (£499), a

I U -high 19" rack -mount version of the
VZIOM with eight instead of 16 voices, the

PG3I0 MIDI guitar (E999), and DH800
digital horn (£219), which adds a rhythm
and chord accompaniment facility and
recorder -type fingering to the basic
DH100 spec.

Akai provided one of the more offbeat
products of the show in the form of the
U5 Trackman (£199), a Walkman -styled
four -channel cassette recorder with one
mic input and two instrument inputs
which allows you to play back any tape
recorded on a standard cassette deck
while simultaneously recording two more
channels. Built-in echo can be added on
the vocal input, distortion and echo/
chorus on the instrument input. Destined
to go down a storm with the karaoke set,
the U5 could also become a useful
practice tool for musicians. Available as
from March.

Akai also introduced the AR900 16 -bit
PCM digital reverb, which comes com-
plete with a wireless remote control. The
AR900 offers 20 preset reverb programs
and the ability to create numerous varia-
tions by adjusting pre -delay time (0.01-
210msecs) and reverb time (1-16 secs)
settings on the front panel. The results
can be stored in any of 79 user memories,
making a total of 99 programs including
the presets. The AR900 also has a dual
seven -band programmable graphic EQ
section, which can be used independently
of or in conjunction with the digital
reverb.

Frankfurt also saw the release of
version 2.0 software for the SI000 and for
the MPC60/ASQ10. The new SI000
software (free of charge to users)
introduces time -stretch capability, which
allows you to change the length of a
sample without changing its pitch. There
are two modes: Cyclic (best used on
single notes) and Intelligent (best used on
music and speech samples).

The new MPC60/ASQ10 software
includes the 2nd Sequence function,
which allows you to run two sequences
concurrently, and the ability to record on
all 16 MIDI channels simultaneously and to
play back on up to 64 MIDI channels via
the four MIDI Outs. There are quite a few
other new features in the upgrade, making
it a must -have for existing owners. The
software comes on ROM, and the good
news is that Akai will fit it free of charge.

Korg, meanwhile, are continuing to
build up an extremely impressive hi -tech
product range. Announced at Frankfurt
were the S3 Production Workstation
(050) and the TI Total Workstation
(£3700). The S3 is a neat addition to the
company's SI sampling drum machine and
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QI MIDI sequencer (which, incidentally,
still aren't available - what is occurring
here, chaps?). It's a 16 -bit drum machine
(non -sampling) with an onboard eight -
track MIDI sequencer, onboard digital
multi -effects generator and SMPTE read/
write capability. Drum sounds can be
transmitted via four individual outs as well
as the usual stereo outputs. Editing of the
S3's drum sounds is posible courtesy of a
multi -point digital amplitude envelope,
and it's also possible to reverse the

samples. Additional sounds (including
stereo samples) can be added via two
PCM ROM card slots, while a RAM card
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slot is available for storing patterns and
sequences.

The TI, meanwhile, aspires to be a
"total music workstation" (hence the 'T'
tag). Using the same Al synthesis system
as the MI, the TI's internal sample ROM is
twice the size of the MI's (four as

opposed to two megawords), allowing for
an even broader range of sounds as the
basis of synthesis. The Ti uses the same
88 -note weighted keyboard as Korg's
SGID electronic piano, and features an
extensive set of MIDI Master Control
Functions, 32 MIDI channels, eight -way
splits and velocity layers, and independent

velocity curves for internal and external
voices. An onboard sequencer offers
65,000 -note capacity, while a 3.5" 2HD
disk drive is provided for storage.
Programming is via a sizeable 256X 64 -dot
LCD, and an optional RAM board allows
new sample data to be loaded from disk
for even more sonic possibilities.

Korg also introduced a first for them:
the pitch -to -MIDI Z3 MIDI guitar system
(£799+£179). The Z3 uses a new pitch
extraction algorithm which Korg claim
works out the pitch in half a cycle. The
ZD3 hex pickup can be attached to any
guitar, and connects to the Z3 I U -high 19" O.
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rack unit, which contains a four -op FM
synth module with built-in reverb. An
optional FC6 pedalboard allows you to
select Z3 patches remotely.

The company's latest effects unit is the
16 -bit A3 Performance Signal Processor
(£950). In current fashion it's a multi -
effect device, allowing you to combine up
to six effects and store the combination in
effect "chains" for instant recall. Forty-
one effect types are provided, including
reverb, delay, exciter, distortion, chorus
and rotary speaker. The A3's range of
effect types and effect chains can be
expanded by plugging in ROM cards.
Exciting stuff.

Oberheim OB8k - more than a Matrix 1000
Unfortunately, of the new gear only the

A3, Z3 and the MIR (rack -mount version
of the MI) were available for public
inspection. The rest of the gear was
tantalisingly on display in glass cases. The
A3 and Z3 are scheduled for February/
March availability, but you'll have to wait
till June-ish for the rest of the new
products.

Kawai are another company con-
solidating their existing range (in this case
the KI synth range) rather than intro-
ducing new developments. The KI II

(£745) is, as its name suggests, a mark
two version of the KI, adding 16 onboard
digital effects (reverb and echo) and a
separate "drum kit" section with up to 32
dedicated PCM drum samples assignable
across the keyboard (tuning, volume and
pan are programmable per key). The 16
digital effects can be selected remotely via
MIDI patch changes, which means that
they can be sequenced along with any
dedicated digital effect units you may
have.

The "glass case" syndrome appeared
again with the K4 synth, which is expected
to retail for under £1000 and won't be
available until much later in the year, so
don't hold your breath. The 61 -note K4
employs the same synthesis method as
the KI series, but takes it into the realm of
16 -bit fidelity. Other "sixteens" on the K4
are 16 -note polyphony and I6 -part
multitimbrality. The synth will have an
onboard digital effects procesor, 128

sounds, and assignable drum sounds along
the lines of the K1 II.

Roland were debuting the W30 Music
Workstation (£1599) and the GR50/GK2
Guitar Synthesis system (£950+E125 -
both the subject of a news item in MT,
February '89), together with the D5 LA
synth (£599), R5 drum machine (c. £399)
and the sophisticiated A50 and A80
controller keyboards (L1395 and £1599
respectively). The D5 is essentially a DI0
minus the rhythm track but plus a few
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performance features like chord play,
chase play and arpeggio. The R5, mean-
while, is a scaled -down version of the R8,
in both size and facilities (smaller LCD, no
card slots and so on), but seems to
preserve all the most important aspects of
its bigger relative.

Tucked away in the backroom was
Roland's stereo 16 -bit digital sampler, a
3U -high rack -mount unit which is appar-
ently based on a recently -completed
sampling chip. The S770 will offer 24
voices with digital filtering; 48, 44.1 and
24K sampling rates; 2Mb of RAM as
standard, expandable up to 16MB; a

removable 40Mb hard disk; six polyphonic
individual outputs in addition to the usual
stereo pair; digital inputs and outputs; a
large LCD and, following in the footsteps
of the S50/550 and 5330, a monitor
output. It seems that the 5770 will also
have LA synthesis capabilities and will
allow you to create your own sampled
partials. But don't all go running down to
your local music shop just yet. Quite apart
from the fact that the 5770 wasn't up and
running at Frankfurt, Roland have yet to
fix either a price or a release date.

Anyone bringing out a controller key-
board now will have to look to Cheetah,
who augment their existing range with
the Series 7P (£699.95), their most
impressive controller yet. Employing an
88 -note velocity -sensitive weighted key-
board, the 7P has eight zones (with up to
four notes/channels layered per key), four
MIDI outputs, a choice of 26 attack
velocity and 26 release velocity curves, 80
performance memories, three continuous
wheels and footpedal sockets, 2 foot-

switch sockets, MIDI input with merge,
and remote MIDI start/stop and clock
facility. Phew!

The company were also debuting the
eight -track MQ8 MIDI Sequencer/
Performance system. The MQ8 has an
8000 -event capacity, 16 songs, 256 pat-
terns, and allows you to choose from
eight effects including vector chord, echo,
embellish and arpeggio. The memory is
battery backed, which is probably a good
thing as, like Alesis' MMT8 sequencer, the
MQ8 uses tape storage of sequences. As
always with Cheetah, the emphasis is on
affordable pricing; at £249.95 the MQ8 is
definitely the affordable face of
sequencing.

Yamaha (hey, we've spelt their name
right this year) had plenty of new gear to
show, though nothing which demon-
strated a move beyond FM. Clearly they
feel there's still plenty of mileage to be
had from the packaging, and perhaps
they're right. Leader of the pack is the
V50 (£1200), which essentially comprises
two DXII synths, an eight -track sequen-
cer, 61 PCM drum samples, a digital multi -
effects unit and a disk drive - all in all a
very capable workstation -type instru-
ment, if you go for that type of thing.

The DS55 keyboard (£499) is a YSI00/
200 type of instrument, but more into the
"home keyboard" territory, with an Auto
Performance function which provides 43
rhythm and accompaniment patterns and
three variations in a range of styles from
blues to disco.

The company's newest drum machine,
the 16 -bit RX8 (050), won't exactly set
the world alight, but looks to be a very

competent affair, with 43 PCM sampled
drum and percussion voices, 100 patterns
and 20 songs, and two assignable outs in
addition to the usual stereo pair.

The TQ5 expander (£450) is another
variation on the four -op FM theme, this
time combining 100 preset and 100

programmable FM sounds with ten digital
effects and an eight -track sequencer
which can store 10,000 notes and eight
songs. Colour buffs will be interested to
know that the TQ5 forgoes Yamaha's
usual black finish for a less sober silver-
grey.

WX7 owners can now buy a four -op
FM expander which is dedicated to their
needs: the WTII (around £400). In fact
it's similar to the TX8IZ in organisation,
but is more compact, easier to use and
comes with 96 preset performance
sounds.

The 88 -note PFI500 electronic piano
(£1600) has five AWM sounds (two
acoustic pianos, one electric, harpsichord
and vibes) together with three digital
reverb effects, and 2X 20W speakers built
in. With their Clavinova range, Yamaha
aren't short on electronic pianos, but the
1500 sounds particularly impressive,
apparently employing a special process
which further cleans up the sounds.

It could have been another computer
dodo for Yamaha, but all the signs are that
the company's Cl/20 IBM-compatible
portable computer is set to make a big
impact at the pro end of the sequencing
market - and at £2999 that's the only end
of the market for it. The CI comes
bundled with a powerful 400 -track se-
quencer from Yamaha themselves, though
prospective owners needn't worry about
lack of choice - the number of US MIDI
software companies who have rallied
round the CI is impressive.

Yamaha have obviously been listening
to the comments of their DMP7 users,
because they've developed a nifty new
programming unit for the DMP7/II.
Apparently UK -originated, the RTCI
(£600) attempts to bring some knobs -n -

sliders friendliness to programming the
DMP7/DMPII, which seems like a pretty
admirable objective to me. Basically it
makes the controls for a single channel
available in a more familiar mixing -desk
layout; you just select the channel you
want (1-32 ie. four units) and slide and
twiddle to your heart's content.

Yamaha continue to impress on the
audio front. Along with a new six -input
portastudio, the MT3X (649), they've
developed two powerful new digital
multi -effects units, the SPXI000 (£629)
and SPX900 (£999), each of which allows
up to five effects to be used at the same
time. The company have also added to
their 100 series of compact personal
recording equipment (which currently
consists of the MT100 portastudio and
R100 digital reverb) with the Q100 stereo
graphic equaliser (L109), GSP100 Guitar
Processor (£129), MV100 mic/line mixer
(£129), A100 50W per channel power
amplifier (£179) and SI00 speakers.
Definitely worth checking if you're setting
up a home studio on a tight budget.

As the MT crew caught the first 737
out of Germany we opened our diaries: it
was just over a month until the AES show
opened in Hamburg...
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SOUND CARDTM
PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION

THE FIRST SOUNDCARD COLLECTION
OFFERS YOU A POWERFUL VARIETY
OF CONTEMPORARY STUDIO DRUM -
SOUNDS.

EACH SOUNDCARD IS PROGRAM-
MED WITH THE MAXIMUM OF 64K
SOUND DATA AND STORES UP TO
EIGHT DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTS.

THE COMBINATION OF UNIQUE SOUND
QUALITY WITH MOST USEFUL AND
SAFE DATA STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
MAKES THE SOUNDCARDS BECOME

AN INNOVATIVE AND INDISPENSABLE
TOOL FOR YOUR CREATIVE MUSICAL WORK.

THE SOUNDCARDS ARE CONCEPTUALIZED
FOR THE KORG DDD-1, DDD-5 and DRM-1

SC -01 SC -02 SC -03 SC -04

UNN ACOUSTIC SET

1. BASS

2. SNARE

3. SIDE

4. TOM (H)

5. TOM (L)

6. CLAPS

7. HI -HAT

LINN ELECTRONIC SET

1. BASS

2. SNARE

3. SCRATCH (L)

4. SCRATCH (H)

5. TOM

6. FLANGE

7. METAL

8. CLAPS

SC -05 SC -06
SPECIAL EFFECTS I

1. UNGH

2. HEY

3. DOOH

4. TANJA 1

5. TANJA 2

6. TANJA 3

SPECIAL EFFECTS II

1. FLASH

2. SHOT

3. DOG

4. WATERDROP

5. HORN

6. ORCH-HIT

7. BROKEN GLASS

LINN PERCUSSION SET

1. CABASSA

2. TAMBOURIN

3. COWBELL

4. FISH

5. WOODBLOCK

6. QUIJADA

7. SNAP

8. TRIANGLE

sc-o7
SIMMONS

1. BASS 1

2. SNARE 1

3. BASS 2

4. SNARE 2

5. TOM 1

6. TOM 2

7. HI -HAT

8. SIDE

LINN PERCUSSION II

1. CONGA

2. CONGA SLAP

3. BONGO

4. SAMBA WHISTLE

5. AGOGO

6. GUICA (H)

7. GUICA (L)

8. TIMBALES

SC -08

TR-808

1. BASS

2. SNARE

3. RIMSHOT

4. CLAVES

5. COWBELL

6. BONGO

7. HI -HAT

8. CLAPS

SC -09 SC -10 SC -11 SC -12
JAll SET
1. BASS

2 SNARE

3. SIDE

4. TOM (H)

5. TOM (LI

6. JAZZ HI -HAT

7. HI -HAT

CYMBALS

1. RIDE

2. CRASH

INSTRUMENTAL I

1. FUNK BASS (L)

2. FUNK BASS (H)

3. FUNK GUITAR

4. BRASS SECTION

INSTRUMENTAL II

1. SYNTH BASS

2. SYNTH CLAVINET

3. SYNTH BLOCK

4. SYNTH BRASS

STUDIOSAMPLES
THE NEW GENERATION

OF SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY

THE STUDIOSAMPLES ARE AN EXCLUSIVE
ASSORTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL SAMPLE
SOUNDS FROM THE METRA-SOUND
STUDIOS, RECORDED AND PUT TOGETHER
WITH THE MOST MODERN DIGITAL

TECHNOLOGY, PLACING SPECIAL
DEMANDS ON THE QUALITY OF SOUND.

THE STUDIOSAMPLES ARE CONCEPTUALIZED
FOR ALL POPULAR SAMPLING SYSTEMS.

STUDIOSAMPLES
ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING:
AKAI S-900, KORG DSS-1, HOHNER HS -1,
OBERHEIM DPX-1, ROLAND S-50 (V. 2.0),

PROPHET 2000/2002, CASIO FZ-1

ACOUSTIC SAMPLING ELECTRONIC SAMPLING

SS -01 STEINWAY & SONS GRANDPIANO SS -11 BEST OF "JX-10 P"
SS -02 JAZZ "SPECIAL" BASS & PIANO SPLIT SS -12 Best of "SYNCLAVIER"
SS -03 SUPER BASS SS -13 BEST OF "PPG"
SS -04 SPANISH GUITAR & VOCALS SS -14 BEST OF "PROPHET -VS"
SS -05 FENDER RHODES SS -15 BEST OF "MATRIX -12"
SS -06 BRASS SECTION SS -16 SYNTHIE-BASS

SS -07 SAXOPHONE SS -17 DX -7 "STANDARDS"

SS -08 PANFLUTE & SHAKUHACHI SS -18 DX -7 II "SPECIALS"
SS -09 KURZWEIL STRINGS SS -19 SOFTSYNTH
SS -10 SEX DISK "TANJA" SS -20 SOFTSYNTH "II"

DRUMS & PERCUSSION SOUNDTRACK SUPPORT

SS -21 DRUMS OF "SP -12" SS -27 SOUNDTRACK "I"

SS -22 DRUMS OF LINN-9000" SS -28 SOUNTRACK "II"

SS -23 DRUMS OF "TR-808" SS -29 SPECIAL EFFECTS "I"

SS -24 PERCUSSION OF "LINN-9000" SS -30 SPECIAL EFFECTS "II"

SS -25 PERCUSSION OF "TR-727" SS -31 SPECIAL EFFECTS "III"

SS -26 PERCUSSION OF "E -MU -II" SS -32 4-D MULTI MIX

ACOUSTIC SAMPLING

SS -01 STEINWAY & SONS GRANDPIANO
SS -02 JAZZ "SPECIAL" BASS & PIANO SPLIT
SS -03 SUPER BASS
SS -04 SPANISH GUITAR & VOCALS

SS -05 FENDER RHODES

SS -06 BRASS SECTION

SS -07 SAXOPHONE

SS -08 PANFLUTE & SHAKUHACHI
SS -09 KURZWEIL STRINGS
SS -10 SEX DISK "TANJA"

ELECTRONIC SAMPLING

SS -11

SS -12

SS -13

SS -14

SS -15

SS -16

SS -17

SS -18

SS -19

SS -20

BEST OF "JX-10 P"
Best of "SYNCLAVIER"
BEST OF "PPG"
BEST OF "PROPHET -VS"
BEST OF "MATRIX -12"
SYNTHIE-BASS
DX -7 "STANDARDS"
DX -7 II "SPECIALS"
SOFTSYNTH

SOFTSYNTH "II"

DRUMS & PERCUSSION SOUNDTRACK SUPPORT

SS -21 DRUMS OF "SP -12"
SS -22 DRUMS OF LINN-9000"
SS -23 DRUMS OF "TR-808"
SS -24 PERCUSSION OF "LINN-9000"
SS -25 PERCUSSION OF "TR-727"
SS -26 PERCUSSION OF "E -MU -II"

SS -27

SS -28

SS -29

SS -30

SS -31

SS -32

SOUNDTRACK "I"
SOUNTRACK "II"
SPECIAL EFFECTS "I"
SPECIAL EFFECTS "II"
SPECIAL EFFECTS "III"
4-D MULTI MIX

ALSO AVAILABLE
Professional Studio Sound Collection I for the Yamaha DX -7 II - 64 brand new Sounds and 32
Performances (Dual/Split), available on RAM pack or 3.5" diskette. - Also available for TX -802.

XRC-512 RAM for DX -7. 512 best sounds from MEGA ROM, now can be modified and saved for future use
- or create your own! £195.00

WAVE ROM for Yamaha RX-5 and PTX-8, soundsets 18 II - £175.00 each

QUAD RAM for Roland D-50, D-550, 0-330 etc. 256k RAM including 192 superb voices plus 64k for
modified sounds, or your own - £225.00

STUDIOSAMPLES demo tape now available @ £2.50 Inc. P&P

+++ +++ DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME +++ +++

MEGA ROM
- 32 banks with 32 sounds
- useful sound -combination
- detailed documentation
- display switch
- control leds
- gold plated contacts
- solid and handy casing

1024 DX -STUDIO -SOUNDS

The super memory chip for Yamaha DX -Synthesizers. the ideal tool for
professional musicians, producers and sound engineers.

In the MEGA ROM 1024 of the best studio sounds of the METRA-SOUND library
are installed. For example:

Brand new Top -Ten Sounds of the American charts, electronic synth sounds,
acoustic nature samples, more than 100 acoustic & electrical pianos, drums and
percussions, sound effects and the major exotic supersounds from Japan.

The MEGA -ROM - 1024 reasons to jump at.

MEGA ROM on Disk (for DX -7 II FD) price reduced to £39.50

SOFT ROM - now you can load all 1024 sounds of the MEGA ROM from your Atari
computer onto your DX -7 via MIDI - only £52.95

r PRICE LIST AND ORDER FORM

Name

Address

Postcode

Please print clearly, and allow 28

days for delivery

Telephone Sales

AccessNisa Card

Expiry Date

Hotline 01-888 4272

No

Post and Packing £ 1.50

Total enclosed

*Delete as applicable, enter sampler

make and model and ring numbers

required.

Send your order and Cheque/Postal

Order or Cash by Registered Letter to:

Metra Sound Marketing U.K.,

46a Marlborough Road,

London, N22 4NN.

required.

Send your order and Cheque/Postal

Order or Cash by Registered Letter to:

Metra Sound Marketing U.K.,

46a Marlborough Road,

London, N22 4NN.
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While the debates about the future of traditional
songwriting continue in raised voices, Frazier

Chorus continue the tradition with the quiet dignity
of classical composers. Interview by Louise Swann

and Steve Hillier.

ALTHOUGH YOU'D DIE trying to
convince the crowd that assembles every
year at Castle Donnington, there's more
to music than volume, anger and
machismo. Similarly, there are more

options open to the popular musician than rock
'n' roll honesty or hi -tech gimmickry. In fact,
there's more than enough room in popular music
for Frazier Chorus - a Brighton outfit mixing
technology and tradition with the more sensitive
side of songwriting.

Tim Freeman, the founder member of the
band, acknowledges the inspiration behind
Frazier Chorus to be Manchester guitar
classicists Durutti Column. Intrigued by the
amazing array of instruments on which they had
performed at a concert on the Chorus'
homeground of Brighton -trumpets, violins and
clarinets together with state of the art
synthesisers and drum machines - Freeman

teamed up with flautist Kate Holmes. He had
long been writing songs, and together they
decided to forget the usual guitar, bass and
drums format and attempt to bring acoustic and
electronic instruments together.

This marked the end of a long period of self-
imposed isolation for Freeman and it is from his
experiences of "staying indoors all the time and
getting away with as little as possible" that he
attempted to compose precise documentaries of
domestic life. With titles such as 'Sitting Room'
and 'Dream Kitchen', it was these songs that
enticed clarinetist Chris Taplin to join the band.
Having completed a course on deconstructed
music at Brighton Polytechnic and being
obsessed with computers, Taplin became "the
active straight man" behind Freeman's songs.
Percussionist Michele Allardyce (another
Brighton local) joined soon after.

Having begun their career playing local gigs as
most bands do, Frazier Chorus were quick to
record a demo of what Freeman regards as their
finest song, 'Sloppy Heart'. Without a definite
name for the band, they originally promoted the
song under the guise of Plop!. It was greeted,
perhaps not surprisingly, with general apathy
from almost every record label they had
contacted. Determined to try again, they chose
the name Frazier Chorus. Freeman picks up the
story:

"This time we decided to send the demo only
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to companies we thought would be interested in
our music and approach, rather than every
company in the Music Week Directory. We
contacted mainly the leading independent
companies like Factory, Cocteau and Cherry
Red. The responses we received were generally
encouraging but some were less than helpful. I
had the owner of a certain company shouting
down the phone at me to stop bothering him. A
couple of others didn't even reply.

"In the end it was 4AD records at Camden
Town in London (who have Cocteau Twins and
M/A/R/R/S on their roster of artists) who
showed the most enthusiasm and we signed a
deal. It was understood between us and Ivo
(4AD's mentor) that we would record one EP as
a stepping stone towards a major deal rather
than both parties commit themselves to a long-
term contract.

"We recorded three songs, 'Sloppy Heart',
`Typical' and 'Storm' in the autumn with
producer Gil Norton. Although we were happy
with the record at the time, it was recorded
extremely quickly and we think it shows in some
of the arrangements. You tend to see this sort of
thing only when you distance yourself from a
project. We mixed it in a little studio in the
middle of an estate in the heart of Liverpool. The
area was so rough that we had to go to the corner
shop in twos and park the car right next to the
studio so we could watch it constantly. It was
quite an experience."

The 'Sloppy Heart' EP came out in the winter
of 1987 to critical acclaim, but surprised many
regular 4AD listeners with its commerciality. It
seemed that Frazier Chorus were the odd one
out on a label which was well known for releasing
"indie" music. Taplin comments:

"4AD have a glowing reputation for quality
music, and having a record released on their
label seems to give us almost instant credibility
in some circles, but we had always known that we
were only with them temporarily. They were
signing up a lot of aggressive guitar bands like
AR Kane and the Pixies, and we felt that our
music was slightly more mainstream than typical
4AD material. Almost as soon as 'Sloppy Heart'
came out, we received a phone call from Virgin
records wanting us to sign with them."

So in early 1988, Frazier Chorus signed to
Virgin records. The move was not without its
worries, though: "We were concerned initially",
continues Taplin, "that in signing to a major
label like Virgin we would be pressurised into
compromising ourselves - that we'd have to suit
their idea of our music so that they could market
us more easily. However, we have been proved
wrong. Virgin have virtually given us a free hand
to experiment and have been sympathetic to our
requirements. They respect our art."

`Dream Kitchen', the band's first single on
Virgin, was released in January this year.
Although not a huge seller, the band were
content to get into the Top 75 with their first
major release. The accompanying video also
received a wealth of exposure for the band.
Freeman explains:

"It seemed as though the media saw 'Dream
Kitchen' as a kind of wacky pop song. In actual
fact it is quite a sombre tale of a mother whose
children have left her. It was a shame that it was
viewed simply as pop and the content of the song
ignored.

Taken from their forthcoming album Sue,

`Dream Kitchen' was a marked progression from
the 4AD days. With half -whispered vocals and a
luscious string arrangement to the fore, it was a
great refinement of the music they had recorded
only a year previously. With much of Sue
following the mood set by the single, how did the
band go about creating the material used on the
album?

Taplin: "Tim usually starts the ball rolling by
coming up with some words, and from there we
all take part in the construction of the song. I do
most of the sequencer and drum machine
programming which begins as a very basic
arrangement to suit the atmosphere set by Tim.
We follow the process from the simplest idea
right through to the final arrangement together
as a group."

Freeman is very clear to point out that he
writes from his own experiences:

"I've often found bands that sing about going
off to war or 'saving the world with rock and roll'

"It wasn't that the string players were making mistakes - we
needed an almost mechanically precise phrase which they
weren't able to supply."

unconvincing. My songs are concerned with the
more mundane aspects of life. Some people may
find it strange hearing a song about carpet burns
or coffee, but these are things that touch
everybody's lives. I mean, most people have a
carpet! Although my songs are a reflection of
everyday life, I try to keep them open to
interpretation - each listener can bring their own
experiences to bear on the lyrics and derive their
own meaning.

"It seems strange to admit, but the lyricists I
admire are in groups such as Abba and The
Carpenters. They sing about things that we can
all relate to. 'Goodbye to Love' by The
Carpenters is a good example of a situation
portryed in a song that has touched us all."

The casual observer might think that to convey
these lyrics effectively using insensitive
synthesisers and computers would be an
impossible task. However, both Taplin and
Freeman are vociferous in their appreciation of
machines and feel that the group have melded
real instruments and modern technology
particularly well. There is definitely a very
"human" feel to their music. Was this a
conscious decision?

"In our music we're combining electronic and
acoustic instruments", says Freeman, "not as a
policy decision, but because that is what the
mood of the songs required. At last, in recording
this album, we were in a position where we could
being in brass and string sections to play the
lines which previously we'd relied on synthesisers
to play. It was refreshing to record 'live'
instruments. Up until now we've had to settle for
synthesiser approximations of the instruments,
but these 'real' sounds bring the songs to life.

"Nevertheless, it hasn't all been plain sailing.
On the new version of 'Storm', we had to replace
the real strings with sampled strings because the
players couldn't keep time. It wasn't so much
that they were making mistakes in their timing,
but we needed an almost mechanically precise
rhythmical phrase which they weren't able to
supply. This could be where machines have an
advantage over humans. We were still able to get 
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 the effect we wanted by triggering the samples
from the sequencer. But even the best samples of
violins or cellos still sound like samples, quite
dead when compared to the real thing.

"It's so easy to let the technology dominate
your sound. A lot of records we hear today just
sound like equipment rather than musicians. I
think the best music comes from the interaction
of human beings with fellow musicians rather
than machines."

In order to record music though, there is a
certain amount of music technology that every
band has to acommodate. Even acoustic bands
usually have to employ electronic reverb or
simple compression techniques to produce a
record that is acceptable to a modern audience.
As Sue is full of samplers and sequencers, what
are the factors that influence Frazier Chorus'
choice of equipment? Taplin takes the question:

"I think my main considerations when buying
an instrument are the efficiency of the machine,

"Your music becomes real when it is performed - whether you
have a lavish light show or whether you're playing a piano in

the corner of a pub."

in terms of its ease of use, and whether it has its
own character. The Roland Super Jupiter
module that we use is a good example of both.
Although it was superseded years ago by D50s or
even the Yamaha FM synths it is still a great
instrument with a sound all of its own. It's far
easier to understand the analogue subtractive
synthesis that it uses than most digital synthesis
techniques. We've used it extensively on the
album for a variety of things. It's particularly
good for bass sounds and I love the depth of
sound the Jupiter gives which is sadly lacking in
a lot of digital synths.

"We bought an Emax sampler a while ago.
We thought it would help us both in the studio
and live with its hard disk capabilities.
Unfortunately we're now realising that it's quite
similar to the early Fairlights in that it imparts
its own character to everything it samples.
Although there is nothing intrinsically wrong
with that, its actual sound is too rock -orientated
for our use. We're probably going to upgrade to
an Akai SI000 before long. We're using an S900
at the moment which is very good, but the S1000
is a phenomenal improvement on its predeces-
sor. Sampling in stereo is something I'd like to
get into soon.

"For sequencing we've recently acquired the
Hybrid Arts SMPTE-Track sequencing package
for our Atari ST computer. Until then we'd been
using a Roland MC500 which was OK but
limited in only having four tracks. Also the speed
with which you can get an idea from your head
into SMPTE-Track makes a lot of sense for us."

Playing live has always been an important
aspect of Frazier Chorus' music. Earlier this
year they played a few "warm up" gigs in and
around London to enthusiastic audiences and
rave reviews. A national tour (possibly
supporting Black) is scheduled for the summer
as well, which will take the band throughout
Britain. Having recently finished a breakneck
tour of Northern local radio stations, Frazier
Chorus perform wherever their music can take
them. So how do Frazier Chorus perform their
music live, not having a drummer or guitarist?

"We use backing tapes on stage", explains
Freeman. "There seems still to be a great taboo
about this which I don't think is fair. It's far
more convenient for us to use a four -track tape
recorder for drums and bass than to have to
bring in a drummer who is another personality to
contend with and has another opinion on how the
music should sound. To take our whole
sequencer setup onto stage would prove a

headache as well. We prefer to concentrate on
the actual playing."

But is there a need for a band such as Frazier
Chorus, with the promotional might of a major
record company behind them, to actually get up
onto a stage where they are vulnerable? Without
a flamboyant image or outspoken front person
wouldn't it be easier for them to leave the
performing with the image makers at Virgin?
Freeman strongly objects to the suggestion.

"It's not adequate to just be a bedroom
musician. Your music becomes real when it is
performed - whether you have a lavish light
show, fireworks and a male voice choir or
whether you're playing a piano in the corner of a
pub.

"We would hope that when people come to se
us they just wanted to hear some pleasant songs.
I suppose we are quite reserved on stage, but we
can only be what we are. We have had problems
with PA systems and engineers who want to
amplify everything to such an extent that you
lose the dynamics of the music in a swamp of
sheer volume. We would prefer to play at a level
at which the audience can hear us clearly. The
ear can only take so much."

Although Freeman sees his long-term career
as that of a songwriter rather than that of a
vocalist, already his inimitable vocal style has
won him favour in the music press and has
resulted in a further collaboration at 4AD
records; this time with This Mortal Coil.

"This Mortal Coil is an umbrella under which
Ivo brings together his favourite musicians, and
quite often this includes artists other than those
signed to 4AD itself. In the past he's had
Howard Devoto and Richenal as well as
members of The Cocteau Twins performing very
old songs by Alex Sadkin, Colin Newman and
even Talking Heads. I was asked to contribute
some vocals to an old Byrds song that will be on
the new This Mortal Coil LP.

"It's strange to think that I had often dreamt
of appearing on a TMC album. I was so thrilled
to be asked, but when I actually came to do the
vocals, the whole thing was over very quickly - I
couldn't have been in the studio more than two
hours - but it is an ambition fulfilled."

Taplin, however, having recently been doing
some programming work with Martin Young of
Colourbox and M/A/R/R/S fame, intends to
continue working with the technological side of
music making, possibly expanding into
production in the near future. With the debut
album reaching the shops by the end of March,
and a national tour in the summer, Frazier
Chorus look set to have a busy year. So within a
barrage of media acclaim, the last word must be
Freeman's:

"We are trying to entertain the largest
audience in the best way we know. You won't
find any layers of guitar feedback or industrial
noises on Sue, but flutes, violins and clarinets. I
just hope that people buy the album expecting to
hear some real songs."
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What price genius

TEAC UK Limited,
5 Mar n House. The Croxley Centre.

Watford. Herts. WDI 8YA
Tee 0923 225235 Fax 0923 36290

' 238

1111

EJECT

I
TAPE WEED

419

PITCH CONE

140;7

We used our heads
to perform this miracle

Squeezing 8 tracks onto 1/4" tape was
pretty clever in its day - putting 8
tracks of this quality onto cassette
is little short of a miracle.

This giant leap forward has
been made possible by TASCAM's
own innovative head technology
and unique hysteresis tension servo
control system (patent pending)
which produces frequency
response, cross -talk specification
and a signal-to-noise ratio of
outstanding quality.

In keeping with our reputation
for excellence we didn't limit
ourselves to the goal of putting 8
tracks on cassette. We added further
sophisticated features including the
unique shuttle control and auto
punch in/out system to make multi
track recording and overdubbing
fast, flexible and convenient,

With the further provision of a
synchroniser port for interfacing
with timecode based controllers and
external computers the TASCAM
238 will become the bench mark for
cassette recording throughout the
Audio Industry

What price genius? In this case
only £1299 inc. VAT. Contact your
TASCAM dealer now for a taste of
the future.

SYNC ASET

110 48-8038
2

TASCAIN
BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN

ART AND TECHNOLOGY

ORA 015k nu. loom ..r rem p6.1
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OBERHEIM
CYCLONE

MIDI Performance Effect

Oberheim have

produced some

much -loved

synthesisers in

their time, but can

a MIDI

Performance Effect

ever have the same

enduring appeal as

an OBX.? Review

by Simon Trask.

FOR MANY MUSICIANS the name Oberheim is

synonymous with classy, indeed classic, analogue

polysynths like the OBX, OB8 and the Matrix 12. What
musician in their right mind hasn't lusted after that
uniquely rich and warm Oberheim sound at some time or
other? In this resolutely digital age, the continued
popularity of the company's ever-expanding Matrix synth

range is testimony to the staying power of their particular

brand of analogue synthesis coupled with digital control.

It may seem surprising, then, that Oberheim are now
producing a series of small, unassuming grey boxes which

make not a sound between them. Collectively known as

Perf/x MIDI Performance Effects, Cyclone, Systemizer and

Navigator operate solely within the realm of MIDI data.

The Systemizer Master MIDI Control Station aims to turn
even the humblest of MIDI keyboards into a sophisticated

MIDI controller, while Navigator (just introduced at
Frankfurt) is a MIDI mapper along the lines of the Axxess

MIDI Mapper and the Transform section of Creator/
Notator. But it is Cyclone which makes the boldest move
into the area of composition.

Background
OBERHEIM WAS FOUNDED back in 1970 with the
intention of providing instruments for performing
musicians, and, as the label suggests, these Performance

Effects are a continuation of that philosophy. Oberheim

have previously explored aspects of both Cyclone and
Systemizer in their instruments. The company

implemented a chord hold feature (one of Cyclone's many

options) as long ago as their OBX synth, while the OB8

included a well-appointed arpeggiator and, more recently,

the company's Xk controller keyboard (reviewed E&MM,
May '86) included both arpeggiator and chord -hold
facilities.

The arpeggio (the notes of a chord played successively

rather than simultaneously) has been used in music since
the 17th century, beginning life as a form of chordal
embellishment at a time when music was shifting from
modal polyphony to tonal harmony, and subsequently

becoming a more integral part of the melodic content and

the texture of Classical and Romantic music. On a more
mundane level, arpeggios now rank alongside scales as an

established test of manual dexterity in instrument grade
exams.

In contrast, the introduction of the electronic
arpeggiator took arpeggios out of the physical and into the

electronic realm. All you have to do is hold down the
required notes on the keyboard and the arpeggiator cycles

round them for you at a pre -determined tempo. Typically

these notes are played in order of pitch (up, down, up and

down or at random), but some arpeggiators can arpeggiate

the notes in the order in which they are played. Couple
this with the fact that any selection of notes can be
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arpeggiated and it's clear that the arpeggiator takes you

beyond the traditional concept of arpeggios into a form of

"performance sequencing" - an interesting example of
how what starts out as an electronic emulation of a
"natural" process can take on a life of its own.

Access to the Cyclone
OPERATING CYCLONE IS carried out from nine low -
profile buttons on the front panel. Eight of these do double

duty in Play and Edit modes, while the ninth acts as Play/

Edit mode selector. In Play mode, you have buttons
controlling Clone on/off, Cycle on/off, Manual Control
and Record/Hold. A Clone (hence Cyclone) consists of
the notes you've recorded and/or are playing "live" from

the keyboard; the term refers to the fact that Cyclone
makes a copy of these notes which it can then process
according to all the parameter values you've set. In many

cases this involves real-time processing of incoming notes -

no mean feat.

For cost reasons, Oberheim have provided Cyclone
with a meagre two -character LED window. Consequently,

you have to get used to abbreviated names for each
parameter, which is a real pain when you're learning to use

the Performance Effect. What's more, this limitation has

led Oberheim to employ a rather odd and confusing
convention for displaying tempo values.

The matrix -style parameter access which Oberheim
have employed on the Perf/x series is a definite success,

helped by the fact that Cyclone remembers which
parameter you last selected for each of the 15 edit function

groups in the matrix display. Once you've thoroughly
familiarised yourself with the layout of Cyclone's

parameters, you can edit its Programs quite rapidly.

However, for that extra edge of speed it would have been

helpful to have Cyclone remember which function you last

selected in each column.

Creating the Cyclone
CYCLONE HAS 16 preset Programs and 16 user Programs

(the latter amount expandable to 84 with a memory
upgrade). Oberheim have logically developed the

arpeggio/sequence connection by allowing you to record

and store a separate sequence for each of its user

Programs (each with a maximum of 32 events within up to

64 beats). The sequence is stored in a Record Buffer
(logically enough) which can be switched off or assigned to

transmit on any one of MIDI channels 1-16.

In addition, two keyboard zones and an additional
Control zone are available per Program. Each keyboard

zone can be assigned an independent range on the
keyboard and, like the Record Buffer, can be turned off or

assigned to transmit on any one MIDI channel. By turning

off a keyboard zone and switching Cyclone's MIDI Thru
function on, any notes played within that zone will be
echoed "straight"; in this way you can, for instance, play a

solo in zone two while arpeggiating a sequence of notes in

zone one and having the Record Buffer repeatedly play a

bassline.

Like the other two zones, the Control zone can cover

any area of the entire MIDI note -range (in fact it can

overlap the other zones). The Control zone has an
associated programmable Base note from which notes in

Live Trigger mode will be played back at original pitch.
Repeated playing of the Base note will step through the

Record Buffer sequence at its original pitch, while playing

other notes in the zone will transpose the sequence.

You can also trigger Record Buffer sequences in Gated

and Continuous modes from the Control zone, with real -
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time transposition of the sequence according to the notes

played; only one transposition at a time is possible from

the keyboard, but by using Auto Double you can create

parallel transpositions. There doesn't, however, appear to

be any way of getting the pitch sequence to retrigger each

time a key is played.

There are three methods of recording sequences into

Cyclone: Recorded Rhythm, Pulse and Live Trigger. The

first is familiar real-time sequence recording. Pressing the

Clone and Record/Hold buttons places Cyclone in a

record -ready state; you can now trigger recording either

by starting to play on your keyboard or by pressing
Record/Hold again. Your playing can be quantised on
recording to any resolution from crotchets to 96ths
(triplet 32nd notes, or MIDI clock resoution) including

"Don't limit yourself to keyboards, either, try hooking up a
drum machine to Cyclone's MIDI Out - the results can be very
interesting. -

triplet values. Drum machine -style recording is possible
with Add recording enabled and an appropriate End Beat

specified.

Live Trigger recording is actually good old step -time.

You can record a single note or a chord per step, advancing

to the next step by pressing a silent note within the
Control zone. The quantise value determines the step
value; to program longer notes, you hold the relevant
notes and press a Control -zone note the requisite number

of times (so four times a 16th note equals a crotchet). The

catch with Live Trigger recording is that you can't use
rests. Once you've recorded a sequence in this way,

however, you can add notes as for Recorded Rhythm by

selecting Add.

Pulse recording is distinct from the other two methods

in that notes are "added in" consecutively no matter when
you play them, with the sequence of notes and rests cycling

at the current pulse rate (which can be any value from a

crotchet to a 96th note). Rests are selected by pressing a

silent note in the Control zone. In this way you can create

a rhythmic Pulse sequence (whereas a pulsed version of a

Recorded Rhythm or Live Trigger sequence specifically

removes all rests).

Using Pulse recording you can generate additive

rhythms a la Philip Glass by dropping in a note or rest on

each pass through the sequence. Once you've recorded a

Pulse sequence you can adjust its playback rate by setting a

different pulse timing, while Add mode allows you to carry

on adding notes to the sequence consecutively. A special

case of Pulse recording is tuplet quantisation: here all the

notes you play will be fitted into one beat, each being given

"You plug a MIDI cable in one end and another out the other
end - in between there's so much going on it makes your brain
hurt hying to figure it out. -

an equal duration within the beat (thus six notes would be

a sextuplet).

A further method of recording is available in both

Recorded Rhythm and Pulse modes. By setting the

recording method to Replace Gated you can get Cyclone

to temporarily store and play back the notes you play on

the keyboard; as long as one note is held down, any

sequence of notes can be "grouped". As soon as you play a

new group of notes, they replace the previous group.

With Pulse mode set, the notes are played according to

the programmed pulsing rate. In Recorded Rhythm mode,

the notes are played according to how long you hold them

down for; play them in a rhythm and they'll be played back

to you in that rhythm (continuously looping if Cycle is set

to on). In Pulse mode, rests are entered by recording a 10.-
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pp. silent Control -zone note in the correct consecutive
position. If you take a shine to one particular sequence,

stop recording and it will be stored in the Record buffer.

You can Add notes to it in Recorded -Rhythm and Pulse

modes if you wish.

Another sequence record feature is Chord Hold. If you

select Record/Hold only, you can play any series of notes

(up to 32 notes) and they will sustain until you turn off the

facility. You now have a chord which you can trigger off the

keyboard at any transposition and in any "live" rhythm
using Live Single or Live Poly rhythm triggering from the

keyboard Control zone. Incidentally, all these recording

methods preserve the input note velocity, but no
performance controls (pitch -bend, aftertouch, modulation

and so on) are recorded.

Arpeggiation is only possible with Clone switched on. In

Recorded Rhythm mode, any notes you hold down on your

keyboard will be arpeggiated in the rhythm of the Record

Buffer sequence (if there is one) at the current tempo. The

Record Buffer needn't be on, which means that you can
play arpeggios with or without an accompanying sequence.

In Pulse mode, the notes will be arpeggiated at the
current pulse rate (which is itself referenced to the current

tempo). By playing notes in both zones you can create two

independent arpeggios, which need not have the same
number of notes although they cannot pulse at different

rates. However, these arpeggios can be set to pulse in or
out of phase.

Tuplet quantisation is a special case of pulse arpeggios:

the playback rate of notes is determined by how many
notes are in the arpeggio. It works like this: the notes you

play will be fitted into the duration of a crotchet, so the
more notes you play the faster they will have to be played

by Cyclone. Try holding odd numbers of notes in each
arpeggio for some irrational timing values.

There are two crucial parameter settings which

determine how the notes you hold down on the keyboard

will be played: Order and Mode. There are nine possible

ways for Cyclone to order the notes it receives: forward,

backward, forward -backward and backward -forward all

preserve the received note collection, while up, down, up -

down and down -up process the notes in MIDI note-

number order. Finally, random order means just that;
randomness is increased by repeats of the same note being
allowed.

The Mode parameter, however, is a bit more unusual: it

determines how many notes should be played at each
Recorded Rhythm or Pulse position. Here the number of

notes can be based on recorded note -groupings, set to a

fixed number (1-8), specified as proportional to the total

number of source notes divided by a number from 1-8, or
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chosen at random from a range between one to a specified

number (1-8).

These parameters affect Record Buffer sequences and

notes from the keyboard zones alike. So if you want a
sequence to be played as recorded, any accompanying real-

time arpeggios you trigger from the keyboard will have to

be "as played" also. Incidentally, by selecting Live Single or

Live Poly keyboard triggering you can step through a
recorded note sequence with each successive keypress

within the Control zone. For instance, you could record a

series of eight -note chords, set playback Mode to eight
notes at a time, and trigger the chords from successive

keypresses. In the meantime you could be holding a five -
note chord in keyboard zone two which Cyclone is

arpeggiating through a five -stage transposition. Well, you

get the general idea, no doubt.

Cyclone has several Auto functions, which are effects

automatically generated by the unit when programmed.

Auto Xpose allows you to create a series of up to eight
transpositions of a sequence for each Program. Each
transposition (known as a Stage) can be played up to 128

times, and you can set up a "recursion interval" for all
Stages which allows you to add a fixed transposition
amount for each repeat. For instance, if you specify a
semitone up (relative to C3) then each repeat will be
played a semitone higher than the previous one. Auto
Xpose works for all sequences, regardless of how they
were recorded.

With a sequence length of one beat (the minimum
length) you can create a note sequence of up to eight
notes through the transpositions you select. Alternatively,

you could create a bassline sequence by, say, recording a

one -bar bassline and transposing it eight times, repeating

each transposition eight times.

Auto Double provides a means of adding in up to eight

extra notes for each played note. You can define the pitch

(middle C), allowing you
to build a chord around the played note (s). What's more,

each of the extra notes can be assigned its own MIDI
channel 1-16, thus expanding the sonic possibilities of your

chord. At its simplest you can use Auto Double to create

an octave effect, but the flexibility is such that a broad
range of possibilities are placed at your disposal. As you've

probably gathered by now, that what Cyclone's all about.

Auto Mutate provides further ways of twisting the notes

you put into Cyclone, allowing you to "warp" note -on
velocity, tempo and pulse -duration in a spontaneous
manner using channel aftertouch, pitch -bend or any MIDI

controller (0-97). Some experimentation is needed to get
the most useful results out of this feature, but it's an

interesting addition to Cyclone's features.

Behind the Cyclone
ON THE REAR panel of Cyclone are MIDI In and Out
sockets together with four 1/4" jack sockets which
Oberheim refer to as "pedals" but which are in fact
footswitch inputs. Usefully, Cyclone detects footswitch
polarity on power -up, meaning you can use whatever
pedals you have lying around.

In addition to these four physical inputs (referred to as

local pedals), you can define up to four incoming MIDI
controller numbers (00-95) to act as controllers. In this
way you can use any assignable footswitches and front -

panel switches on your main MIDI keyboard to control

selected Cyclone features. Local and external pedals three

and four can be programmed for each of Cyclone's user

Programs, while local and external pedals one and two are

applied to all Programs.

One of the key features in Cyclone's flexibility is the fact

that you can edit any of its parameters while a Program
sequence is playing and/or Cyclone is arpeggiating the 
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 notes that you're holding down on your master keyboard.
Now, if your fingers are "tied up" on the keyboard, editing

can prove a little tricky. Using Cyclone's pedal functions

you can let your feet, not your fingers, do the walking by

programming local and external pedals to select not only

any parameter but also the required value of that
parameter. These effects can be one-shot, latched or held.

Also, you can program pedals to select a parameter and,

"One of the key features in Cyclone's flexibility is the fact that
you can edit any of its parameters while a Program sequence is

playing."

with successive presses, increment or decrement its value.

Alternatively, you can set a pedal to simply call up a
parameter, allowing you to adjust its value when you
please.

Obviously even with up to eight pedals you'll have to be

selective, but nonetheless "pedal control" allows real

spontaneity in performance. For instance, you can switch
the auto -doubling and auto -transpose effects in/out,
switch to a different note -order or playback mode, or
switch a zone in/out (in the latter case, allowing you to,

say, switch from arpeggiating notes in zone two to playing
a Cyclone -free solo in the same zone). And using two

pedals to increment and decrement a parameter value, you

could for instance change the duration of notes in Pulse

Play mode, change the number of notes in Auto -Double

mode, or change the number of beats in a recorded
sequence.

Another pedal function allows you to control tempo by
tapping a footswitch (tempo is averaged over three taps),

while for recording purposes you can assign local pedal one

to transmit an audio metronome click on every quarter -

note. Also, by assigning Chain to a global footswitch you

can step through Cyclone's Programs in Chain order. Each

Program is assigned a Chain number which indicates the

Program you want to step to - not the most flexible
arrangement.

Syncing the Cyclone
CYCLONE ACKNOWLEDGES THE outside MIDI world
through being able to generate and receive MIDI clocks

and Start/Stop data. Alternatively, Cyclone can be set to
respond to a non -MIDI sync signal (24, 48 or 96ppqn
clock) via its pedal two input. This signal must be a positive
pulse greater than one volt and longer than 100uSecs;
Oberheim warn that the input is not recommended for
audio signal inputs.

When Cyclone is set to read an external clock signal, its
sequences and arpeggio -rate are referenced to the

"You can play a solo in zone two while arpeggiating a sequence
of notes in zone one and having the Record Buffer repeatedly

play a bassline."

incoming tempo. If Cyclone is generating MIDI clock, the

tempo of an external MIDI sequencer or drum machine
will be referenced to Cyclone's internal tempo.
Straightforward enough, and it works extremely well -
except for one problem. When MIDI clock send is

enabled, Cyclone transmits a MIDI Start command every

time a new Program is selected on the unit (whether from

the Cyclone itself or via MIDI). The consequences are
fairly obvious: each time you select a new Program, the

slaved sequencer is sent flying back to bar one. If you want

to record Cyclone's output into a sequencer (so that you

can effectively use more than one Progam at the same
time) you'll need to use a sequencer which allows you to

record multitrack patterns which can then be chained into

songs. This means the length of each pattern will have to

coincide with the duration of the Cyclone Program, and

concurrent Programs will have to change at the same time.

Unfortunate, unfortunate.

Finally, you can transfer all your Program data via SysEx,

which means that it's easy to make back-up copies and
extend the standard 16 -Program capacity.

Verdict
OBERHEIM BEGAN LIFE with two effects of a different,

analogue kind: a ring modulator and a phase shifter. In

those days, effects were produced using relatively

straightforward electronic circuitry, and were applied to
actual sounds. You plugged one audio cable in one end and

another out the other end, and in between came at most a

few knobs for you to twiddle. The results were predictable

and readily understandable.

Today, less than 20 years later, Oberheim's two digital

MIDI effects are software -based and are applied to logical

representations of notes rather than to the actual sounds

themselves. You plug one MIDI cable in one end and
another out the other end, and in between there's so
much going on that it makes your brain hurt just trying to
figure it all out. Is this progress?

My own attitude towards Cyclone is ambivalent. On one

hand I found getting to grips with it a very time-consuming
and frustrating process, yet paradoxically there's

something very endearing about it -particularly when it
allows you to do stupid things like pulse 96th -notes at
extreme tempos (particularly effective in conjunction with

Replace Gated recording), or play back a Hold chord at
the same time as you're recording it. If you can imagine
Sun Ra on acid, you might have some idea of what you can

achieve by going where MIDI was never meant to, er, lead.

Don't limit yourself to keyboards, either; try hooking up a

drum machine to Cyclone's MIDI Out - the results can be

very interesting. In other words, if you want to be manic
with your MIDI, Cyclone will travel along with you.

Perhaps the most impressive aspect of Cyclone is the
way it allows you to edit every possible parameter while

it's chucking out MIDI data faster than a speeding bullet.

And if you should ever have problems with stuck notes

(something I never encountered) there's a kill -all Hold -to -

mute button which sends out note offs for every possible
note on every channel.

However, although you can push Cyclone to extremes
in terms of its real-time processing with no problem
whatsoever, it did very occasionally crash as a result of
certain "real-time" edits made during performance (such

as changing zone limits or switching out the Cycle facility -

not things you'll necessarily want to do often). None of
these crashes happened with any consistency, which
perhaps doesn't bode well for live use.

Cyclone will handle everything from straightforward
arpeggios to "systems" rhythms to New Age-ish synth
loops to dislocated dance rhythms to out-and-out free
improvisation. Perhaps its one weakness is its inability to

handle different rhythms (as opposed to different pitch
sequences) concurrently - you'll need to use it in

conjunction with a sequencer if you want to do such things.
Cyclone is an intriguing device but not particularly

intuitive to use, and I wonder how many people will be
prepared to spend the necessary amount of time becoming

familiar with it. On the other hand, if you're prepared to
put in the time, Cyclone might just end up becoming a
friend for life.

Price £225 including VAT
More from Sound Technology, 6 Letchworth Business
Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts. SG6 2HR. Tel:
(0462) 480000.
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MAKE YOUR
FIRST STEP

INTO
FOUR -TRACK

A GIANT
LEAP.

It measures a mere 38cm by 19.5cm. It weighs just

four pounds. And it's by far the most powerful "first

multitrack" machine yet.

Six inputs give you six -source mixing.

(If your ideas are to develop into fully realised

demos, right from the start of your recording

career, this extra capacity is indispensable.)

Each input has its own auxiliary. Providing big

studio flexibility, when monitoring or adding effects,

right from the start of your recording career.



And twin monitor output sockets make the X26 the

only portable studio that can be connected direct to

monitor speakers.

If you want your first step into multitrack to be a

giant one, nothing in the X26's price bracket remotely

rivals it for features or capability.

If you want to know more about this remarkable

machine, ask your multitrack dealer or write to

Fostex, Mill Street, Slough

SL2 5DD for further information. FOSteX



If choosing
sequencing

software for your

Atari ST is losing

you sleep, this

concise and cost-

effective program

could restore your

faith in your
computer. Review

by Ian Waugh.

HOLLIS RESEARCH

TRACKMAN
Software for the Atari ST
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"WHY TRACKMAN?" ASKS the manual, and a jol y good
question it is too. The Atari ST is blessed with more than

its fair share of sequencer programs so what has Trackman

- yet another sequencer - got to offer?

The manual answers itself in best rhetoric style. "When

you use Trackman", it says, "you will have Time. Time for

Music."

Sounds inviting, eh? Let's open the rather large

Trackman box and see what's inside. First impressions are:

rather more than you find in your average sequencer
package. There's an auxiliary MIDI socket, a footswitch

attached to about six feet of cable, a System disk, two
manuals and the inevitable dongle.

Of the two manuals, one is a tutorial manual, designed

to get you up and running and the other is a reference
manual which explains the menu options.

The most striking thing about the manuals is their size -
or rather lack of it. The tutorial has 44 pages and the
reference manual has a mere 31. They are both glossy

publications and the reference manual has a thumb index

down the side so you can flip instantly to any section.
Quality stuff.

The auxiliary MIDI socket plugs into the Modem port.
Tracks can be routed here from the Main screen giving you

access to 32 MIDI channels. The footswitch plugs into the

joystick port and can be used to control a variety of
Trackman's operations.

The Right Track
LETS GET DOWN to business and see what Trackman is

about. A good place to start is to look at its modus

operandi. It can store 100 sequences of 32 tracks each.

Sequences are organised in bars and may be up to 999 bars

long.

The Main screen looks deceptively simple. At the top
are several large boxes which are easy to click on and

underneath are the tracks. These appear in two banks of 16

and you switch between them by clicking on the Bank
button. A track is selected as current by clicking on it.

Each track has assigned to it a basic MIDI channel upon

loading. Tracks 1-16 are set to channels 1-16 respectively.

Tracks 17-32 are set to channels 1-16, too, but routed to

the auxiliary MIDI Out. All these can be changed with a
click of the mouse.

There's more to this than meets the eye because when

you switch the MIDI Echo function on, incoming data is
routed out on the currently -selected track's MIDI channel.

This means that once your instruments have been assigned

to their MIDI channels you can play any one of them from

your master keyboard by clicking on the relevant track
(and thus channel number). It's an incredibly simple and
intuitive method of working although each track can
record information on all 16 MIDI channels if you wish.

Below the track numbers and MIDI channel numbers

are Solo and Mute buttons. The intriguing thing here is
that both can be operative at the same time although Mute

takes precedence over Solo. You can Solo more than one

track and although that may seem to be a bit of a
contradiction in terms, it's easier to Solo the four tracks
you want to hear than it is to Mute the other 28.

Below these are faders which control MIDI velocity.
This is, simply, brilliant. If you have a multitimbral
instrument you've probably noticed that some sounds are

louder than others. That means you have to readjust their

relative volumes, probably on the expander itself, as you

add new parts and introduce new sounds. Using the faders

you can control everything from the computer and mix a
piece "on the fly". As the faders control MIDI velocity,
they could also affect timbre or other attributes of the
sound, too, depending upon the patch.
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Getting it Taped
AND SO TO recording. Operation is tape -recorder based

with Record, Stop, Play and Fast Forward and Rewind
buttons. If the sequence is long it can take a while to scroll

through the piece (about 12 seconds for 100 bars) but the

Locate function will take you to any bar instantly.

Because of the number of tracks and sequences and the

way they are arranged, you can use Trackman like a 32 -

track tape recorder and record a song in a linear fashion -

that is, in one piece from start to end. But you could just as

easily record a number of individual patterns in separate

sequences and chain them together, drum machine
fashion. Flexible, what!

To move from one sequence to another you simply
enter the two -digit sequence number on the numeric
keypad. Sequences can be named, too, which is very useful.

The first step is to set the sequence length, although this

can be altered later. A dialogue box offers you two bars in

4/4 time but this is easily changed. Time signatures

between 2/2 and 32/16 are valid and it protects you from
the ignominy of numerators with a value of one and

lets you enter a Note Duration in ticks, a Velocity Decay

value and a Pressure Sensitivity value. Instant echoes,

anyone?

The repeat rate is determined by the current quantise

value which is set in the pull -down Quantise menu. This

works on incoming data and can help pull your playing into

line, although you can switch it off and quantise the notes

after recording.

If you hit a bum note what do you do? There are two
options. Undo will undo everything from the time you
pressed Record until you pressed Stop. It basically gives

you another try at a take.

The other option is Erase. If this is activated while

Record is on, it removes the notes you play. It observes the

MIDI filters, too, enabling the selective erasure of
controllers, patch changes, aftertouch and pitch -bend. If

you select Erase at any other time, up pops a dialogue box

which allows you to erase complete bars.

If a track is playing, clicking on Transpose lets you

temporarily transpose it by pressing a note on your master

keyboard. The transposition is cancelled when you stop

playback.

A permanent transposition is made by selecting
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greater than 32 (although it lures you into a false sense of

security by allowing you to enter them in the dialogue
box) by upping or lowering them to the nearest

permissible value.

Next, click on the track you want to record on.
Remember this will echo MIDI input to the MIDI channel

- and instrument - the track is set to. Next click on
Record and the metronome will tick away and recording

will start. Altematively, you can press the footswitch.

Loops and Repeats
THE TRACK LOOPS automatically. Once Record has
been activated you can use the footswitch or the space bar

to punch in and out. Punch in doesn't overwrite the track

but overdubs on top of what has already been recorded.

You can practice a part, therefore, by playing along with a

track and then hit the footswitch to punch in without
losing your stride. Hit the switch to punch out, practice

another part then punch in again. It's an ideal way of

building up drum patterns.

If the Repeat button is pressed during Record it

automatically repeats any notes you hold down - again,

useful for drum patterns. If activated at any other time it

s1
PLAY .0
W

I0

Transpose when the sequence is not playing. You can also

select a range of tracks which will not be affected by
Transpose - watch your drum tracks.

Screen Edit
THERE'S ONLY ONE other screen in Trackman - the
Screen Edit screen. Enter it by clicking on the large Screen

button.
It's a grid editor, a format which has proved very popular

over the years, especially with musicians who aren't quite

at home with traditional music notation - it's also

considerably easier to write a grid editor than a stave

editor.
The grid editor controls are summed up in half a page in

the reference manual although the tutorial does give it

more space. It's very easy to use and it's a simple matter to

move, copy, delete, insert and alter the duration and pitch

of the notes. From one to four bars can be shown on
screen at once and you can loop the section as you edit it.

Those are Trackman's basic recording features and

together they form a powerful yet easy -to -use method of

real-time recording. Now let's have a quick look at the

pull -down menus.
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On the Menu
THE FILE OPTIONS are used for saving and loading
sequences. You can handle them all together or one at a

time. The tempo, channel and fader settings are saved
along with the notes.

You can also send and receive MIDI data which is stored

on disk. The routine can handle virtually all MIDI data and

although I didn't try dumping a sample, it's a simple matter

to save patch data (but it can't initiate a MIDI dump
request).

The Edit menu houses Copy, Erase and Delete bar
functions. Within the Copy function you can insert, append

and replace bars and you can copy from one sequence to

another.

The ranges in all the editing functions are set with
dialogue boxes and now's as good a time as any to mention

the default values which appear when you select an edit

option. Trackman offers the values for the "most likely"
use of that function. For example, Copy offers to copy
from the first bar to the last bar of the current sequence to

the end of that sequence. The defaults are easy to edit if
you have something else in mind.

Bounce Tracks lets you merge or overwrite tracks even

between different sequences. Extract Notes will move a
range of notes on a range of MIDI channels from one track

to another. This can be used to erase unwanted notes or to

alter the velocity, say, of a particular drum on a multi -part

drum track. Rotate Sequence moves a sequence back or
forward in time.

Work Loop is useful. It copies one or more bars of a
sequence to another sequence (the default is sequence

99) for a bout of potentially destructive editing. If you like

what you've done you can copy it back, if you don't you can

return to the original sequence.

Make Song is where you chain together a list of
sequences - assuming you've decided to work that way.

This doesn't actually create a new Song track as such, but a

Song list. This can be copied to another sequence which, in
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turn, can be treated just like any other sequence.

In the Options menu we find Loop to Bar which lets you

set the bar number the sequence loops back to. It doesn't

have to be bar one - you can loop back to the start of the

last chorus, for example. Here you'll also find Velocity as

well as Pitch Transposition - useful if you need to even out

the velocities of some tracks.

Index lets you scroll through a list of all the sequences

and tells you how many bars they contain. It also tells you

how much memory is free. A 1040 should be able to
record at least 80,000 notes, probably more if you don't go

overboard with controller data.

Sync Output can be set from 1/4 to I/64th clock pulses

or sync 24, which is suitable for some older drum
machines. This is routed to the auxiliary output.

Patch Memory maintains a separate list of patch change

numbers for each sequence. This is transmitted when you
select Stop.

The Footswitch option assigns functions to

footswitches. Although one footswitch is supplied with the

system, it can support three more if you plump for the
expansion unit (coming up). The functions are: Play/Stop,

Record, Locate, Erase, Repeat, Mouse (same as pressing

the left button) and Tap Tempo (this lets you set the
tempo by double tapping on the footswitch). The Space
Bar can be similarly assigned.

You can see how much control a few footswitches can

give you. A considerable amount of recording could be
done without even touching the computer.

MIDI
THE MIDI MENU lets you toggle on and off the reception

of Pitch -bend, Patch Change, Aftertouch and Song Select

messages. Clicking on Controller Filters brings up a

selection screen to enable controller filtering. Standard
controllers such as Modulation and Volume are named
which is helpful.

All Notes Off lets you choose which messages (Omni

Off and so on) will be sent to each channel when playback

stops. If you've been using an instrument which normally

receives on all channels - Omni On - and it suddenly
doesn't, the reason why probably lies here.

You can set Trackman to internal or external clock. But

more than that, it can select the clock automatically: if

started from the computer then internal is selected; if an
external clock or a Continue message is received it reverts

to external clock control. Clever.

You can save the settings of the items on the MIDI
menu along with transpose exempt tracks, footswitch
assignments and the sync output rate. These are

automatically loaded when Trackman is booted.

Click selects the metronome speed, turns it off and
offers a two -bar count in. The Quantise menu sets the
record quantisation value from 1/4 to I/64th note. You can

set a Shuffle value here, too, from 17 to 84 percent.

Finally, a clock in the top right-hand corner of the screen

shows the duration of the last play session. Why don't all
sequencers have one?

Extras
THE EXPANSION UNIT mentioned earlier is available
from Hinton Instruments (remember the Hinton MIDI
interface?). It contains four programmable footswitch
inputs, extra sync outputs and two auxiliary MIDI Outs
plus a MIDI In with two Thrus. It is priced at f89.99.

Also on the Trackman disk is a Roland D50 Patch
Librarian. This is a Public Domain program and only runs in

hi-res. There are also 1000 DX voices courtesy of the
Yamaha X -Series Owners Club.

Niggle time. The manuals contain most of the

information you need but I do think the tutorial could have

been arranged better. I reckon a tutorial should take you
through the procedure of recording a complete Song step-
by-step. Trackman's tutorial explains the screens and
menus rather than taking you through a recording session,

although several demo files are used to illustrate various

options. There is also a three -page Quick Start Guide at

the back. However, it's a credit to the program's design

that lengthy instructions are not really necessary.

Most of Trackman's controls have keyboard equivalents O.
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100- although I believe if you have a mouse you should be able

to use it for everything bar, perhaps, textual input. Some

mouse -activated options require the use of the computer

keyboard, too. I would particularly like to have been able

to make numeric entries with the mouse. For example,
Patch Changes, Transpositions, Auto Locate settings and

so on. But I confess I was won over by the ability to change

sequences by tapping on the keypad.

Although Trackman's editing features (Copy, Delete
and Erase bars, for example) are easy to use and

understand, a graphic approach (such as that adopted by

Passport's MasterTracks) would have been even better.

The main screen doesn't show which tracks have been

recorded on, nor does it show which are actually

transmitting data during playback. A MIDI data reception

indicator would be useful, too, to let you know that
something is arriving at the MIDI In socket.

Although you can enter notes in the Screen Edit grid it's

far from an ideal method of step -time input (try using it to

enter a Bach Invention). And you can't get down to event

level (although I'm sure most of us would prefer not to
anyway).

Verdict
THE ACCOMPANYING BLURB says two years of

research and development went into the creation of

Trackman. Research was even done to work out the
correct size and position of on -screen buttons - the user -

interface as it's called. And a damn fine job seems to have

been done, too. You can't fail but get the impression that

Trackman is a rebellion against sequencer packages with

100 -page plus manuals and 1001 esoteric MIDI functions.

Taken individually, Trackman's features aren't unique

but they haven't been put together in quite this way

before. Make a list of the sequencers which give you access

to 32 MIDI channels (without requiring expensive

additional hardware), which have fader mixing, looping,
auto overdubbing, erase and undo functions, and the
choice of linear and pattern -based song construction.

OK, so you can't program ritardandos and accelerandos

(although immediate tempo changes are possible) or scale

velocity in a similar way (to produce crescendos) and there

isn't a Time Reverse mode but the question you need to

ask is, "How much exotica do I need?"

Trackman is certainly one of themost flexible, friendly
and easy -to -use real-time sequencers to appear on the

market. My own personal disappointment is the lack of

better step -time facilities but that won't bother many
musicians.

The price includes free software updates, and since its
launch Trackman has already undergone several

(admittedly minor) modifications. The next major

alteration to be implemented is a track naming facility.

A Trackman demonstration disk plus the Tutorial

Manual plus the 1000 DX patches plus the D50 Patch
Librarian is available for the staggeringly unbelievably -small

sum of £10. The Save facility has been removed from the

demo and it gives you 30 minutes of playing time and 15

minutes recording time before it times out, but the clock
only ticks away while you're working. Considerate.

If real-time sequencing is your forte and you want a
sequencer which is musician -friendly rather than one
which was written to pander to the programmer's fancies,

you really must check it out - it'll only cost you a tenner.
There's life in the ST sequencer market yet.

Price £199 including VAT
More from First Rate Ltd. La Ramee, St Peter port,
Guernsey, Channel Islands. Tel. (0481) 23169/710982.
Fax: (0481) 711851.
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Desktop Midi -Recording System
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Bess

Clarinet
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The main functions and controls are identical in all windows. You can, for
example, switch to any part of the program while you are in record or plo
bock mode. The windows provide various graphic displays for editing and
arranging recorded MIDI-doto.

Arrange Window

The Arrange Window is
CUBIT's main working
window. Record and
edit up to 64 indepen-
dent tracks.

As many as 29 tracks
and 145 bars can be
displayed in the window
at the same rime. In
total you have 16
arrange windows each with 64 tracks at your disposal. Each recording, co
a "part", is displayed graphically in the Arrange Window, and may be giv
irs own name. The window can display each part's name or by using Even
Display -mode can show all MIDI information on all tracks. In this mode, th
Arrange Window resembles a rranparenr rape while a cursor shows the'
current song position.
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odoy's music product on
requires a MIDI -Recording -System that provid
powerful specifications, but is fast and easy to use.
Most sequencers do nor fulfill these requirements.
They are either too slow or too complex to facilitate
creative inspiration.

Steinberg's answer is "CUBIT".

Visual -Song -Processing (VISP) and the Steinberg MIDI-
Reoltime-Operaring-System (M.ROS) ore the basis f
a new generation of MIDI -Recording software. Visu
Song -Processing uses a self-explanatory user inrerfac
in which the graphics and the MIDI -playback are full
synchronized. M.ROS is a multi -tasking operation
system that changes your computer into a true MIDI-
worksystem.

CUBIT uses o flexible window management environ-
ment for the program. Whereas most programs utilize
defined pages, CUBIT allows you to display several
windows of the program simultaneously. Similar to
windows in GEM, these windows may be called up,
moved around or changed by the user, and you can
"zoom -in" on any port. This allows you to customize
your own working environment.

windows. Just

L

a simple click of the mouse. There
lirno need to understand compl
red copy functions or type in long
strings of numbers. CUBIT makes
easy to arrange even the mos
complex compositions.

Four different edit windows are
available in CUBIT: Key Edit, Drum

7 1 Edit, Score Edit and Grid Edit.
z -

These four editors offer precise,
yet simple, graphic handling of
your music with tools such as
eraser, pencil, paint brush, etc..
All edit -commands can be
reversed with the UNDO function.
Reoltime and step mode record-
ing are functional in all edit

as in the Arrange Window, a cursor moves across the scr
show the current song position.
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CUBIT Software Specifications

16 x 64 Tracks: 16 arrange windows each with 64
independent tracks.

M.ROS Implementation: Internal clock resolution
384 ppq (pulses per quaver -note), full multi-roslcing
& network facilities.

Iterative Quantize: Quantizes in steps, leaving
timing characteristics untouched.

Groove Quantize: Graphic editing of groove
parameters.

Match Quantize: Copies the timing characteristics of
a previously recorded track to another track.

Smooth Cycle: Ensures no gaps while looping.

Event Chasing: Sends the correct program change,
controller and even Note -on at any song position.

Chord Recognition: Displays the name of the chord
played on the MIDI keyboard.

Four -Player Mode: Up ro four players con simulta-
neously record from different master keyboards or
MIDI controllers on separate tracks.

Free Overlap: Ports and Groups may freely overlap
without restrictions.

Remote Control: All important functions con be
controlled from your MIDI keyboard.

MIDI Effects Processor: Realtime simulation of delay
and echo effects.

Set-up definition: Define your personal set up and
save it to disk.

Free Controller Mopping: Reoltime conversion of
any controller ro any other controller.

Logical Edit: Use logical data -base style functions to
manipulate any type of MIDI data.

Macro Sound Editing: Soundbanks stored in the
Standard Synthworks format con be edited via the
free "Satellite" Desk Accessory.

Universal Dump Utility: Saves and loads System
Exclusive Data from most any synthesizer or
sampler.

MIDI Time Code: Full support of Standard MIDI Time
Code information.

Direct SMPTE Lock: Direct synchronization to SMPTE/
EDU (24, 25, 30 drop, 30 non.drop formats) with
Steinberg's SMP 24 or Timelock.

Pro -24 and MIDI -file compatible: Songs and
patterns from the Pro -24 III sequencer can be
loaded directly into CUBIT, os well as full support of
MIDI -Song -File Standard format.

CUBIT runs on all ATARI ST computers with at least

1 MB of RAM.

EVENLODESOUND WORKS
The Studio, Church Street, Stonesfield, Oxford OX7 2PS

Tel. Nat. (099 389) 8484 Tel. Int +44 99389 8484
Fax. (099 389) 8419 Telex. 837883 SPEND G

E -Mail. GEONET: GEO 2 and PAN: "EVENLODE"
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Score Edit

MIDI data from 16
different tracks con
displayed in standar
music notation. The
pitch and position of
each note can be
changed on the
screen while the se-
quencer is running.
Notes can be entered
with the mouse by
step -input or via a MIDI keyboard
the graphic display.
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CUBIT runs under Steinberg's MIDI REALTIME OPERATING SYSTEM (M.ROS).

M.ROS insures the ultimate precision while entering or playing bock MIDI

data, even if very large amounts of data are involved. The internal clock

resolution is 384 ppq (pulses per quater-note).

For the first time, M.ROS makes true multi -tasking possible, allowing you ro

run different MIDI applications simultaneously on one computer. M.ROS

handles the communications and the synchronization. With o Mega ST it is

possible to run a mixing -automation program (e.g. MIMIX). sound -editing

software (e.g. SYNTHWORKS M-1), and a MIDI -Recording -System (CUBIT) ALL

AT ONCE! CUBIT becomes the heart of your MIDI worksyste



COMPUTER

Can a machine compose
music and is it a genuine

alternative to music
composed by musicians? The

first of this two-part series
examines some of the rules

of computer composition.
Text by Ian Waugh.
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PROGRAMS WHICH "COMPOSE"
music in one form or another are arguably
the most fascinating kinds of music
software currently being written. MCM,
one of the largest distributors of this type
of program, says composition software
currently accounts for 14% of the
company's software sales. Personally, I

expect that figure will increase in 1989.

Instant Mozart
METHODS OF COMPUTER Compo-
sition are not new. One automatic
composition process has been traced back
as far as Mozart (although there is some
controversy over whether he actually
invented it). It consists of a grid of, say, II
rows by eight columns, in which each
square contains a bar of music. A
composition is produced by rolling two
dice and selecting the first bar from
column one and the row indicated by the
dice. Bar two is selected in a similar way
from column two and so on. The tricky
part, of course, is to write 88 bars of
music which fit together in this way.

Most of you will already be aware of the
commercial composition programs such
as those listed at the end of this article.
Such programs have begun to appear only
within the last two years, and it would be
easy to form the impression that
computer compositions are a new
phenomenon. But nothing could be

further from the truth.
Experiments in computer -generated

composition were being performed way
back in the 1950s. One of the earliest, and
most famous, examples is the !Iliac Suite
programmed by Lejaren Hiller and

Leonard lssacson on a mainframe
computer. A variety of rules were
employed to produce counterpoint and
four-part harmony. Markoff Chains (a

sequence of events, the probability of
each of which is dependent on the event
preceding it) were also used.

The computer concerned produced a
list of numbers which had to be translated
into musical notes by hand -a far cry from
the almost instantaneous results we can
now achieve by connecting the computer
directly to an electronic instrument.
Nevertheless, many of the processes
devised by early experimenters have

formed the basis of modern composition
programs.

In order to put the subject of computer
composition into perspective it is

important to realise that a lot of heavy
theoretical work has been done on the
subject by many academics - although the
results of their work do not normally find
their way into the public eye. The human
composition process is incredibly complex
(we'll come back to this subject next
month) and although it is a simple matter
to create a set of rules which will produce
an innocuous series of notes, if you're
hoping to produce anything as complex as
a pop song (yes, they are an incredibly
complex, highly stylised form of music) or
a piece of classical music a la Bach, for
example, you have to enter the realms of
Al (Artificial Intelligence).

Although many commercial com-
position programs include what are called
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"harmonise" functions, these are

extremely basic compared with a

musician's harmonisation ability. A rule -
based expert system has been written
which can analyse and harmonise four-
part chorales in the style of Bach but it
involves Al and predicate calculus.

Before we look at the type of music
composition programs are capable of
producing, it's probably a good idea to
decide what we mean by music.

What is Music?
IN ITS BROADEST sense, music can be
absolutely anything from the opening of a
cash till (music to a shopkeeper's ears) to
the (pseudo) silence of John Cage's '4ft
33,,.

To most people, however, music

probably means a "good toon" -
something melodically and harmonically
pleasing. It may have a melody which can
be hummed or a harmonic, melodic or
rhythmic content which is sufficiently
recognisable to tap or nod along to,
something you can latch onto and

"follow" in other words.
For the sake of the present discussion,

perhaps we can agree that this includes
popular music in its widest sense and the
majority of classical music. This is what 99
percent of the population listen to.
(Devotees and practitioners of serial,
minimalist, atonal, avant garde and other
styles of music are not being ignored so
don't go away.)

As already suggested, the production of
this kind of music by computer isn't easy
and most of the work done in this area -
and most of the composition programs
available - tend to concentrate on less
rigidly -structured output.

Even if we are able to program a
computer to create music in a given style,
there still remains the question of quality.
This is probably the most difficult aspect
of music to analyse successfully as

personal preferences (dictated by many
factors) play such an important part in
music evaluation. But let's try anyway.

heard. The surprise appears when the
music does something you don't expect.
It could take the form of a chord well
removed from the original tonality, a

variation on the melody line, a new
rhythm pattern or a change in tone colour
(instrumentation). These observations
apply mainly to music with a discernible
melody, rhythm and harmony but they
may also be applicable to any type of
music with a defined form and structure.

Now this is all very well, but after
hearing the piece a couple of times you
know what is going to come next - no
more surprises - so how come it still
"surprise" is not a surprise in the sense
that it's something you haven't heard
before but rather a contrast based on
what has gone before. (There could be a
connection between this and the reason
people laugh at jokes they already know.)
For example, if a piece which
predominantly uses C, F and G chords
throws in an E, that would be a surprise.

Well, so much for the theory, such as it
is. As you can see, one of the fundamental
problems presented by composition is

trying to establish just what it is we're
talking about.

Time to look at the methods employed
by composition programs and see what
sort of music they can produce.

The Good, the Bad & the
Musical
MUCH HAS BEEN written about what
makes a piece of music good or
interesting, but I don't believe anyone has
yet produced a satisfactory definition.
Most musicologists seem to agree,
however, that the composer must give
the listener something familiar while
throwing in a few surprises along the way.

The familiarity is the style which will
contain aspects of music the listener has
heard before. This is the "latching on"
process. Pop music, for example, grabs
the listener straight away by hitting them
with short, repetitive melodic and

rhythmic phrases which are easy to
identify and remember even after one
hearing. This makes it easy to latch on to.

Even if you're hearing a piece for the
first time your "ear" will be making
assumptions about what's going to come
next based upon what you have already

The Generation Game
COMPOSITION PROGRAMS produce
material in two ways: by generation and
by manipulation. The generation process
creates notes from scratch, manipulation
involves restructuring existing material.
Generation first.

Most commercial composition
programs are labelled algorithmic. In this
context algorithmic refers to the
production of a composition in a series of
steps using a system of rules. An
algorithmic com-position will have a

structure but you will probably not be
able to predict the actual notes it will
contain - this is the part random numbers
play in creating a composition.

Algorithmic compositions are not
(necessarily) totally random composi-
tions, however. Random numbers are
used to produce source data to filter
through selection procedures. Usually the
user defines limits or "percentage
chances" for various parameters and
events and leaves it up to the program
(and the computer's random number
generator) to supply the fine detail.

For example, you may set the
probability that a rest will occur instead of
a note to a certain percentage and you
may stipulate the upper and lower pitch
limits for the notes. You may also specify
the maximum allowable step size

between notes and even offer a list of
acceptable notes to choose from.
Algorithmic programs may have 10, 20 or
more such parameters, many of which will
interact with each other.

The algorithmic methods of note
generation invariably treat pitch and

rhythmic value as separate entities. That
is, there will be one set of parameters to
determine pitch and another to
determine rhythmic value. The two are Po-



mapped one onto the other to produce
notes of varying pitch and duration.

This may seem a rather strange way of
working to many musicians, but just to
prove nothing is new, if we go back to the
Middle Ages and look at the work of
composers such as Machaut (c. 1300-
1377) we can discover the foundation of
this method of composition in isorhythms.

The process is very simple and involves
applying a rhythmic cycle to a series of
pitches of a different length. For example,
if we apply the rhythm series (in 6/8
time) crotchet (c), quaver (q) and dotted
crotchet (d) to the pitch series ABCD we
get the following series which will play 12
notes before the pattern repeats:

cA qB dC cD qA dB cC qD dA cB qC dD

The following is the same thing written in
AMPLE MCL notation and is probably
easier to read. The / means hold the note

-Some computer operations have a
foundation in traditional music

composition, others are mathematical
operations with no musical precedent."

for an extra beat. An upper case name
means you move up in pitch, a lower case
name means you move down:

A/BC// D/aB// C/Da// B/CD//

Most composition programs can produce
isorhythmic compositions although some
are more suited to it than others.
Intelligent Music's M and Hybrid Arts'
Ludwig, for example, let you input note
sequences and construct your own
rhythmic cycles to apply to them. Dr Ts
Tunesmith will generate a rhythm pattern
and then produce any number of pitch
series to go with it.

Rhythm and Pitch
WHICH BRINGS US to an important
question: which is the most important
part of a melody, the rhythm or the pitch?
Here are a couple of experiments to try;
take the notes of a well-known tune and
play them with a different rhythm. Then
take the 'rhythm of the tune and play it
using different notes.

As you probably aren't going to put MT
down now and rush off to try this (but
please do try it later) I'll tell you what I
think you'll find - the rhythm plays a more
important part in determining the
character of the tune than the pitch.

Ever played the game where you tap
out the rhythm of a tune and someone
else has to guess what it is? Try it with the
William Tell Overture - it's a giveaway.
However, play a scale using the William
Tell rhythm and see how many people
recognise it.

If isorhythms seem an odd way to
create a tune it's because we tend to think
of a note as having a pitch and a rhythmic
value, and to separate the two removes its
musical identity within a composition.
(Although there are several avant garde

compositions which give the performers a
series of notes and instruct them to play
them with whatever durations they like.)

I'd suggest, therefore, that any program
trying to produce a melodic tune in this
fashion is immediately at a disadvantage.
However, much serial and experimental
music uses isorhythmic techniques.
Algorithmic programs can be a valuable
source of ideas and offer an easy way of
playing very complex patterns.

Methodical
Manipulations
THE SECOND METHOD of music
creation used by composition programs is
manipulation. This involves altering
existing material rather than producing
new material from lists of parameters. The
manipulations may affect pitch or duration
(timing) and it's interesting to note (I

couldn't avoid the puns forever) that, like
algorithmic programs, most manipulative
operations treat pitch and duration
separately, too.

In algorithmic procedures you will
notice that unless you restrict a parameter
so that only one result is possible the
output is - obviously - going to be one of
several possibilities. Some manipulation
procedures (such as harmonisation and
inversion) -have fixed, as opposed to
random results so you may expect a more
predictable, cohesive piece of music from
them.

Some programs with manipulation
facilities let you input your own material
(M, Ludwig and Intelligent Music's Jam
Factory) which, again, gives you more
control over the music - initially at least.
Tunesmith does not allow user input
(although it can pull a file from DrT's
KCS if it is being run from within the
MPE) but it can manipulate source
material which it has previously created.

The sort of manipulation processes you
may find include mapping pitches onto
different rhythm patterns, reflecting the
pitches across a specified pitch (chromatic
inversion) and playing a series backwards
(retrograde - this facility is also available
in many Dr Ts sequencers such as MIDI
Recording Studio) - try it with Bach.

There are even more exotic functions,
such as exchanging pairs of adjacent notes,
expanding a series of crotchets by
inserting quaver -length notes from the
series' diatonic scale, mixing pitches in
adjacent notes to produce chords and
substituting rests for notes. You can also
usually apply many random operations,
such as adding random harmonies and
dropping notes at random.

Some operations (such as inversion)
have a foundation in traditional music
composition, others are mathematical
operations with no musical precedent.
Some will yield musically valid results,
others won't.

Maths and Music
SO FAR I'VE tried to keep the discussion
general and talk, 'where possible, in

musical terms. But when you examine the
functions of both algorithmic and
manipulation procedures you will see that
they are predominantly mathematically,
rather than musically, based (we'll look at
the reasons for this and the consequences
of it next month). Dr Ts Fingers is an
extreme case in point. It is almost
completely mathematically -based and
makes few musical concessions (you have
to make these yourself).

Most algorithmic programs have a large
number of parameters which determine
the musical output and tweaking them in
different ways will tend to produce
different types of musical output. In order
to do this by design rather than accident,
the user must know what musical effect
they will have on the output. It may help if
you have a little musical theory behind
you, although the musical novice can
produce valid music by trial and error:
listen to the output and tweak a few
controls; if the music sounds better,
tweak some more, if it sounds worse reset
the last parameter and try something else.

Most composition programs come with
demo files and some of these are very
impressive. If you study the more tuneful
ones, however, you'll find that the
majority have very little random input.

If it's primarily melodic material you're
after then notice that for all their
parameters, algorithmic programs have no
built-in musical rules to tell them, for
example, that it's rather nice if the
Mediant leads to the Subdominant (E

goes to F in the key of C, say) and the
Leading Note leads to the Tonic (B to C).
Nor do they always work in terms of bars.
Many programs, such as Tunesmith,
Ludwig and M can be made to do this.
Fingers can too but would rather not.

Some programs allow you to select a
particular type of musical scale
(Tunesmith has 46 options) but that
alone is not enough to ensure a tuneful
output although it can be useful to help
create a tonal or modal harmonic centre.

Digigram's Big Band is one of the few
composition programs which does have a
musical approach. It processes material in
terms of chord sequences, melodies, riffs
and counterpoints without a mathe-
matical function in sight. It will add a
sequence of chords to a melody line or
compose a melody to a given chord
sequence. Left to its own devices it will
compose both chords and melody.

Its composition styles, however, are
fixed (and rather limited) and it tends to
produce rather MOR (Middle of the
Road) material. This trade off - ease of
use against lack of control - means that its
inability to create absolute rubbish is also
an inability to create great music.
However, the musical approach is

certainly refreshing.
The current crop of algorithmic

programs are reminiscent of the old
analogue modular synthesisers. You set
the controls on the front panel, press a
button (cross your fingers) and see what
comes out.

Next month we'll take a look at the
human composition process and compare
it with the methods used by composition
programs.
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THE PATCHBAY IS DEAD.
LONG LIVE THE PATCHBAY.

Ask a sound engineer to name the likeliest source of connection problems in the studio, and chances

are he'll point the finger at his patchbay. The patchbay has been a standard fitment in recording stu-

dios for almost as long as tape and microphones. And as studios have become more complicated, so

the patchbay has become even more of an engineer's nightmare. What should be a quick, easy way

of connecting signals from one source to another has become a bird's nest of sockets, leads, and in-

decipherable labels - all of them contributing to a decline in sound quality, and giving studio users

more headaches than the day's fifteenth vocal take.

TO GET THE MOST FROM YOUR RACK, ADD TO IT.
IMO

AUDIO MikiRi?116

B 16 I6   
Now Argents introduce the Audio Matrix 16 from 360 Systems. A -hi -tech antidote to the patchbay dis-

ease. Within its smart, 2U -high rack -mount exterior lurks a digital routing system so powerful, it can di-

rect the signal from 16 sources (instruments, FX sends, channel inserts) to 16 signal -processing units

- in any combination. Any input can drive one or more outputs. Because all the routing is performed

electronically, the Audio Matrix eliminates the drudgery of unplugging cables, and makes a significant

contribution to reducing noise levels.Using the front panel controls of the Audio Matrix 16, you can au-

dition all routings, sounds and effects. When you're happy with them, you can commit them to a built-

in memory that'll store 100 user configurations, and recall them instantly via the front panel or MIDI

patch -change commands. And those configurations can then be ordered into 27 different performance

chains, each with as many as 32 steps.

GOODBYE CABLES, HELLO SWITCH.

Midi Psalm I i s    ---i   
If your problems are confined to routing MIDI devices, 360 Systems have a simpler, more compact,

and cheaper solution - the MIDI Patcher. An eight in, eight out routing matrix, it shares its bigger

brother's smart styling, easy -to -read display, and 100 -patch, instant -access memory. And each of

those patches can contain as many as eight different program -change

can also initiate MIDI data dumps from its front panel, send an all -notes-off command if you discon-

nect a keyboard that's still playing, and automatically test your entire MIDI system for wiring faults. All

at a price you'll find difficult to beat.

A NEW PLACE FOR BASS.

Completing the 360 Systems line-up of smart rack units is Pro MIDI Bass. It's a sample replay unit

dedicated to bass sounds, up to four of which can be triggered by any MIDI device at any time. (Stan-

dard sounds include Precision, Rickenbacker and Steinberger bass guitars, a double bass. and an

analogue synth bass.) For each sound you can program your own controlling keyboard zone, plus set-

tings for loudness, filter, decay, release, and accent crossover point. And for 1989, Argents are not

only reducing the price of the Pro MIDI Bass - we're filling all the machine's empty EPROM slots with

sound chips of your own choice. So depending on which chips you select from the extensive 360 Sys-

tems library, you can have as many as thirty different bass sounds onboard - from the upright acoustic

to the downright strange.

--.0111111e

20 Denmark Street

London WC2H 8NA

Tel: 01-379 6690

AUDIO MATRIX 16, £598; MIDI PATCHER, £199; PRO MIDI BASS, £399; ALL INCLUDING VAT.
PHONE FOR DETAILS OR DROP IN FOR A DEMO



FOUNDATIONSeilo
Pioneer of acid

house and
deep house,

Marshall Jefferson
places songs and

musicianship
above sampling

and studio trickery.

Interview by

Simon Trask.
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ITH ONE GROUP I produced
recently, I had this tune and I just
had to have real horns on it.
Today everybody's got horn
samples, string samples, guitar

samples, but they just don't sound the same as
the real thing. The record company tried
everything they could to talk me out of using real
horns, so I went out and got them, paid for them
myself, and had them play on the tune.
Everybody flipped over it. I just knew it had to be
that way."

Marshall Jefferson is a man with a mission,
and the recording studio is his battlefield. The
mission: to put the soul back into music. The
opponents: technology and a profit -hungry
record industry. On a current tally, Jefferson is
winning. Things are going his way, and for
anyone who likes "warmth", "mood" and
"emotion" in their music (three words which
Jefferson uses a lot during our conversation)
that can only be a good thing. Check out Ten
City's soulful Jefferson -produced debut album
Foundation, the deeper -than -deep house 12"
single 'Open Our Eyes' by Marshall Jefferson
Presents The Truth, or his heavenly 82bpm
remix of Dusty Springfield and the Pet Shop
Boys' Nothing has been proved'. It's a small if
representative part of his current output.

Chicago -born Jefferson, now 29 years old, is
much in demand as a dance -music producer/
musician/songwriter - or, as he describes
himself, a "listener". Yet little more than four
years ago he was working for the Chicago post
office and rocking out in his spare time to the
likes of Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath and Deep
Purple. Not many people have made the
transition from Deep Purple to deep house, but
Jefferson is an unorthodox listener. He grew up
with the thudding beats and screaming guitar
solos of heavy rock while all his friends were into
disco, then when heavy rock started to go
commercial he discovered the Chicago house
music scene in its infancy. Since that time he has
emerged as possibly the single most influential
figure in house music. From early jack tracks
such as `The House Music Anthem -Move Your
Body', 'Ride the Rhythm' and 'Time Marches
On' through the seminal acid of `I've Lost
Control' and 'Acid Tracks' to the seminal deep
house of 'Open Our Eyes' and his production
work with Ten City, Jefferson has defined the
direction of house music.

These days Jefferson spends a lot of time in
the UK, where he is constantly in demand for
production work and remixes. He's also in the
process of setting up a UK -based record label,
which will offer an outlet for both UK and US
acts, and is producing Kym Mazelle's debut
album at Matrix Studios in London. Yes,
Marshall Jefferson is a busy man.

ow
0

UR INTERVIEW TAKES place in a
small, cluttered hotel room in London's
Lancaster Gate. Clothes, cassettes and
a copy of Tina Turner's autobiography
are strewn across the floor, the phone

rings every ten minutes, and an over -zealous
cleaning lady periodically demands that she be
let in to clean the room. Amidst this chaos the
genial figure of Jefferson reclines on his bed,
offers me a beer and somehow applies himself to
answering my questions with both thoughtfulness
and humour.

"Right now I'm starting up my own record
label back in Chicago", he reveals, "and I've
been building up a roster of live musicians to
work with there. It's taken about three years to
get everybody together, but now they're all ready
to go. We've got horns, strings, bass, guitar,
drums, percussion ...

"If you wanted the Motown sound then you
had to go to Motown and use their musicians, if
you wanted the Philadelphia sound you had to go
to Philadelphia and use their musicians. Now if
you want to get the Chicago sound you'll have to
come to Chicago and use our musicians."

It seems that the label won't be exclusively for
dance music, however. Jefferson used to play
guitar in various rock bands before succumbing
to house music and reactivating piano skills
learnt in childhood. Now he's talking gleefully
about upsetting a lot of people by forming a rock
band and recording double albums full of lengthy
guitar solos. Can this really be the man who
brought us deep house?

Jefferson's introduction to technology and the
recording studio came in 1985. As he recalls: "I
had a good job at the post office, so I could
basically buy any equipment that I wanted. Jesse
Saunders was making records then, and I wanted
to make better records than he did."

A trip to the local music store was in order.
Unfortunately, Jefferson soon fell foul of some
classic dodgy salesmanship.

"The guy said 'with this sequencer you'll be
able to play keyboards like Herbie Hancock',
and I was going `Wow!'. So I went and bought a
JX8P, TR808 and Yamaha's QX1 sequencer.
What he didn't tell me was that I couldn't sync
up the 808 and the QX1, which was why my first
record, Virgo's Go Wild Rhythm Tracks, ended up
being just 808 drum beats."

Jefferson remembers with some amusement
his introduction to the recording studio at the
hands of Vince Lawrence, Jessie Saunders'
producer.

"It took four months to do that EP, at least 80
hours of studio time. Basically he didn't want
anyone else in the business, and he was trying to
make it all sound more difficult than it was.
There'd be dust on the console, and he'd be
going into this whole thing about dust, how you
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had to have the right amount of dust on the
console, not too little and not too much!"

The path of progress doesn't always run
straight. For instance, who would have guessed
that being sold two instruments with
incompatible syncing systems would have led to a
new style of music. For when Jefferson searched
around for an instrument to sync up to his 808,
he alighted on another Roland instrument: the
TB303 Bassline. He first used the 303 on Sleezy
D's 'I've Lost Control', which he recorded back
in the summer of 1985.

"It was the day I got the 303," he recalls.
"Sleezy was in the basement, and we just said
`let's go for it'. That was the first record I took to
Ron Hardy at the Music Box, and he would play
it six or seven times a night. In fact, it was bigger
in Chicago than 'Move Your Body'."

The TB303 is used in a restrained way on the
track, and there's no use of the timbral changes
which were to characterise 'Acid Tracks'. Yet
amidst the growling voice and atmospheric
noises it clearly brings a new, sharp -edged sound
into house.

Jefferson recorded Phuture's 'Acid Tracks'
with DJ Pierre in late 1986. Like 'I've Lost
Control', it was big in the Chicago clubs, but this
time around the fuse was lit for acid house to
take off in a big way. Jefferson explains:

"I gave Pierre my TB303 because I was just
tired of using it, I didn't like it any more. The big
difference between me and Pierre was that he
was a DJ and I wasn't. He made the mistake of
telling all his DJ friends that it was a TB303 on
`Acid Tracks', so next thing I knew, within four
months there were about 60 acid records out,
and within five more months there were over
1000 - just in Chicago."

The consequences of this acid deluge were
inevitable. Jefferson elaborates:

"Acid house just cancelled out Chicago's
dance music. It wiped everything else off the
dancefloor, because you couldn't play anything
else around it, it was too fast, too energetic.
Also, before acid you could have a huge hit in
Chicago; 'I've Lost Control' sold 70,000 copies
there. But what started happening was that a
huge dance hit in Chicago would sell only 5000
copies, because acid records were coming out at
the rate of about 60 a week. None of them were
terrible, but when you play 60 records in a row
and they've all got the same instrument, basically
the same beat, and somebody's girlfriend singing
badly over it all, you kind of get worn out!
Basically, there were too many acid records,
because they were too simple to make.

"People were saying I started it all, but I'd say
`I hate that shit'. It was where everybody else was
going, and my natural way of thinking is that I'll
go the other way; that's what I've always done."

In fact, Jefferson had already moved on to new
pastures with 'Open Our Eyes' by Marshall
Jefferson Presents The Truth, a slice of
atmospheric house which built on the style of his
earlier Jungle Wonz tracks. 'Open Our Eyes' is
more than one -and -a -half years old now.

"I didn't feel a real need to put it out," he
says, "until I saw the acid house thing happening
and I just got mad. I wanted to do something
different. People were saying 'Ain't nobody
going to play it, it's too slow', and I thought that
too, but it just seemed the right thing to do.
Everybody was going acid -house crazy in

Chicago."
Along with the music of Fingers Inc, 'Open
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Our Eyes' signalled the arrival of a new style of
house which has come to be called "deep
house". Jefferson reveals an unlikely influence
on the track:

"It took me back to Pink Floyd and Dark Side
of the Moon. They had all the clocks and stuff on
it, and I had the waterfall and the birds. In New
York people just flipped over it; there were
reports that people were crying on the floor when
they heard it.

"I was just conveying a mood and emotional
content. Deep house has a lot to do with the way
you mix the tune and the sounds you get up. I
must have remixed 'Open Our Eyes' more than
twelve times, and I still wasn't satisfied with the
way that it came out. The bass plays a large part
in the track; people feel it and hear it at the same
time."

Jefferson's approach to songwriting might
surprise anyone who thinks that all dance music
is pieced together in the studio like some kind of
aural patchwork quilt: IP'

you sample
somebody else'e record
then you're limiting
yourself musically -
also, you're committing
the ultimate crime
against music."
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"Pierre made the
mistake of telling all his
DJ friends that it was a
TB303 on 'Acid Tracks'

- next thing I knew
there were about 60

acid records out."
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"I can't write a song in front of the keyboard.
Usually I'm in the shower or I'm driving in my
car and I suddenly hear the finished song in my
head. Melody, harmony, horns, strings, bass,
guitar, congas, drums . . . everything. Then I've
got to rush to a keyboard to get it all down before
I forget. That's how I write."

pERHAPS EVEN WORSE than acid
house in Jefferson's eyes is sample -based
music, in particular the music of a certain
Mr Todd Terry. Terry is not flavour of the
month with the dance musicians of

Chicago and Detroit. Not only does he sample
bits of their music, but he's threatened to sue
anyone who samples his music. So what if
someone samples a bit of his music which
contains a bit of their music? It all starts to get a
bit daft.

Gentleman that he is, Jefferson refrains from
being impolite about Terry, but decides it's time
to be forthright on the sampling issue in general.
Sampling afficionados of a nervous disposition
are advised to skip the next few paragraphs.

"I think sampling's ruining the music industry.
If you sample somebody else's record then you're
limiting yourself musically. Also, you're
committing the ultimate crime against music.
You're taking something that a real musician has
worked years to strive for, and you're sampling
them. It's really as low down as you can get. I
mean, these are musicians who worked 15 hard
years before they even thought of recording. You
can't play drums so you sample someone else

and put them all over your record. All those
musicians are broke now, but you're sampling
their records and you're thinking that you're the
greatest in the world. It really hurts me to see
things like that, all the rappers crossing their
arms and saying 'I'm paid in full'.

"Rap music has this mentality that you have to
sample. Why? It's really making music sound
cheap and tacky right now, at least to me -
nobody else seems to be noticing. When you
sample an old record and put it on a 24 -track
recording, it sounds just like an old record being
scratched. There's no depth, there's not the
same emotional content. Basically it sounds dry
and cheap, there's no fullness or warmth. I don't
understand it.

"Stop samping people from the past; instead
of sampling a drummer, get a drummer.
Everybody in the music business, all they're
thinking about is money, money all the time. Yet
when you think about it, if you've got one gold
album then you've made enough money to last
you for life, as long as you're not a drug addict.
There's only so much money you can spend, so
why not try something new, something
innovative?"

This one could run and run, but in the
meantime Jefferson has plenty more to say about
the use of technology in music:

"Music's gone stale because of technology.
There's no individuality. Everybody's using the
same instruments and basically the same sounds.
That's the natural scheme of things nowadays,
not only because everybody can copy off of
everybody else so easily, but because the industry
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encourages copying; record companies want safe
formulas.

"Everybody's using the wrong sounds. Every
song you hear now has got loud drums on it; I
hate loud fuckin' drums. They have to twist my
arm to put loud snares and stuff on record.
That's what everybody else is doing, and I hate it.
It sounds so digital, so mechanical, and it kills
the variety of songs. It would be fine if you just
heard one record a day with loud drums on it, it
would be perfect. But all day? Boom-ka-ta-
boom-boom-ka-ta! I just can't take it.
Everything just sounds so alike today. I just hear
a commercial sound, and it gets to me.

"People don't go for what sounds good to
them, they go for what's technically good - like,
say, a good clean snare or a good clean kick. I
have to EQ all my tunes myself now, because
every engineer wants to get the kick drum to
sound thin so you can hear it, but I want my kick
to go "boom boom" so you canfeel it. I'm always
having arguments with engineers about this,
because they'll say 'you can't hear that kick'.
They think I'm crazy. The moment I leave the
room they'll sneak a bit of EQ in. I just say 'look,
man, just get away from the board and I'm gonna
do this myself. It's not that they aren't good
engineers, but they're programmed to think a
certain way; I know how I want my music to
sound, and it's a different way."

Jefferson uses engineers when he's recording,
but then he records everything flat, only adding
EQ when mixing. Similarly, everything goes
down dry when he's recording; all effects are
added at mixdown.

Listen to any Jefferson production and you'll
hear that reverb is an important component of
his sound. You may well suppose that AMS or
Lexicon would figure prominently here, but if so
you'd be supposing wrongly.

"I like the MIDIverb II," he reveals. "In fact,
in a lot of cases I prefer the MIDIverb to an
AMS. The AMS sounds better than a MIDIverb
in one case, and that's when you're using an SSL
console. AMS is more compatible with SSL
consoles, but the MIDIverb is more compatible
with analogue consoles. The only thing people
complain about with the MIDIverb is that it's
preset, but shit, if you've got a reverb which
sounds like a £6,000 reverb but only costs £200,
why complain? I stock up on MlDlverbs - I've
got about 12 of them."

When it comes to recording desks, Jefferson
is blunt about what many people consider to be
the ultimate.

"I hate SSL consoles. It's extremely hard to
get warmth out of them. I've tried using different
EQ, but still the end product is SSL; there's a
particular sound to that board.

"What has happened is that record companies
tend to go for SSL because it's the most
expensive board and because it's totally
automated. That's the industry way of thinking:
perfection. But in truth it's not really perfect,
because there's no warmth.

"Stevie Wonder, who's used synthesisers from
the beginning, nowadays he's just not using the
right sounds, I mean warm, full sounds. He's
using these thin digital sounds. SSL console; you
hear it all over his music. Michael Jackson, too:
SSL console. See, with Thriller and Off the Wall,
those albums had a certain warmth. It wasn't just
the real instruments. I could use all synthesisers
on a track and it would still sound warm. I go for
warmth instead of cleanness."
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MARCH 1989

Ironically, Jefferson is working with an SSL
desk at Matrix Studios. However, it so happens
that Matrix are the proud owners of the second
SSL console built by the company, and Jefferson
reckons it has a warmer sound than later desks.
It's an interesting point: digital technology is
supposed to be consistent, yet it's not unknown
for manufacturers to make changes to the
components they use on different production
runs. These in turn could conceivably result in
variations in sound quality.

Back in Chicago, Jefferson has his own 16 -
track home studio based around a Fostex E16,
though he's planning to upgrade to an Otari 24 -
track soon.

"At the moment, everything goes through a
Tascam eight -channel board", he explains. "I
love that board. I've got the drums coming
through a Yamaha DMP7 digital mixer, but
that's then put through the Tascam. Bringing the
drums through the DMP7 alone makes them
sound very thin; there's no fullness. But bringing
them through the Tascam board, the warm
analogue sound is there. It's not the EQ, it's the
actual sound of the board."

The drum department of the Jefferson home
studio is taken care of by his Roland TR808 and
707 drum -machines. Perhaps surprisingly, he's
only relatively recently started using the TR909.
Roland score again on the synth front, though
it's not their recent synths which attract the
Jefferson seal of approval:

"I've still got the same old JX8P that I started
out with," he declares proudly. "Man, those
deep bass sounds, those smooth strings, I'd pay a
£10,000 ransom for that instrument."

So Marshall Jefferson does love technology
after all - it just has to be the right kind of
technology, used in the right kind of way.

"I've mastered making my own sounds on it,"
he continues. "Every sound I get is out of the
JX8P, except for piano sounds. For them I use
either the JX 'Piano 2' or a real piano. Very few
sampled pianos sound good to me. I used the
Prophet 2000 on 'Move Your Body' and that was
good, but somehow I'd get inconsistent piano
sounds with it, and in the end I didn't really want
to know. Now I use mainly real piano."

Among the JX's preset patches, Jefferson is
partial to the smooth, silky strings of
`Soundtrack'. In fact, the patch is much in
evidence on Vicky Martin's 'Not Gonna Do It', a
Jefferson -penned track which he produced in his
home studio.

Jefferson always hires in a JX8P when he's
working in the UK. But, instead of carrying
around cartridges of JX sounds, he programs the
sounds he wants at each session. Now, most
musicians jealously guard their sounds, and
wouldn't dream of leaving any behind in a hired
instrument. But, in typical contrariwise fashion,
Jefferson has other ideas.

"I leave sounds lying around in the machine in
the hope that they'll get used on other records",
he reveals, adding by way of explanation:
"Everyone else is digital, so I go analogue."

Finally, to all those people who want to copy
Marshall Jefferson a second time around, he has
the following words to say:

"People think that all there is to copying
Marshall Jefferson is copying the drums,
copying the piano, copying the bassline. But the
only thing they need to do if they're studying me
is study the emotional content of every record."

Amen to that.

"People don't go for
what sounds good to
them, they go for what's
technically good -a
good clean snare or a
good clean kick."
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THE AMERICA) WAYWinter NAMM 1989
Running less than a week before the Frankfurt trade fair, the American NAMM trade

show set a scene of 'refinement' for the music industry this winter. Report by Bob
O'Donnell, Chris Meyer and Dan Rue.

QUICKLY AND QUIETLY it came upon
us. A feeling of renewed confidence in the
electronic musical instrument industry.
Not that things were ever bad, but it had
seemed over the last year or so that not
everyone knew exactly where or how
things were going. This year's National
Association of Music Merchants (NAMM)
convention put almost all those concerns
to rest. Strolling through the aisles of the
Anaheim Convention Centre, where the
winter show is held every year, it seemed
obvious that companies and dealers are
starting to look a little more to the long-
term future. There were noticeably fewer
"head in the clouds" predictions of how

The Korg TI Total Workstation

Peavey's keyboard debut, the DPM3

well equipment, technology or markets
were going to fare and noticeably more
new instruments with planned futures
ahead of them.

All the regular keyboard exhibitors
were present with new gear to display -
Roland their D5 and W30, Yamaha
their V50 and CI computer, Kawai their
K4 and KI Mk II, Korg their mighty TI -
details of which can be found in the
Frankfurt show report elsewhere in this
issue. One company missing from
Frankfurt was Ensoniq, whose European
distribution was in the process of changing
hands during the show (speculation about
which provided one of the main sources

of gossip), making NAMM the company's
only winter appearance. Responding to
the demands of the marketplace, Ensoniq
unveiled a rack -mount version of the EPS
sampler, the EPS-M (US price: $3295).
The 3U -high module offers all the
features of the keyboard EPS, including
the sequencer and the patch select
buttons (interestingly enough), but also
includes I.7Meg of RAM (I Megaword)
standard, as well as a built-in SCSI port
and eight polyphonic individual outs - in
other words, a souped -up EPS.

Ensoniq also have a new line of
Signature Series samples for the EPS (US:
$39). Each of the six beautifully -packaged

Ensonig's EPS-M - EPS in a rack

z
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The Digitech MSP4 multi -effects processor (bottom)
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new volumes includes three disks by a
well-known artist or producer, including
Nile Rodgers and sought-after session
guitarist Paul Jackson Jr, as well as

complete documentation.
One talking point of NAMM was

Peavey's first foray into the world of
synthesisers, the DPM3 Digital Phase

Modulation synthesiser (projected RRP:
£1599). (The word in Germany had it that
the DPM3 had been designed by Ensoniq,
but since they weren't about to confirm
or deny it, it remained pure speculation.)
With a 20,000 -note, nine -track (eight
instrument, one percussion) sequencer,
and onboard digital effects which include
reverb, early reflections, delay, EQ,
chorus, flange, phase shift, distortion, and
more, the DPM3 also falls into the
popular category of a work . . . no, I won't
say it since Peavey don't want to. Anyway,
the spec's quite impressive -a completely
software -based architecture, housing 32
oscillators of 16 -bit PCM wave samples,
I6 -voice polyphony/multitimbres, 100

internal programmable patches and 110

individual drum patches, arranged in five
drum kits. The DPM3 essentially creates
its sounds much in the fashion of Roland's
D50 and Korg's MI, with I6 -bit PCM
samples. One advantage of the DPM3,
however, is that you can load in your own
16 -bit samples using the MIDI sample
dump standard or with the onboard 3.5"
floppy disk drive (also used to store voice
and sequencer data). How did it sound?
Well, we're going to have to wait a while
on that one. Although Peavey had noise
emitting from the unit, they admitted that
the instrument was unfinished and the
sounds were unrepresentative. If things
progress well in the fine-tuning stages,
Peavey will have made a strong initial
entry into the keyboard market.

Elsewhere in the Peavey booth, the
new MIDI Librarian was displayed. This
single-spaced rack -mount device is

basically a 3.5" disk drive providing 64K of
static RAM and 16K of non-volatile RAM
for storing MIDI SysEx data to disk. MIDI
Librarian will let you store chains of SysEx
functions, request dumps from MIDI
devices, and loop dump requests for
synths that won't let you request more
than one program at a time. Depending
on the price they settle on (they didn't
announce one at the show), this could be
a big hit.

Peavey had started to step into the
MIDI arena over the past year or so, but
it'll be interesting to see how things
develop after this quantum leap.

As with other manufacturers, upgrading
existing instruments was the theme at
Kurzweil's booth. The KI000 Special

Edition (SE) (£2600) includes all the
capabilities of the original KI000 and adds
aftertouch; an expanded list of control
sources so that, for example, staccato and
legato touch could control the attack
envelopes on sounds; a compare function;
multiple levels of programmability for easy
and complex editing; and other
refinements. The I000PX Plus includes all
the KI000 sounds, plus the sounds of the
PXA soundblock as standard, adds

additional front panel buttons for easier
programming and incorporates all the
software refinements included in the
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KI000 SE - all for the same price as the
original KI000PX. In a similar vein, the
new KI000AX Plus Acoustic Expander
(UK price yet to be confirmed) combines
the sounds of the SX string expander and
the HX horn expander into a single unit,
as well as having the new functions in the
KI000PX Plus. Speaking of which, the
company also announced new Sound
Blocks for existing owners of the SX and
HX expanders: the SXA and the HXA
(£485).

In addition to the entertaining magician
and his attractive assistant at the
Simmons Box o' Trix booth, there were
several new items that took advantage of
technologies Simmons have developed
over the years. First off, the inexpensive
new SDS2000 Digital Drum Kit (£691.73
including five pads) uses some of the same
digitally -sampled sounds in the company's
Trixer (which first came from the
company's SDX 16 -bit sampler). Eight
preset kits and two user programmable
ones can be selected, two additional sets
can be read off optional ROM cards and
an optional digital reverb (approximately
£200 more) can be programmed per kit.
Five individual outputs as well as master
stereo outs are available.

For those interested in drum triggering,
Simmons had the ADT Acoustic Drum
Trigger (£450) which incorporates the
Learn function found on the Trixer. It
includes 50 patches and has crossfading,
switching and layering functions for
expressive MIDI triggering. If you'd prefer
something a little more simple, Simmons
also unveiled their Drum Huggers
(£319.13; £109.97 for master; £52.53 per
slave), four small electronic pads and a
master controller, which is also a pad, that
can be attached to acoustic drums and be
used to trigger drum sounds (or
whatever) with simple MIDI note
commands.

MOVING ON TO the subject of

recording, several companies were
offering new items to the ever-growing
fraternity of home recordists.

At the higher end of the scale, Tascam
have a new 1/2" 8 -track machine, the TSR8
(£2250), which sports the same series
and parallel -capable synchroniser ports
found on the company's MSRI6 16 -track
and 238 8 -track cassette. It also includes
built-in dbx type I noise reduction which
can be defeated on track eight only for
sync applications or in groups of four
channels, as well as an auto -rehearse
mode.

In cassette multitrack recording the
news was two 6 -track recorders. Sansui
bowed their WSXI (US: $1949), which
also includes a built-in 8X2 mixer with
fixed EQ and an effects send, and a built-
in stereo mixdown cassette deck. The
company also have the rack -mount MR6
(US: $1299), which only offers the
double-spead six -track recorder from the
WSXI; the SYI Sync unit (US: $299)
which permits remote operation of either
two recorders, allows two recorders to be
slaved together for 12 -track recording,
and includes a MIDI-to-FSK converter
(unfortunately without Wong Position
Pointer information); and the MXI2 (US:
$1199) I2X6 X 2 stand-alone mixer.

Vestax, on the other hand, have the rack -
mount MR66 (US: $1399) 6 -track
recorder, which also includes a 34 -point
patchbay on its front panel. At present,
however, the situation regarding UK
distribution is uncertain.

Several companies also displayed some
very attractive -looking mixers geared
specifically towards the MIDI studio.
Rane's SM82 Stereo Line Mixer
(approximately £425 plus VAT) crams
eight stereo inputs, one stereo effects
send, balance controls and an expansion
out jack into a single rack space. The
Unity 8 (US: $445) from Passac also
offers eight inputs in a single rack space
but has mono inputs and two stereo
effects sends as well as pan controls for
each channel. The Unity 8 has two sets of
stereo outs, one intended for monitoring
and the other for connection to another
mixer.

Tascam's MMI keyboard mixer (a49)
includes four stereo input channels, 12

additional mono input channels, four
stereo effects returns, solo capabilities,
direct channel outputs and most
importantly, MIDI -controlled muting with
up to 99 settings being able to be recalled
via MIDI. On top of that, the MMI can
either be rack -mounted or function as a
table -top mixer.

Finally, for those of you who want to
put everything together into an organised
studio workspace, several companies have
interesting new furniture. First off,
Invisible Products Corp showed their
Model MS2048 Workstation (US: $299),
for those people who want a computer -
centred workstation, rather than a

keyboard -centred one. The main desk top
is 30"X48"X0.75", with one adjustable -
height 13.5"X42"X0.75" shelf above it.
For those of you with a larger setup (and
larger budget), PlayStation offered
several configurations of their very
attractive studio furniture. On display at
the NAMM show was the monstrous
Mothership 200, which offers 200 rack
spaces, several shelves, room for a

television monitor, speakers and more.
It's guaranteed to turn your home into
the bridge of the Starship Enterprise.

As you might have expected, one of the
big words at NAMM was "multi" - as in
multi -effects - and there were a number
of new entries into the market. ART have
expanded on their popular Multiverb with
the Multiverb II (US: $599), Multiverb
EXT (US: $675) and the "super effector"
geared towards guitarists, the SGE (US:
$649). Like its namesake, the Multiverb II
gives you four I6 -bit effects at once and
offers 200 memory locations, but it adds
real-time MIDI performance controls to
the package. The EXT adds a sampler with
a continuous loop option and extended
delay times (up to two seconds). Finally,
the SGE ups the ante to nine

simultaneous effects including all the
digital effects of the Multiverb 11 as well as
digitally -controlled analogue effects such
as a harmonic exciter, and distortion. The
SGE doesn't have sampling but it does
have all the real-time MIDI controls of the
other new Multiverb units.

If you'd prefer just a straightahead
digital delay, ART also have something for
you in the form of the non -programmable 
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Delay System V (US: $349) and the
programmable Delay System VII (US:
$499), which also includes sampling. Both
units offer full 20-20kHz bandwidth and
ARTS new Harmonically Accurate
circuitry for clean A/D/A conversion.

Yamaha unveiled their new SPX900
(£629), which utilises the same full -

bandwidth effects processing of its big
brother, the SPXI000 (£999), and
features 50 presets in ROM, 49 RAM
presets, five 16 -bit effects at once, 90dB
dynamic range, parametric or dynamic
equalization, and the same control layout
as the SPX90.

DigiTech's newest arrival is the MSP4
(US: $370) digital multi -effects processor.
It can produce four 16 -bit effects at once
at a 12kHz bandwidth, offers dynamic
MIDI control, 128 user -programmable
memory allocations, and a host of effects,
including reverbs, choruses, flange,
echoes, doubling ...

A new item from a company called
Cadence is the DSP System One (US:
$899), a true stereo 16 -bit multi -effects
processor. It comes with 64K standard
memory, or in an "enhanced" version
with 128K (US: $949), or "deluxe"
version with 256K (US: $999). Stereo
20kHz bandwidth supports such effects as
flanging, chorusing, delay, and reverb, as
well as 48kHz stereo or mono sampling,
and 96kHz "2X" mono sampling which
gives an additional 3dB of dynamic range.
Two effects can be layered with most of
the programs, and the unit includes MIDI
control functions via the MIDI In and Thru

jacks. The controls are simple and
straightforward, and the front panel also
sports an easy -to -read backlit LCD.

In the areas of more specific signal
processors, Rane have a new line of MPE
MIDI programmable equalisers, due to
become available in June '89: the MPE 28,
single -channel, 'A -octave unit; the MPE
14, two -channel, 14 -band, 2/3 -octave unit;
and the MPE 47, four -channel, seven -
band, one -octave unit. All have 128

program memories, full MIDI
implementation, balanced inputs and
outputs, and +12/-15dB filter ranges.
The list prices have yet to be announced.

All in all, there seemed to be a growing
trend towards quite a bit of MIDI control.

Digital Music Corporation have an
attractive low-cost alternative for those
trying to sort out their MIDI routing
mess. The MX28S (US: $89) is 2X8 MIDI
patchbay, with A/B/off switches per
output and data activity LEDs per input.

From Altadena, California come a

number of interesting little units made by
Musicsoft. Most intriguing is the "MIDI -
MAN" MIDI Tape Recorder Interface
(US: $179), which converts MIDI into a
signal that can be recorded onto audio
tape (and played back in real time), MIDI -
MAN supports low and high grade tape
decks (the recording quality determines
how dense the information you can

reliably record and play back can be),
aftertouch filtering, some channelisation,
and the ability to record SysEx dumps up
to 2000 bytes long. Others have tried this
trick in the past but have failed due to

delays and unreasonably low data density
restrictions; we're looking forward to
trying a MIDI -MAN ourselves. Other
Musicsoft news includes an updated
sequencer, PowerStation (US: $129), for
the Commodore 64/128 and Apple II, an
IBM GIO editor/librarian, an Oberheim
Matrix 1000 editor/librarian for the Atari
ST, a Roland DI10 editor/librarian for the
Amiga, and the ProSound series samples
for the Akai S1000. Diverse.

Rack -mount equipment is great. But
after a while, the racks themselves start to
eat you out of house and home (plus
there's the difficulty of trying to transport
them to a friend's house). Thus, very
welcome from Anatek Microcircuits in
Canada is their line of Pocket Products - a
merge box, a data filter, a sequencer, and
a box that takes any volume pedal in,
turns it into continuous control data, and
merges it with a MIDI signal passing by.
Each box is the size of a pack of cigarettes;
each (with the exception of the
sequencer, for which no price has been
fixed) costs $99 in the States.

So, there were no earth -shattering
developments lurking around every
corner at NAMM, but the atmosphere of
"refinement" was a reassuring and
encouraging one. And the bottom line is:
would you rather know that your six-
month old pride and joy has just been
superseded or that you're going to have a
wait a while for the next "instrument of
the decade", but when it does arrive you'll
have time to get to know it well before
you feel it's out of date?

idimmois
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PROVEN PROFESSIONAL SOUNDS FOR YOUR SYNTHESIZERS AND SAMPLERS
Ins( it disappointing when you Cr d a top name band using the synth that you re using. but playing bett,

sounds than you have been supplied with Well. at MIDI Music with out 3 years of experience. our
programmers have discovered how to come up with classy sounds for today s synthesizers. We know it to
be a tact. because top name bands are now using our sounds

AS sounds are available on Atari ST Formats (with self -loading software). IBM-PC. 0X3. 0X5 and sell -
loading cassette where applicable Only DX7 Mkt. Casio CZ and Poly 800 sounds are available on Data
Sheet too

  SPECIAL OFFER  All 050, 0550. TX8 1Z/DX11 voices sold on Atari ST Formats
will be sent with a FREE 050 or TX81Z Organiser!! het price £14.991.
128 Pro -British 050/0550 [24.99
128 Pro -Sweden D50/0550 £24.99
128 050/0550 Voices by Leister Productions (Vol 1) £29.99
128 D50/D550 Voices by Leister Productions (Vol 2) £29.99
Metrasound 050 Roms (64 sounds) 1 2 or 3 £55.00
PA -Decoder D50 Roms (128 sounds) 1. 2 3 £99.00
Korg.M1 RAM Card £87.99
D50/13550 Voice Crystal ham Cards (64 voice Meniory-32 Sounds) Cards

1 2 3 (Keith Emerson Card)
4 (Journey Card). 5 or 6 each £69.99
128 0110/010/020 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
020/610/0110Nonce Crystal Ram Cards 1 & 2linc 64 sounds) each £69.99
Please note all D50/020 RAM Cards work on the EIO and E20 synthesizers
128 MT32 Voices by Leister Productions (Vol 11 [24.99
128 MT32 Voices by Leister Productions (Vol 2) 'NEW ' £24.99
128 Kawai 01 Voices by Leister Productions 'NEW ' [29.99
Newel K1 Voice Crystal Card 1 2 3 or 4 (64 voice + 32 Multi memory Includes 32 voices +
16 Multi patches) each £49.99
320 Voices + 160 Performances for DX711 18FD1 by Bill Cooplana £27.99
192 Mega 007 Sounds by Robert Turnbull £24.99
20 Super -Pro DX7 Voices  NEW LOW PRICE ' £14.98
DX7 Grandpiano £1.99
007 Rhodes £1.99
240 Mixed Pro U.S A DX7 Voices - £19.99
32 Pro USA DX7 Pianos 8 Electric Pianos £5.99
288 Pro U S A DX7 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
256 Voice DX7 RAM Cartridge £89.00
64 Pro Canada TX8 1Z/DX11 Voices £12.98
224 Non -Velocity Sensitive TX8 1Z/0X11 Voices + Performances £16.99
288 Pro USA TX8 1Z/DX11 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
,,ease note that all TX8 12 and DX27/21/100 sounds will load into the YS100 and YS200 synthesizers

48 Pro Canada DX27/21/100 Voices £9.99
288 Pro U S A DX27/21/100 Voices by Leister Productions £29.99
120 DX27/21/100 Voices by Quasar Software £9.99
96 CX5M Vcrices on Cassette f13.98
96 Pro USA FB-01 Voices by Leister Productions f13.98
320 Casio 11 VII, es by Luster Productions USA (29.99

33 BARRINGTON CLOSE,
LIEN, SWINDON, SN3 6HF.
TELEPHONE: (0793) 45567

(0860) 388566
64 Korg Poly800 Voices by Leister Productions
240 ES01 Voices by Leister Productions
320 Voice Esp RAM Cartridge
ES01 Voice Crystal -X Eprom Cartridge (80 Voice Memory)
ES01 Voice Crystals 1 2. or 3 (Eprom Cartridge with 80 Voices)
5080 Voice Crystal Disk 1 or 2 (80 sounds + Sequences)
PROFESSIONAL SAMPLE DISKS
50 Sample disk Libraries for Korg DSS-1. Akai S-900 or Prophet 2000/2202

12 Ensomq Mirage Disks (£11.50 each)
S50 Voice Crystal Disk Sets 1. 2. 3. or 4 (3 disks per set)
EPS Voice Crystal Disk Sets 0. 2. 3. or 4 (3 disks per set)
It you think these are the only voices we have got. think again Write/Phone

£9.99
f39.99
£89.00
£39.99
£49.99
f27.99

Price for single disks £11.50
- Full boxed set f239.99

£119.99
£34.99
£34.99

now for our lull catalogue

ATARI ST
We stock the full range of Atari Computers. Printers and additional hardware. business
software 8 games, as well as the full range of Atari MIDI Software
Steinberg Pro 24 V3 Steinberg Twelve
All Steinberg Editor/Librarians Turbosynth
Universal Sound Designer Softsynth
Musiqraph Dr.T KCS
Passport Mastertracks Pro/Junior All Dr.T Editor/Librarians
C -Lab Notator/Creator C -Lab Export
Studio 24/Bigband All Soundbits Editor/Librarians
IBM-PC
We stock the full range of IBM-PC compatible computers from Amstrad and Samsung, plus
a wide choice of printers hardware and software. as well as the following MIDI products.

The ProMIDI Direct -to Disk Sequencer - Now MPU401 Compatible -
The Fastest Midi Interface in the World!

Mellotron Muart 4 -Port MIDI Interface with Spirit Sequencer (64 MIDI channels)
Voyelra Sequencer + MK1. MK2 & MK3, and all Voyetra MIDI Interfaces.

" SPECIAL OFFER " Voyetra v4001 Interface + Sequencer MK1 £206.95
Winsong Scoring System NEW '' - Works under MS Windows

Music Quest MIDI Starter System  Music Printer Plus 
Roland M.E.S.A. Scoring  Bacchus TX8 1Z Editor/Librarian 

Cakewalk Sequencer v2  Songwright Scoring Program  All Dr.T Editor/Librarians

There's more . . .call now for a catalogue
All our IBM -PG products are also available from
Dataline Technology. 13 Cedar Road, Oxhey. Watford WD1 40P.
Tel: 0923 243801, Fax: 0923 55566.
They are sole UK importers of Roland MESA and all Roland USA digital product. They always have a
good stock of ex -demo Roland 8 Yamaha equipment available as well as IBM-PC format machines
to any requirement and unbeatable prices on blank disks.
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Our sequencer is designed
around the keyboard.

But not the computer's.

IRTUOSO
Virtuoso is a new MIDI data recorder

for the Atari ST.

It's not the first on the market. But it's
the first sequencer designed on the same
principles as a musical instrument.

Virtuoso bends the computer's power
to the musician's benefit. Its features are
adapted to your needs the way the octave
fits the pianist's hand.

But achieving that meant squeezing
every drop of performance out of the
Atari's 68000 processor.

We did it by writing our own operating
system, completely by-passing the
computer's sluggish GEM system.

That left us free to design our own
graphics around the familiar black and
white notes. (You can write on -screen by
`touching the notes with the Atari's
mouse.)

Screens are updated in split seconds.
But our graphics grid also lets you make
minute adjustments to the notes' timing
and velocities.

480 clocks/. gives Virtuoso unrivalled
precision. The result is accuracy and
subtlety that put other sequencers to
shame.

The horizons open up still further with
four different glitch -free cycle recording
modes, as well as programmed drop -ins.

But perhaps Virtuoso's greatest asset is
that it is a fully multi -tasking modular
system - the first truly open-ended
musical environment, ready to accept
our future innovations.

Giving you an open-ended series of
possibilities to explore.

Call The Digital Muse on 01-586 3445
and we'll send you the full story and
specification, along with the name of
your nearest dealer.

He'll soon show you how working with
Virtuoso can feel uncannily like playing a
true musical instrument.

01(THE
DIGITAL
MUSE



TURTLE BEACH SOFTWORKS

SAlPLEVISION
Software for the IBM PC

This new

American program

brings generic

sample editing to

the IBM and adds

several facilities

not available in
any other software.

Review by Dennis

Miller.

DESPITE THE PROLIFERATION of software for the Atari

ST computers, you'd be mistaken in assuming it's the only

computer receiving attention from software writers. In the

States the Macintosh has a head start over the Atari; in
Europe the Atari has a significant cost advantage over the

Mac. Then there's the IBM PC . . . American company

Turtle Beach Softworks, have just released a sample editing

program for the IBM called SampleVision. Its tool kit
includes Fade/Scale, Normalise, Mute, Interpolate, Merge,

Mix and Reverse as well as a collection of handy loop-

editing features. It also lets you peek at your sample in
some pretty unusual ways, including what it calls Animate

and Browse. Sound interesting?

Hardware Requirements
SAMPLEVISION IS A generic program which currently

supports the following samplers: Akai SI000, 5900, S700,

X7000 and S612; Casio FZI, FZIOM; E -mu Emax, Emax SE

and Emax HD; Ensoniq EPS and Mirage; Korg DSSI and

DSMI; Oberheim DPXI; Roland SIO, 5220, S330, S50/550

and MKSI00; Sequential Circuits Prophet 2000 and 2002;

Yamaha TXI6W; and the Sample Dump Standard. It

requires an IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible and will also
run on the Yamaha Cl. Because of its graphic orientation,

you'll need 640K memory, a hard disk and a graphics
adaptor. The colour on an EGA monitor is incredible, but

you can certainly manage with a monochrome display.
Also, better have a Roland MPU401 or compatible
interface around or you won't get SampleVision to talk to
your sampler.

Bear in mind that a generic program like SampleVision

can't help you control the front panel of your sampler -
you'll need a dedicated program for that. (Turtle Beach
also have an editor specifically for the Akai 5900 and for
the Mirage.) What we're doing here is working with sound

itself. SampleVision will let you send samples back and

forth between different machines - it reads 8-, 12-, or 16-

bit as well as Sound Designer file formats, and converts
them all into its own file type. Unfortunately, it relies
exclusively on MIDI for communication and doesn't offer
the speed of a SCSI or RS422 protocol (for the few
machines that offer it). It's a little frustrating to wait while

SV (or any sample editor for that matter) sends your
soundfile back to the sampler - only loop points can be
updated quickly - though I'm told Turtle Beach should
soon be offering a Digital Playback Port hardware add-on

which will have an audio output. This preview capability
will be a great asset.

Getting Started
TO GET A sense of how SampleVision works, let's go
through a normal editing session. After SampleVision

initialises your MIDI setup and you choose which samplers

you want to work with, you'll arrive at the sample editing

window. The user interface is based on the GEM model,

which means that you'll be using icons, pull -down menus,

scroll bars and windows to get around. With a mouse
(optional but highly recommended) you won't have to
mess with the keyboard at all, but if you like you can use

control or alt key "shortcuts" for virtually all the program's
functions.

From the Sample Edit screen, you get a sample to work

with either by loading a file from disk or retrieving one
from your sampler. If your sampler is capable of storing
only a single sample (like the Akai S612), you'll use your

hard drive as a soundfile "library" and keep all of your
soundfiles there. If you want, you can load a second sample

at this point, because SV has two Sample Buffers. A single

mouse click moves you between the buffers, and you can

easily transfer sounds from one to the other. You can also

name the soundfiles in each buffer, which will help you
remember which sample you're working on.

Depending on the resolution you choose and the size of

your sample, you can see the entire soundfile displayed, or

just a single two or three sample segment. SV lets you view

and edit at a maximum resolution of 1/50,000th of a
second, which is as good as almost any commercial
program I know of. As for the big picture, you can work
with a sample of about 2000Meg if you happen to have the

disk space free. By the way, SampleVision is a "hard disk -

based" system, not a RAM -based one, which means you're

going to be able to readily access a lot more of your sound

"at once" than you ever imagined. More on that later.

Editing
AT THIS POINT you're probably ready to fine tune your
sound so you'll want to zoom in on a segment - by clicking
on the mouse and holding it down while you drag it across
the wave. I had better luck getting to the absolute start
point of a sample by moving the mouse from left to right.

Not a big deal by any means, but it's strange that you can't

just start at zero and go out from there. From the pull -
down Edit menu, you can choose to Cut, Trim, Paste, Mix
Paste, Delete or Copy the segment you've selected.
Unfortunately, SampleVision only has a single cut/copy
buffer which can't be named; this won't be a problem
unless you're trying to design a sound using pieces of many

different samples.

Once you've part -tailored your sound, you can go into

greater detail by working with the Tools menu. In this area

you'll find a number of functions which will affect your
entire soundfile, or only the range you choose in the Range

Selection window, which opens up before any type of
processing is done. Among the more self-explanatory
features are Reverse, Invert, Mute, Fade and Scale. These

features worked quickly enough on my XT, but when I ran

the program on an AT, they really blazed. Speed is not
much of a concern with these functions, but when you get

into Frequency Analysis and such, a quick machine is a real
asset.

Other tools in this menu are the Normalise function,

which raises the volume of your sample as high as it can
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FFT Display

without going through the ceiling, thereby increasing the

signal-to-noise ratio of your sound, and Interpolate, which

improves the resolution of your sound by taking an average

of every consecutive pair of samples and adding it as a third

sample to the pair. This increases the size of the soundfile

by 50%, but really makes a noticeable difference, especially

when you're using older, low -resolution sounds with a

newer sampler.

Frequency Games
NEXT IN LINE is the Digital Equaliser, which gives you six

filters to work with - High Pass, Low Shelf, Notch, Band
Pass, High Shelf and Low Pass. Each of these can be set for

a centre frequency, bandwidth and gain. SampleVision tells

you what the upper limit of your centre frequency will be

by calculating the Nyquist point - half the sample rate. The

program itself can't EQ samples higher than 10kHz. If the

equalising isn't to your liking, you can select Undo and

start over.

In addition to creating a striking visual display which the

manual tells us "will greatly impress our friends,"

Frequency Analysis (FFT - Fast Fourier Transform

frequency analysis) has several practical uses. First, you can

make an educated guess about a successful loop point if

you locate the spot where all the attack harmonics have

died down. Next, you might notice certain frequencies
that you want to filter out of your sample, or you could
check the FFT to see whether you are sampling at a higher

rate than you need - if you could re -sample at a lower rate

you'd save an awful lot of memory.

In the FFT window you first determine the range to be

analysed and then set the time slice measurement of your

display. You can then control scaling, direction, plotting of

time, frequency, change "analysis mode", and if you're

working in colour, alter the settings for the display.

If you want to zoom in on a spot, you just reset the
selected range -you might request a larger number of time

slices at the same time. Mercifully, SV has stored the FFT

and doesn't have to recalculate the whole thing (normally,

a very time-consuming process). This feature will be a real

timesaver. Also, because you're working with a hard disk -

based program, you could actually get an analysis of an

entire 2000Meg sample (2000Meg drive not included).
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Many current sample editors limit you to available RAM or

floppy disk space.

Another welcome feature of the FFT window is the
Browse Button which, as far as I know, is not found on any

other program. The Browse function allows you to see the

frequency content of each individual time slice displayed as

a bar or line graph - sort of like a real-time spectral

analyser. You can "animate" the spectrum by moving the

mouse back and forth or just click on the spot you want to

see.

Looping
WELL, THIS IS what we've all been waiting for.

SampleVision has several unique features which can make

looping a lot less time-consuming. Clearly, this is one of

the main advantages of any software -based editing

program.

Before I cover some of them, let me talk a little bit
about navigation. SV lets you set and name eight position

markers and two loop markers to help you keep your
bearings as you zoom in and out of its numerous display

modes. You can move from anywhere to a marker just by

pressing the alt key and the number of the marker you
want; the loop start and end markers are accessed with 

Main Edit Screen
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alt- and alt = respectively. Your markers stay set even
when a new sound is loaded, but you can reset them
quickly with the Clear All Markers menu.

To begin looping a sample you'll probably set the loop

markers in the sample edit window at a relatively "stable"

phase in the sound (where the amplitude level is fairly flat),

and then get a better view of the sample by moving over to

SV's Frequency Analysis area. From here you move to the

"The Animate function creates an oscilloscope -like display on
the screen by continuously re -plotting a single cycle throughout

the entire soundfile."
Loop Editor. If you've miscalculated and set your loop
markers out of the range of your particular sampler, you'll

get an error message in this window and none of the
editing functions will work. If all is well, you can work with

up to eight loop points which will be displayed at the top of
the window.

The screen at this point is split into two, representing
the start and end points of the loop. Underneath the
window you see a set of Match icons which will
automatically search forward or backward for points that
are within five percent of the values of your loop start or
end points. This will help determine a good "zero crossing"

(a point at which the beginning and end points of the loop
have identical amplitudes), a minimum requirement for
good looping. You can also get different views of the wave

from this vantage point to find good matches in timbre.
SampleVision lets you preview the sound of your loop by
clicking on a little quaver icon in the corner of the screen.
When you're in the loop editor, the loop settings in your
sampler are instantly updated every time you change them
on the screen.

SampleVision has a number of other useful tools for
creating good loops. Most important are Crossfade Loop
and Animate functions. Crossfade is a fairly common
feature which takes data from the start and end points of
the loop and mixes them together. This gives a smoother
transition from one side of the loop point to the other and
can help eliminate glitches. The Animate function,
something I haven't seen elsewhere, creates a moving,
oscilloscope -like display on the screen by continuously re-
plotting a single cycle throughout the entire soundfile. This

is another way to spot where the attack portion of the
sound has ended and the harmonics are dying out. But
remember that not even SampleVision, which has some of

the best looping facilities around, can guarantee you a
smooth loop. With a complex, constantly changing
orchestral timbre, it's probably not going to happen.
Better know when to give up ...

Now that we've covered the major areas of the
program, let's move on to two other handy features. One
is the Draw mode which, if you're working at a high
enough resolution, turns your cursor into a pencil. If you
want to "touch up" glitches in your sample, you can click
on the mouse and get straight down to it. I found that
using the Crossfade function occasionally left a few rough
spots which I wanted to eliminate. I could have removed
them with the delete function, but I had more fun
redrawing the wave with the pencil. If you're so inclined,

you might try expressing your artistic inclinations by
designing your own waves - just Mute an existing sample,

sharpen your mouse, and save your work as a new file.
With a little luck, you could come up with some really
useful waveforms.

Finally, there is the onboard sequencer, which lets you

record and playback a couple of hundred notes for seeing

how your sample sounds in a musical context once you've
blasted it down to your sampler.

Verdict
IF YOU'RE SERIOUS about sampling and don't plan to
trade in your IBM in the near future, you'll be happy to
learn that nearly all the high -end wave -editing features that
you've been reading about are now available with
SampleVision. The program gives you extensive editing
features to work with - Fade, Scale, Reverse, Invert, Mix,

Merge and so on - and allows you to do an awful lot of
signal processing as well. In addition, it gives you some new
functions which no program for any computer currently

offers like Animate and Browse. And because it is a hard
disk -based system, you can hold an extremely large
soundfile in memory. Its features work as advertised; I had

no trouble getting the program to do exactly what I

wanted, and somehow I had the feeling that somebody
who really understood the sampling process had set the
program up to work in a logical and consistent way.
SampleVision meets the competition head-on and, at long

last, brings state-of-the-art sample editing to the IBM.

Price Expected to he £279 including VAT
More from Computer Music Systems.
Tel: 01- 977 4546.
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Come to West London's
leading music store to
see and try all the latest
equipment in a friendly
and helpful atmosphere

Roland -Yamaha -Akai
Marshall- Peavey- Fender
Charvel -Tascam - Fostex

Why go anywhere else?

London
Gt West Road A4

Feltham

Green Lane

Behind
'The Beaver' Pub

Salisbury Rd
NEAREST TUBE
Hounslow West
(Picadilly line)
just give us a call 8 we'll
come and pick you up'

71 Salisbury Road, Hounslow, Middx, TW4 7NW

Telephone 01-570 4444

ELECTRONICS

TEL: (0722) 743712 7 7
ANSA-PHONE

JUNO-6/60

P.;
::,t

MIDI IN, THRU, OUT
KIT £85.00
INSTALLED £1 00.00
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rn JUPITER -8
"Z1
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CD

MIDI IN, THRU, OUT
KIT £100.00
INSTALLED E 1 25.00
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PF-10/15 TR808
MIDI OUT, THRU

MERGING IN
MIDI IN, THRU

VELOCITY SENS!
INSTALLED

wok INSTALLED £95.00
PF10
PF15

£110.00
£125.00

MIDI CYNC 24
CONVERTER £75

******* * ******************** * ***
1 SH101. PRO -ONE

ALL CLASSIC
MONOSYNTHS

TRANSCENDENT
What else do they have in common?
NO MIDI, solution: GET A MIDI-2CV
- for the acid test - get the best -

MIDI-2CV MIICV

ZZ:I
CZ)
C7
R1

2 independant channels with:
CV output for 1V/OCT. synths

plus pitch -bend (upto +/-OCT)
VCANCF control output

TRIGGER plus, minus or S-trg
WASP, ROLAND, DIN -SYNC options

price: from £95.00
- probably the defest -

- midi-2cv in the world -

CI)
co, MIDI-MERJ milm
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CF3

2 -IN 2-THRU 2 -OUT
Each In may be switched on/off

and to either/both outs.
Filter data, Process data!!!

price: £95.00
- more than a merge -

ROLAND S-550 HARD DISK
Rack -mount hard -disk units for

the Roland S-550 sampler.
20MB £665.00
40MB £895.00
80MB £1,295.00

Optional 5" CRT add £200
* * * * * *

CHEQUES TO: GROOVE ELECTRONICS,
UNIT 30, BARNACK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,

KINGSWAY TRADING ESTATE,
WILTON, WILTSHIRE, SP2 OAW.

PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY



CALL OF THE WIO
From the days of

the first

Shriekback
recordings Barry

Andrews has
steered the band on

a delicate course
between

inspiration and
chaos; now he says

it's time for a

change. Interview
by David Bradwell.

BARRY ANDREWS LOOKS up from the
steering wheel of his ageing Ford Fiesta
and reveals that the next Shriekback
album is to be their last. Go Bang!
(released on Island at the end of last year)

was a turning point for ex-XTC keyboardsman
Andrews and his band: it was their first album to
be produced exclusively by a third party, namely
Richard James Burgess, and the end of an era in
British pop innovation.

Shriekback have never been easy to
categorise. When Arista released the debut
Shriekback long player, Tench in 1981 (complete
with Neneh Cherry on backing vocals), the
band's music was perceived as a mixture of hard
funk and ambient grace. By the release of Oil
And Gold in 1985 they seemed poised to achieve
huge commercial success, borne out by college
and dance chart success in America of the single
`Nemesis'. Such success was to elude them,
however, even after receiving further critical
acclaim for the follow-up long -player Big Night
Music (on Island Records). When vocalist/
guitarist Carl Marsh and bass player Dave Allen
departed, Andrews was left the sole surviving
founder member and for him it's almost time to
try something new. But first he has to oversee
Shriekback's swansong, a rework of some of
their older material. During the recording of Go
Bang! Andrews had found himself spending long
periods of time in silent contemplation. It
seemed to be the right time to fold Shriekback,
to investigate new areas of music, and accept the
challenge a new direction would offer. As a
parting gesture, the decision was taken to release
a retrospective compilation album of early
material.

"The idea is to take things that people might
remember from the golden days, stuff that never
really had a fair crack of the whip, or which was
produced in a way that meant it would never get
played in clubs or on mainstream radio, and try
to do a big, noisy, brash, extrovert Shriekback
dance record. It will be completely re-recorded,
using very extreme sounds - in no sense a
conventional album. I haven't got a clue what it's
going to sound like. I suppose I hope to find
some rhythmic common denominator between
contemporary dance stuff and the Shriekback
song in question and find some place where they
can interact. Then I'm just going to let
imagination and technology run riot over the top
and see what happens. I'm going to approach all
this new equipment with perhaps the same
degree of irreverance and experiment that we
used on tape machines and fuzzboxes when we
were doing Care."

Andrews puts the loss of the Shriekback spirit
into perspective with the recording of Go Bang!.

"Just prior to recording the album we did a
huge tour of North America and Australasia", he
recalls. "Looking back, we did some brilliant
gigs, but then it started to get on our collective
wick. We were touring, touring, touring and
there was no sense of our career actually going
up a notch. It seemed a kind of mindless activity

that the agents and management were getting
rich but we in the band were staying where we
started. Touring in moderation is quite
educational, but taken to that extreme I find I
get very uncentred and disconnected. I just
become a sort of party animal, which is alright
up to a point, but you soon want a bit more
quality in your life. Then Dave said that he'd had
enough.

"Quite apart from anything else he wasn't
happy with the direction the music was taking.
We committed to do one more album, which was
Go Bang!. I wanted to make a more MIDI/
technology -based record which was smart and
modern sounding, but Dave wasn't really
musically capable of doing that, and certainly
ideologically would not have been happy with it.
In the end Dave went off to form a band called
King Swamp with Steve Halliwell while we went
to Nassau with Richard Burgess."

Anyone familiar with Shriekback's music will
recognise that the band's own production was an
important aspect of it. Their decision to bring in
an outside producer, therefore, comes as
something of a surprise. Andrews explains:

"Every record company we've ever been
signed to has tried to persuade us to get a proper
producer. We thought that maybe we ought to
get someone in to see what would happen.
Burgess seemed like he was a man who knew
how to make a dance groove work and make
quite hard -sounding records which could
nevertheless get played on the radio.

"It worked out pretty well, it certainly came in
on course. But I found it a bit depressing
because back in the early days there was a
Shriekback collective decision that we were not
going to take any shit from the record company,
and we were just going to do what we wanted. If
that was backward tape loops with somebody
grunting in Italian over the top then so be it, and
some of the great stuff that people hark back to
in reviews came from that attitude. We were
taking hardly any money, and that is realistically
the only way you can achieve that degree of
independence. Burgess, to his credit, took
complete control in the studio and I thought I
was being underemployed. The reason I do this is
because it excites me. I like to find out things, to
get out there on the cutting edge of what is
possible. I can remember being absolutely
petrified in the studio when we were doing Care
in 1982 because we only had 19 days to record it
and all we went in with was a few reels of blank
tape. Go Bang! didn't have one moment of fear, it
was utterly predictable from beginning to end
and I think that's the kind of lack of excitement
people identify."

ARRIVING AT ANDREWS' Dorset
farmhouse studio, we are confronted by
some of the new equipment Andrews
intends to employ in the final Shriekback
project. An Akai S1000 sampler, ASQ10

sequencer and Alesis HR16 drum machine have
only been here three days, and he is still wading
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through the instruction manuals. His previous
setup revolved around a MIDI retrofitted Jupiter
8, Korg DSS1, Yamaha TX81Z and Korg
DDD5. He opted for the ASQ10 rather than a
software sequencer because he prefers to keep
things within self-contained boxes. His other hi -
tech purchases seem to depend upon the
personality of the equipment in question.

"With the sampler it was as though I was
choosing a car. I didn't care what it was, and as
long as it performes a function and doesn't give
me any trouble, I'm happy . There are other
things where I look specifically for a certain
character. The Alesis HR16 has got a real
attitude. The '60s kick drum, the piccolo and the
rosewood claves have a real feeling of 'Yeah,
what are you going to use here, that's a hard
sound, whack it in'. It's off the peg, you can't
muck around with it, and it doesn't keep you
hanging about. The 51000 is a pure piece of
technology and it seems that they've thought of
everything.

"I'm quite superstitious about technology.
There's a way that you can be with equipment
where it works, and another where it fucks up all
the time. I think electronic machines are very
responsive to the power of intention in one.
Quite often I'll be loading a sample and I think
it'll be alright so I'll go and make a cup of tea.
And then when I come back it hasn't loaded
properly, whereas if I had sat down and watched
it, it would have. Don't ask me why, but it
happens too many times to be accidental. I
definitely like to make friends with my machines.

I've had keyboards in the past that I just haven't
loved, and if you don't love them they're always
going to go wrong. Like that TX81Z, I don't love
it at all, I don't care about it. It's got a couple of
good sounds, but it doesn't bring me any joy at
all to work with it."

Andrews is far from new to the wonders of
technology. Having begun his professional
career in music with a piano (which he describes
as the first keyboard instrument he ever
misused), he bought a Crumar Group 49 organ
the year before he joined XTC. Whilst hopelessly
out of date by modern standards, back in the late
'70s it was a desirable, if somewhat unreliable
piece of equipment.

"The organ used to break down on stage and
two roadies would have to get amongst it with
screwdrivers. There was a kind of performance
element to that which I rather liked, and you
could also bend the oscillators because they were
stuck in little bits of wax. I did manage to
squeeze quite a lot of expression out of it really,
considering it only had about three sounds, and
they were all rancid. But it had a manic edge to it
which I liked. I felt that I wanted to go beyond
that, but all the keyboards that were coming out
were synths like the Minimoog which all had one
bloody note. Then I went along to Argents one
day and there was the Jupiter 8 and the
Memorymoog and they were the first generation
of big polyphonic synthesisers, that cost a few
bob but did quite a lot. I played the Jupiter and
fell in love with it immediately because it was
everything I wanted. It was a piano in terms of 110.

"We were touring,
touring, touring - it
seemed the agents and
management were
getting rich but we in
the band were staying
where we started. -
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had keyboards that I
just haven't loved, and if

you don't love them
they're always going to

go wrong."
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Mo- how many notes you could play, but it was
combined with an enormous breadth of sound. I
was interested in being an orchestral composer
before rock'n'roll led me off up its primrose
path, and I'd always wanted those forces at my
disposal. Suddenly it seemed that they were
there and it was really really exciting. I

remember thinking the Memorymoog was pretty
good as well but that had fake wood on the side
and I despised that!"

The early Shriekback albums were
characterised by their atmosphere of
experimentation. Although the band's finances
were limited, they tried their best to keep abreast
of new breakthroughs in technology. Tape loops
were one early trademark, and as expected,
Andrews welcomed the modern equivalent, the
sampler, with great enthusiasm.

"There's nothing radical about samplers in
terms of what you can achieve, but they are
radical in the sense that you can achieve it a lot
quicker. For instance, if you want to record a
backwards tubular bell, then instead of having to
hire a tubular bell, mike it up, record it, turn the
tape over, re-record it and spending three or four
hours to find out if it's going to work, you can
just slap a sample in, reverse it and play it
wherever you want. It doesn't mean that it's
stopped people being inventive, it's possible to be
more inventive now because you have so much
more time and freedom. The Beatles weren't
sitting around saying 'We can't do that, Chuck
Berry wouldn't have done that', they were
interested in finding out all the possibilities of
what was available and so am I."

ANDREWS APPEARS TO be looking
forward to the task of producing the final
album with relish. While his current
working method is more about reading
owner's manuals than genuine innovation,

he can see the germs of new ideas already
developing.

"I always think it's exciting when you get a
new piece of equipment or a new person to work
with because, although it always seems like the
first movements you make are elementary and
obviously not in themselves the finished product,
there is always a kind of energy that guides you
towards certain things. Then when you look back
in six months time when the project's over, you
find that hidden within the first few things you
tried were the germs of everything that developed
into the final project. At the moment I'm just
sitting back and watching myself really and
trying to pick up the clues as I go along.

"I suppose it's much more a laboratory kind of
thing now. If this was a band you would have
other people and their vibes and you could
bounce ideas between each other. In here I've
got no excuses, it's just some equipment and, if I
can work out how to use it, it will do what I tell it.
It's quite confrontational - you can't get away
from the fact that it's you on your own, but I find
it a challenge.

"After Go Bang! I really wanted a challenge
and just learning to work this stuff is a major
problem. I suppose I've also always had to deal
with technology through intermediaries in the
past and a succession of engineers, some of
which have been great, others which have been
really awful, but always there's been this kind of
frustration on my part. Sometimes you hear an
engineer get a drum sound and if you could take

that as a starting point and work back from it, it
might be possible to get a whole new perspective
on recording drums - even to get a novel and
unconventional way of looking at drum sounds.
But however great the communication is with the
engineer, you can't explain it all and you have to
realise that they've got a certain aesthetic which
they think is good. Consequently I've got into the
situation with engineers that I've really made my
point on one or two things and they've asked me
what I want them to do next and I don't know."

As for the future, Andrews is reluctant to say
too much about which directions he will be
pursuing. He has already received several film
offers, and by way of a departure he recently
provided the music for a show at the Battersea
Arts Centre called Requiem At Low Tide.

"I did it with a dancer and it was utterly left
field, determinedly uncommercial and it was a
real good opening of the sluices. We flooded the
Centre and had huge piles of rock in the middle.
It was just like getting my feet back down on the
ground a bit, and not disappearing into the more
nebulous worlds of music business budgets and
music business bullshit. One was aware when
one was doing it that 80% of it was crap, but if
you get that 20% that you wouldn't have even
thought of if you hadn't attempted that massive
range of stuff, then it's worth doing. I felt it
wasn't a complete artistic success but there was
an atmosphere that came through it, a kind of
cold dark beauty that I was really pleased with."

Despite never attaining their deserved level of
commercial success, the whole Shriekback
project has been seen as immensely satisfactory
by all concerned, with the possible exception of
the record companies concerned. To predict
what may come Andrews a
great disservice, but whatever he decides for the
future, he has no regrets about the past.

"It's been an incredible project really. When
me, Dave and Carl came together we were in
some studio and we didn't know our arse from a
hole in the ground. We were just there bluffing it.
I had loads of things I wanted to do but I didn't
know how to do them. We all learned together
and we all grew together, and it was very much a
case of doing it in public as well, with our
backgrounds in XTC and Gang of Four. I felt
under incredible pressure sometimes to get it
right and to get it right on my own terms without
getting it right on anybody else's. I was
hopelessly paranoid in those days. But now
Dave's reached a point where he can go off and
create a band from nothing except the general
principles that we all learned together. Carl's
done the same. Martyn is now a world class
drummer, whereas when he came along to
Shriekback he was a maintenance fitter at a
hospital who played a bit of drums on the side.

"It seems like it's been an incredibly positive
thing and we've left behind us some shit hot
records, six great albums by anyone's standards
and some great gigs, some really fiery passionate
events.

"I think in any area of your life, but especially
in art, you only find out what is going to happen
next when you've killed the thing that happened
before. You have to leave your last girlfriend to
fall in love with somebody else."

Barry Andrews has done that, but the spirit of
Shriekback remains. In whatever future form it
manifests itself, the public stand to gain from the
work of one of pop's true innovators. Let's hope
it's sooner rather than later.
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TECHNOLOGY WITHOUT TEARS
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NOW
(RACK VERSION

IN!)

\rumvxmAxmv,
Read the Reviews
Synth of the Year
RRP £1495

ROLAND U110
99 PCM Samples of your
favourite bread and butter
sounds. Simple Samples.

CASIO VZ1 -VZ1 OM KAWAI K1 MODULES
Multi Timbral Synths, easy to
use but with complex and
unusual sounds.
Try one - you'll be delighted
Buy one - we'll be delighted

ROLAND D10
D20 0110
Multi Timbral Super
Synths. Warmer and
fatter than your Aunty
Ethel and guaranteed
to kiss you and tell you
you've grown!

19" rack version of our best selling
synth. Now in. Ridiculous price from
only £395

YAMAHA YS100 YS200
Yamaha's new budget
synths. Onboard digital
effects for added warmth.
Low price quality as always
from Nippon Gakki.

YAMAHA MT100 ROLAND

EX -DEMO STOCK

TO CLEAR

Yamaha TX81Z £295
Yamaha YPR7 £250
Yamaha YPR9 £350
OHM 8 Ch. Mixer £250
Korg DDD1 £395
Kawai R100 £399
Yamaha QX21 £179
Roland PR100 £299
Roland MT32 £299
Yamaha TX1P £499
Korg P3 £299
Ensoniq ESQ1 + £699

DID YOU KNOW?
The latest digitally sampled
pianos are even cheaper
than last year.

Budget 4 track, 2 speed 4 -
track recordable at once.
Separate monitoring RRP
£349.

Good Advice Will

Save You Money
At The Keyboard Shop we
decided to depart from normal
music shop practice and emplo
human beings. They won't tell
you "sorry the guy that
understands that is off today."
The hi -tech music market is
getting more and more crowded
and confused, and expert advice
is now even more essential. The
best part is it won't cost you a
penny more to buy from us than
the so called "discount shops". I
that seems too good to be true,
check us out, we think you'll be
impressed (ask any of our
customers).

ATARI COMPUTERS
With a wide range of sequencing.
editing and notation software,
always on demo
(Yes we have Notators!)

the
heyboard

snop

3
ulti-samp er. 1 voice

poly, built in software for
visual editing. RRP £1280
inc. library facilities.

135-136 Shepherds Bush Centre,
Rockley Rd., Shepherds Bush Green,
London W12 (0 Central Line)

01'749 2326
VISA



ROLAND R880
One of the benefits

of digital

technology is

quality reverb at

budget prices, but

it has also made

mid -price reverb

units a very

sophisticated

proposition.

Review by Vic

Lennard.

Digital Revert Unit
WITHOUT A DOUBT reverb is the most important
effect currently in use in a recording studio. It can make

the difference between a good track and a good track, if
you know what I mean. And with reverb, as with many
other aspects of music, fashion has its place. Ask the purists

and you'll be told that current reverb styles have too much

top end - hence the inclusion of multi -band sweep EQ on

many semi -pro units such as the REV7 and Roland SRV
2000.

For far too long now, the likes of Lexicon and AMS have

ruled the roost when it has come to fully pro reverb units -
with price tags to match - and while the bottom to mid
end of the market has been more than catered for, there

has been space for a machine with excellent sound quality

at the right price. This appears to have arrived in the form

of the Roland R880 and graphic controller GC8.

Description
THE R880 IS a two audio input, four audio output reverb

unit with input A feeding outputs I and 2, and input B
feeding outputs 3 and 4. Inputs and outputs appear as four

different types of connectors, namely balanced cannon,

unbalanced jack, coaxial digital (SPdif) and Roland's

proprietary optical digital. The front panel has 12 -segment
input level LEDs for each channel, applicable only to
analogue inputs, and channel 1-4 output metering of a
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similar nature. A MIDI channel selector and display, and

analogue input rotary are the only other front -panel
controls. The rear panel houses the connectors, MIDI
sockets (in/out), RRC DIN sockets (for connection to the

GC8 remote control unit and daisy -chaining to other
R880s) and a unigain switch for level matching (-20/+4

dBm).

Overview
AN R880 CONSISTS of two independent effects blocks,

each of which has an audio input (A or B) and can select

one of the various main effects modules - namely reverb,

plate and non-linear - along with a mixture of secondary
units chosen from equalisation, delay, compressor/gate

mixer and chorus. The basis of an effect is an algorithm

which sets up the units to be included within a block,
including their interconnections and various unit levels.

There are editable parameters for each unit.

The GC8 is a Graphic Controller capable of controlling

all the functions of up to 16 R880s operating on different
MIDI channels. The panel of this remote consists of five

function keys with a shift button; four brown cursor keys
for moving around the display and two white cursor keys

for changing to upper and lower levels of pages; a numeric

pad; four keys labelled Help, Control, Cancel and Enter;

and five unlabelled multi -purpose rotaries. The 255 X 63

character display will show up to 99 internal memories and

card memories (using D256/128 cards). The unit uses
software booted up from a ROM card (allowing future
improvements to be made).

Getting Around
THERE ARE FIVE main pages for Algorithm, Parameters,

Mixers, Functions and Memories accessed by using "shift"

and one of the five function buttons. Each has a menu
down the right-hand side of the display whose headings can

be chosen by further use of the function keys. Selections

and alterations within a page are made by the use of the

rotaries (for adjusting values) and the brown cursor
buttons (for movement around the page). Different

"levels" of editing are possible on most pages with the
Upper level being used for rough setting of values and the

Lower levels then being used for a higher degree of
accuracy. Moving between levels is achieved by using the

two white cursor keys on the keypad.

Memory (shift/func 5) lists the internal and card presets

along with their input and output status (see later) and

their names (up to 16 characters). Int/card and patch

number can be selected by scrolling the left-hand two
rotaries, and patches can be read into memory, copied

from one location to another, named, deleted and

initialised. The entire card can also be backed up.

Function (shift/func 4) controls the MIDI program
change table, checks connections to multiple R880s, allows

the clock to be changed and accesses the digital interface

data from the R880 including user setting of emphasis.

Algorithm (shift/func I) brings us to the heart of the
machine. Each block can use one principal type of effect

with a choice of Reverb or Plate with stack (RS or PS) for

room or hall and tap (RT or PT) for synthesising deeper

settings or Non -Linear Reverb (NL) for more original
creations. The second block also offers you "sync" for
matching its settings up to those of the first block. If either

Reverb or Plate are selected, you may also incorporate one

of two gate effects (A or B) into part of the pre -effect with

the reverb output while the other uses post effect, the
choice of which depends on the situation. Choices are

made by using the cursor keys for movement around the

display and the rotaries for selection. The only other
choice available for the main effect is the number of inputs

and outputs:

TABLE A

Selection Input

1-2

1-4

2-2

2-4

Channels A, B Mixed

Channels A, B Mixed

Inputs independent

Inputs independent

Output

Outputs 1/3 and 2/4

Outputs independent

Outputs 1/3 and 2/4

Outputs independent

All this information, along with a graphic diagram showing

the setup for the main effects for each block is shown in

the upper part of the algorithm page, and any changes are

followed by the prompt "Warning Transmit?

(Yes:Control, No:Cancel)", which gives you the choice of

continuing without sending the edit to the R880 or being

able to hear the effect of the last edit.

The lower half of the algorithm page presents what can

probably best be described as a maze -builder's paradise.

Option 2 on the menu, which is called Joint, is the flow
diagram for the patch showing channels A and B at the left-

hand side, outputs 1-4 on the right-hand side and the
connections between the various units used in between.

This page has four choices on the left hand side - Joint,
Break, Clear and Transmit. The first two options allow
interconnections to be either made or broken. Clear
breaks all connections (without the ability to restore
them), while Transmit sends any alterations to the R880.

Option I on the algorithm menu is the Move option which

displays the modules used in the present patch inside a

rectangle (a "workbench"), with unused modules to the

left, a large cursor above these and the word Clear
beneath the workbench. Moving the cursor to any of the

modules and pressing "enter" picks that module up and

allows it to be moved to any page where it can be released.

The Clear icon does precisely what it purports to - it

clears the workbench and places all modules to the left.

To create an algorithm from scratch, select the main

module and then move to the lower level and clear the
workbench. Certain rules have to be followed, some due

to the limitations of the machine and others to end up with

an acceptable result. The number of inputs and outputs

vary with the type of module - for instance, an early
reflection unit has one input and three outputs, the centre

one of which bypasses the early reflection effect, while a
reverb module has two inputs and two outputs for stereo.

Many of the units have only one input (although most of
them can have as many outputs as necessary) and so a

mixer module will be needed if outputs from two units are

to be sent to a module with only a single input. Also there

will always be an early reflection unit preceding the main
effect if it's a reverb module, and any main unit is always

preceded by an equalisation module -while these are not

actual "rules", they are necessary if a decent result is to be

obtained, and all the presets adhere to them. Certain laws

do exist which you become aware of when attempting to

edit an algorithm; compressor and gate share the same

unit, so that if a reverb is used with a gate characteristic,

the compressor module will disappear; compressors

require an integral mixer as do gates in mode B, so causing

the disappearance of one from the left-hand side of the
workbench. Custom algorithms are tricky and require time

to experiment. Fortunately, many of the presets can be

used as templates.

Parameter (shift/func 2) allows editing of all modules

used within a patch along with the delay and chorus units pp.
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 and any others on the workbench such as compressor or

gate. The principal parameters for the main unit and its
counterpart appear on the upper level of the page and vary

subject to the type of main module:

TABLE B

Main Module Parameters

Reverb

Plate

Non -Linear

Type (Room, if stack, additionally Garage

if tap), Size, Reverb time, Early Reflection

level, Brightness.

Type (1-4), Reverb time, Brightness.

Form (1-3), Pre -delay, Gate time, Reverb time.

The type of plate reverb appears to affect the tonal quality

while the form of the non-linear reverb changes the shape

of the envelope.

Editing any of the upper level parameters by use of the

rotaries and cursor movement keys causes a function called

auto -calculation to come into effect. For instance, reverb

has three other lower pages of parameters for reverb
(Type, Size, Pre -delay, Reverb Time, Density, Low/High

Damping/Frequency), sub-reverb (Pre -delay, Level) and

early reflection (Form, Pre -delay, Density and a three-
point envelope on one page followed by the number of
reflections, delay and level on a second page) whose
parameters will be altered by changing those on the upper

level. Getting lost by moving through the various pages is

prevented in two ways; the menu cards on the right-hand

side "stack up" to show the depth of editing and a key
labelled Help graphically displays the various edit pages, as

well as showing which pages have already been altered.

The upper level of parameters also have a visual side to

them, with Type and Size shown as a three-dimensional

block, Reverb Time and Early Reflection level in a graph
and Brightness by a slider, all of which change as

parameters are altered. Lower levels of parameters are
also displayed graphically.

An example would be to consider which lower level
parameters are changed by altering the upper level ones,

for, say, a main module of reverb:

TABLE C

Upper level Reverb

Alteration Changes

Type

Size

Type, pre -delay,

density, low freq.

Size, pre -delay,

density.

Reverb time Reverb time

ER Level No changes

Brightness High damping/freq.

Early Reflection

Changes

Form, delay, level

Density, pre -delay,

envelope level 3 and

times 1-3, delay, level.

Envelope times 3,4

Envelope levels 1-3

No changes.

Additionally, the two sub-reverb parameters change with

each upper level alteration meaning that between 4 and 13

lower level parameters change each time.

Editing parameters while listening to the results is quite
a strange experience because, while it's acceptable to
change any of the lower level parameters real-time, any
alterations to the upper level ones brings up the

"Warning" sign as changes at this level affect many other

parameters as seen above. Pressing Control to send these

changes to the R880 takes enough time for there to be an

audible difference - effectively a glitch. This would seem to

make real-time editing during a mix impractical.

The depth of parameters on the R880 is quite

astonishing - two modules each of a three -band peak/
shelving equaliser (whose display alters according to the

frequencies as on the E660), chorus unit with Pre -delay,

Rate, Depth and Phase, delay unit with Delay Time and

Feedback, gate with Threshold Level, Attack and Release

and finally, compressor with three threshold levels and
ratios, Limit Level, Attack and Release.

Mixer (shift/func 3) has three menu choices; Input level

for setting the analogue and digital gain (remember that
the rotary input control on the R880 only affects the
analogue input); Output level for setting analogue and
digital output and Internal Mixer level for adjusting the

input and output levels for each of the mixer modules used

in the patch. The first two selections are adjusted at the

upper level in integers but can be both displayed on the
same page by switching to the lower level where changes

may be made accurate to one decimal place.

Selecting internal mixer takes a moment to bring the
display of the present algorithm into view with input A in
the top left-hand corner being shaded in. Pressing Control

brings up a box showing the analogue and digital input
levels for channel A in number and as a graphical block and

disappears upon a second press of the same button.
Leaving the box on screen and using the movement cursor

keys allows access to all mixer modules and displays each

of the two input levels along with the output in a similar
manner to the previous example with alterations possible

via the rotary controls. Moving to the lower level displays
all of the parameters for the mixers in two pages so
removing the necessity of movement around the

algorithm.

In Use
THE SOUND QUALITY of the R880 is its strongest
feature: true stereo, it's an absolute delight to listen to. Its

user -friendliness, however, is not such a delight. Any major

alterations to the preset sounds can rarely be heard when

the edit is taking place as they have to be sent from the
GC8 to the R880. Building an algorithm from scratch is
also likely to present problems to all but the most technical
of users.

The idea of using RAM cards to store patches on is a

good one, but as it takes around two seconds to load a
patch into the R880, it's not practical to make MIDI patch
changes during mixdown. I tried but could not get the
R880 to dump the parameters of a patch via System
Exclusive as an alternative.

Verdict
AT THE PRICE, there's nothing to touch the R880 in
terms of its sound quality and facilities. Lack of ease of
programming will mean that many users will be dependent

on presets and it would be nice if Roland brought out a
library of settings which could then be mildly altered to suit

particular uses. Still, time spent learning the intricacies of
the GC8/R880 is time well spent as practically any
conceivable effect can be obtained from this magic black
box.

Prices R880. #2100; GC8. f528. Both prices include
VAT
More from Roland (UK) Ltd. Great West Trading
Estate, 983 Great West Road. Brentford, Middlesex TW8
9DN. Tel: 01-568 4578.
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COMPUTERS
MUSIC

SOFTWARE
PACKAGES

Alan 1040 ST and SMI 24 mono hi resolution monitor, when bought with
any sequencers over £250 £550
Atari 1040ST and SM 124 mono hi resolution monitor, with free "Twelve" sequencer by Steinberg' £599
Amiga A500, Commodore 1084 colour monitor. Datel MIDI interface and Doctor T KCS £850
PC users! Voyetra MIDI Interface card and 16 track sequencer £206.95

NEW PRODUCTS
MIDIDRUMMER 2.0 Its here! A fully implemented drum programmer for any Midi drum machine, sam-
pler or module! Grid or real time! Song chain editor. Midifile compatible with C -Lab. Pro 24. KCS. Master
Tracks and many more. All for only f85.00

Steinberg Twelve Yes!!!, a Baby Pro 24 and it's only E129.00
Steinberg MIMIX desk automation with onboard SMPTE Ring for quote
C -Lab Unitor at last a dedicated SMPTE for C -Lab sequencers £349
Hybrid Arts Edit Track same as Sync Track but £120 less! ... E179.99
Coda Finale the ultimate Mac sequencer/notator £995
Personal Composer System/2 the best of the PC sequencer/notators £425
Comas Big Band the amazing DIY hit maker for the ST! £199
Comus Studio 24 a brilliant value 24 track sequencer for the ST £199
Comus Track 24 budget sequencing for the ST E75
Pandora Ml. DX7 and D110 editors, desk accessories, work from within your sequencer, from £89.95
Steinberg Syncpac is Pro 24 and a SMPTE interface all for f499

'Coming soon' Direct to disk sampling and mastering systems for the Mac. the Atari and the Archimedes will
be with us soom. Come to Square Dance to hear a demo on professional studio monitors.

THE MAC
Full packages available, including Mac II and Mac SE. MIDI interfaces, dedicated SMPTE interfaces, Apple
laser printers, digital processing and sampling cards, internal or extemal hard disks, and all the world's
software,

ATARI ST
Atari 1040 and 520 ST always in stock. We also supply Mega ST systems, Atari laser printers, dedicated
SMPTE interlaces, digital processing and sampling hardware, Atari -compatible hard disks, and of course
every sequencing and editing package on the market - phone for advice.

ATARI BARGAINS
SECOND HAND SOFTWARE CLEAR -OUT!

Hybrid Arts Sync Track - 60 track sequencer with tape sync box secondhand E199
Hybrid Arts SMPTE Track - 60 track sequencer with full SMPTE tape interface
bargain! secondhand £349
Hybrid Arts DX Droid secondhand £49
Doctor T DX Heaven secondhand £49
Steinberg Pro 24 new version 3 AND old 2.0 (runs on 520/10401 but battered cover secondhand £199
Steinberg Prophet 2000 editor secondhand £99
Steinberg 5900 editor secondhand £99
Steinberg Mirage editor secondhand £99

PC COMPATIBLES
Personal Composer System/2. Passport Master Tracks Pro version 3, Passport Master Tracks Junior.
Passport Score. Voyetra 16/32/64 track sequencers, Soundquest Texture 2.5 sequencer, A plethora of
editors. MIDI interfaces

AMIGA
Doctor T KCS and MRS sequencers, Doctor T Copyist 1/2/3. Doctor T Samplemaker, Intelligent Music 'M'.
Soundquest Texture 2.5 sequencer, Loads of editors, MIDI interfaces

SMPTE
We stock SMPTE units by Steinberg, XRI Systems. the amazing SRC AT Intelligent SMPTE reader, C -Lab
SMPTE add-ons for Creator and Notator and the Southworth Jambox range of stand-alone and Mar.
SMPTE units.
***Secondhand Steinberg SMP 24*** very good condition f699

HARDWARE
'New' rack mount hard disks for Atari, Mac. 5550 5900. 51000 elc Available in various capacities Also
BRILLIANT "cartridge" hard disks.
Casio DA -1 DAT recorder breathtaking C899
Citizen 120D printers .. £150
Citizen HQP45 wide carriage 24 pin printer f499
Hybrid Arts ADAP Atari sampler C1799
Atari SMM604 printers - so easy! £145
J.L. Cooper Mixmate automated rnixdown system ..... £995
SRC A.T. SMPTE unit. Will sync anything - even the drummer' £699

  NI IN

SQUARE

DANCE

AUDIO
The Bakery, Boyer St, Derby, DE3 3TD.

el Tel: (0332) 385021

SPECIAL DEAL
ONLY AT BONNERS

ALESIS MICROVERB II
Digital Reverbs only £149

FOSTEX R8
Superb new 8 -track machine, incredible new
transport, built-in remote, timer
memories IN STOCK NOW!
PHONE FOR AMAZING PACKAGE DEALS

ROLAND S10 SAMPLER

 4 Multi -samples  Touch/velocity sensitive
 33kHz sample rate  FREE flightcase
 34 FREE library disks worth over £300
 FREE sample library £549

YAMAHA DD5 QUADRAPAD
 16 MIDI Channel
 15 Step Velocity
 127 Assignable Notes per pad
 Simultaneous Pad Play
 12 On Board Voices 

only £79.95
ALESIS MIDIVERB II

 16 bit
 15K bandwidth
 100 excellent presets
 32 assignable MIDI patches
was £299. Now at Bonners at only £250

MEN
ALESIS QUADRAVERB

 16 bit digital multi FX
 4 FX simultaneously
 20 kHz bandwidth

ONLY £449

E -MU SYSTEMS PROTEUS
Phone For Details And To Reserve Yours

ATARI + SOFTWARE
PHONE FOR BEST DEAL

KORG M1, KORG M1 RACK
FOSTEX X-26, KAWAI K1 & K1M
ROLAND U110. ROLAND R-8

SECONDHAND & EX -DEMO BARGAINS
Roland DeP3 Reverb/Delay... .. C175
Roland JX3P inc flightcase _.........£325
Yamaha MSS 1 MIDI to SMPTE

Korg 707
Korg SOD8 Dig Seq.
Korg Symphony module

£349
£249
C229

synchronizer 0395 Roland TR626 Drums new £225
Ensoniq ESO1 £749 Yamaha DX7 inc 256
Ensoniq Mirage inc 40 voice RAM/ROM £699
library disks C599 Roland CR1000 Free Set
Alesis HR16 Dig. Drums Drums f125
New only £350 Yamaha DX21 £395
Alesis MMT8 Sequencer Saro Musigraph £89

New only C250 Digidesign Softsynth £150
Boss MPD4 MIDI pad Dr. T 4 Op FM Editor £49

controller ..f50 Casio CZ1 Synth inc. 3 ROMs £595
Sequential Drumtrax £199 Cheetah Mk7V Mothers 7 Oct £299

!isoinine,;951-
31 GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX
22 (0323) 639335/645775 (CLOSED WEDNESDAY PM)



I
COMPETITION
YOU ARE TOMORROW'S most in -

composer, right? If
only someone would give you the
opportunity to work in a half -decent
studio you could learn your way
around the gear, knock out a handful
of impressive pieces of music and the
work would just roll in. Now where's
that lucky break ...

Well, it could be in your hands at
this very moment. No, we can't
promise you instant fame and fortune
but we do have a place on the
Soundscape Contemporary Music and
Technology Forum to give away in this
exclusive Music Technology com-
petition. The course - worth £375 to
paying students - is being run by the
University of East Anglia in con-
junction with The Composers'
Foundation and is sponsored by
Yamaha who have generously pro-
vided much hi -tech equipment for the
occasion. As the University is located
out in Norwich, the course is resi-
dential - so no early -morning rushes
to get to the five days of lectures and
hands-on sessions that wil1 cover such
topics as synth programming; sampl-
ing; guitar, wind and drum MIDI
controllers; acoustics; composition

(for a wide variety of applications);
building an electronic music facility;
video synchronisation; desktop music
publishing; music in education; how
to sell your music and (as they say in
the best commercials) much, much
more. The lecturers that will host
Soundscape are too many to mention
by name (sorry, guys) but will include
Yamaha's ace synth programmer and
developer Dave Bristow, TV and film
composer Roger Jackson, keyboards -
man Adrian Lee (currently working
with Mike and the Mechanics), leading
TV sound engineer Dennis Weinreich
(who supervised the NBC TV coverage
of Michael Jackson's recent European
tour), MIDI guitar tutor Steve Smith,
Steinberg and C -Lab software experts
and a "mystery star tutor". Needless
to say, all are expert in their field and
will share their secrets with you.
Soundscape will run from Saturday,
August 26 to Wednesday August 30th.
NOW, THE MOMENT you've all been
waiting for: how to enter. What we
need from you is a piece of music. It
must not be longer than ten minutes,
but may contain excerpts from several
of your compositions. The compo-
sition should be original and should be
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accompanied by a statement of your
musical objectives and aspirations;
this must not exceed a single A4 page
and should preferably be typed for
clarity. The judging panel will be

drawn from the Soundscape tutors
who will be looking principally for
creative use of sound. Now you can put
your music where your mouth is.

ALL ENTRIES MUST be accompanied by
an entry form (no photocopies please) to
arrive not later than 14th April 1989

at the following address: "Soundscape
Competition", Music Technology, Alex-
ander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridge-
shire CB7 4AF. Cassettes and details
should be clearly and individually marked

with your name and address. Please note
that cassettes will NOT be returned so
please do not send original recordings.

(Receipt of entry will be confirmed if an
SAE is enclosed with your entry, a second
SAE will ensure prompt notification of
competition results.) Employees of Music
Maker Publications are ineligible for entry.
The judges decision is final and no

correspondence can be entered into:

Further information on the Soundscape forum
can be obtained from Mrs J Thorp,

Soundscape, Vice Chancellor's Office, UEA,
Norwich NR4 7TJ. Tel: (0603) 592802.
Thanks to Soundscape director Mike Steer for
many hours spent on the telephone organising
this competition.

ENTRY FORM
Name
Address

Tel. No.
What best describes your general position in music?

Composer CI Sound Technician CI Student
Acoustic Pro CI Electronic Pro CI Semi -Pro

El Teacher El

Other

SOUTH WALES HOME AND
STUDIO RECORDING CENTRE

FOSTEX R8 NOW IN STOCK
NOBLES SUPER LOW PRICE £1495

ACCESSORY REMOTE LEAD
ALSO AVAILABLE

SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL
R8 + Seck 12-8-2 Desk + Wiring Looms

£2499 inc. VAT
R8 +. Studiomaster 16-4-8-2 Desk £3099

Fostex E16 + 4050 Autolocator £4999
Packages With Desks Also Available

JUST ARRIVED
Roland R8 Human Rhythm Composer £599

Roland Pad 8 MCII £485
Roland U110 Preset Sampler £599

Roland
Main Dealer - Phone For Product Availability

SECOND HAND
Roland Alpha Juno 1 £399 (mint)

Casio CZ101 £175

Fostex X26 NOW ONLY £299
WHERE ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
SERVICE

--*COUNTS (i- t-,- NOBLES MUSIC
6110 CRWYS ROAD BRIDGE, CARDIFF. V//4

5t1 .
Tel: 0222 499138 A

Credit available, written details on request -----
%, ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE.,MAIL

FREE SOFTWARE
STEINBERG 'Twelve' or 22 Games +
Business Software - With Atari 1040 ST £499
ATARI 1040 STFM + Pro 24 + Monitor £799
CREATOR - Notator V2 - Unitor IN STOCK
EDITORS - D110/K1/M1/S900 From £75

AMIGA SOFTWARE
DR. 'T' - KCS 1.6 £225
MUSIC X Sequencer PHONE
COMUS - Track 24 £75
DR. 'T' - MRS Sequencer £59

NI DR. T DX7/MT32 Editors £80

DAT MACHINES
SONY DT1000 ES
CASIO DAI + Battery Pack, Portable
SRC - SMPTE Unit £608
KARRNDER - Sync Unit £130
QURDRRVER13 IN STOCK

MAIL ORDER

EX VAT
£1130
£695

NEXT DRY DELIVERY

Ell 2001 V7SA

I WO THOUSAND ONE 19 ASH STREET  ASH  SURREY  GC 12 6LA  TEL: (0252) 336505

*icimmik
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FOSTEX R8
Eight -track reel-to-reel recorder

Fostex' latest 8 -

track recorder

incorporates a
novel approach to

remote operation,

but how stiff is

competition from

the new cassette

machines? Review

by Vic Lennard.

76

THE R8 FOLLOWS on in the format that Fostex

themselves established some years ago with their A8 and

subsequently followed up with the A80, M8 and E8
machines. In fact, no other company has challenged Fostex

for this particular market position: 8 -tracks on 1/4" tape.

But even without competition they have continued to
improve their machines both in terms of facilities and
quality. So, how does this recorder match up to its
predecessors?

Description
THE R8 RECORDS eight tracks onto''/," tape at a speed

of I5ips (+1- 10% via a pitch controller) utilising the
Dolby C system for noise reduction. The facility of
switching this off on track eight for tape sync purposes has

been omitted but, in my experience, this particular type of

noise reduction does not tend to affect a sync code. Inputs

and outputs are via phono jacks and there is a synchroniser

connector for the Fostex 4030 and a serial port for the
future use of a Model MTCI MIDI time code controller.

The revolutionary aspect of the R8 is that the whole of

the front panel is removable hence creating the perfect
remote control unit (which can be moved upto 5 metres

away from the machine by use of a special extension
cable). Once removed, the basic transport controls are

duplicated on the main body of the recorder.

Recording Techniques
ON POWER UP the word "Fostex" scrolls across the
seven -segment bar graph display. Thread the tape and
away we go.

The control panel has no less than 15 indication LEDs

onboard and two time displays, one named Tape Time,
which displays the current tape location in hours, minutes

and seconds unless being used for a special purpose (which

we'll call window I), and the other called Memory, which

displays assorted data dependent on the function (which
we'll call window 2).

The first track to be recorded is probably going to be for

synchronising to a sequencer. It is customary to use an
edge track, so let's settle for track 8. Press Safe/Rdy and a

small "t" appears to the left-hand side of window 2 asking

which track is to be set to Record mode Select the track

number from the numeric key pad and it will be displayed

on the right-hand side of the window - a mistake can be
cancelled by pressing Clr (clear) and repeating the
procedure.

The rest of the recording process is very similar to this

(unless you're not using a sync track) except that there is

an easier method for putting more than one track into
Record Ready mode: after pressing SAFE/RDY, key in the
range of tracks to be recorded on. For instance,

simultaneous recording on tracks Ito 4 would be keyed in
as "1-4".
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Punching in and out is often a cliffhanger of a situation

and involves the changing of the monitoring from tape to

input at the point of the punch. A rehearsal mode is a

useful facility and an automated rehearsal mode is even

more desirable. The R8 has the unautomated variety in the

form of a footswitch plugged into the Punch In/Out socket

on the side of the remote. Select the track(s) to be

dropped in on as before and step on the footswitch while

holding the Record button down, and an amber LED above

it will flash, showing that the machine is in Rehearsal mode.

Alternate depressing of the footswitch will toggle the
monitoring between tape and input. To carry out the
actual punch in, either press the Record button or step on

the footswitch at the relevant moment. Some people are

bound to claim that this removes the flexibility of putting a

recorder into Record mode and then simply depressing the

track safe button at the punch point, but this procedure is

far safer and more likely to give accurate results. I like it.

Memories and Autolocation
THE R8 HAS ten memory locations which can be set "on

the fly" or while the tape is stationary. If the memory time

is known, it's a simple matter of clearing the display of
window 2, inputting the time with the keypad, storing it
and finally selecting the memory location. If a time is to be

picked off of the tape as it is moving, pressing Hold will

transfer the currently displayed time from window I onto

window 2.
A memory can be recalled by pressing Rcl followed by

the memory number. The memory time will now appear in

window 2, and the Locate function will automatically wind

the tape to that memory setting if depressed (even in

Record mode). If the play key is selected while the location

is being found the recorder will instantly play when it
arrives at its destination. A neater way to do this is to use

the Auto Play function which will put the machine into Play

mode whenever the tape is rewound or fast forwarded.

Most remote controls allow the use of a shuttle facility

to automatically rewind to a point when another location is

reached. The R8 goes one better - you can shuttle
between any two memory locations by selecting them in

either order as the remote will put them into the correct

time order. Clear window 2 and use the numeric keys to

choose the two memory locations and then press Store
followed by Auto Rtn. Rcl and Auto Rtn will show the only

two memory locations that are presently memorised. An

additional pre -roll feature allows the tape to run for a short

amount of time before a memory point so that a short

section of the music preceding that point can be heard.

This can be set up to 9 seconds.

There is a second jack socket on the side of the remote
labelled Play/Locate which allows you to cue the tape to a

selected locator on the panel with the first depression and

set the recorder into play with the second.
The R8 offers two methods of designating a length of

tape outside of which the machine cannot be cued. Tape

Reel Zone Limit sets up the boundaries for the start and

end of the tape so allowing free rewinding and fast
forwarding with no danger of running the tape out of the

tape transport - especially useful on rewind when the song

is the first one on the tape.

Cueing and Editing
PRESSING THE STOP key obviously halts the motion of

tape and puts the recorder into Standby mode. Pressing

the Stop key again transfers the R8 to Release mode
(where the pinch wheel is retracted to a greater distance
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from the capstan) for easier editing.

A further aid to editing and cuing is the double

operation of the Rewind and Fast Forward keys. Hold
either of them down initially and the tape movement will

be slow, release them and normal speed is attained.

Alternatively, when already in fast wind, pressing either key

will slow the tape down, making it easier to arrive at a
particular cue point. Couple this with the ability to defeat

the lifter mechanism (which usually keeps the tape away

from the heads during fast winding) by depressing either of

the fast motion keys and pressing Play once, which allows

the signal on tape to be heard, and you have a very efficient

editing system. One point to beware of: excessive use of

this method of cuing is likely to increase wear of the heads.

Additional Functions
THE R8 HAS the ability to display all of the locators in
order along with the last selected locator and the current

tape position. Pressing Rcl and Clr brings up a display

similar to the following;

6 3.2 L.I 4 C 5 9.8.7.0

the case of the "LI", tells you that locator I is the current

locator. Put the tape into motion and and "C" (Current

position) will move around to show where it is presently

situated.
Other additional facilities include a meter normal/fine

switch which changes the marked scales on the bar graphs

from a 28dB range to 7dB (which is particularly useful

when setting the level for timecode); error messages

which display various error conditions which can occur
during the normal course of usage and Meter mode
switches which change the display characteristics of the bar

graphs.

Verdict
Recording quality is excellent - practically identical to the

original signal monitored from a sequencer. Using edge

tracks showed no audible sonic difference, and though

crosstalk performance was perhaps slightly inferior to

Fostex' own E16 (16 tracks on 1/2" tape), it is still good.

When bouncing tracks, I found a little care is needed with

levels when using adjacent tracks, but results overall are
good. Generally, the machine is a joy to use.

In the light of the recent arrival of 8 -track cassette

machines (Toa's MR8T and Tascam's 238) the desirability

of a reel-to-reel machine has to be brought into question.
While a cassette machine is obviously smaller and more

convenient, the width of the audio track and gap between

adjacent tracks is significantly larger on a reel-to-reel,

giving superior sonic performance by design. Reel-to-reel

tape is also a better quality and more stable medium to

work with than cassette tape. Finally, the alignment and

care of the heads on an 8 -track cassette system is so

critically important as to make it difficult to work with -

and while care of the reel-to-reel heads is also highly

important, they are more tolerant of both wear and

alignment.

The R8 is a very fine semi-professional 8 -track recorder

with practically every function imaginable on such a

machine and with excellent audio quality. I want one.

Price £1599 including VAT
More from Harman, Mill Street. Slough. Berks SL2

5DD. Tel: (0753) 35306.



ROLAND RE3
Once the industry

standard tape
echo, Roland's

Space Echo has
returned in digital
form - but does a

'70s echo have a
place in the late

'80s? Review by

Gordon Reid.

Digital Space Echo
WITH THE RELEASE of the RE3 Digital Space Echo it

would seem that, on paper at least, Roland need their
corporate heads testing. Bringing out an extremely limited
echo -cum -effects unit in today's already crowded effects

processor market place - especially at a price that exceeds
many of the most feature -packed multi -effects systems

currently available - hardly appears to be good business.
The facilities offered by the Space Echo certainly do not
compete with any of the powerful units now marketed by

Yamaha and Alesis. Roland themselves out -specify the RE3

with their own DEP5. To understand why this strange
state of affairs should exist let's go back in time .

Echoes of the Past
ROLAND ONCE PRODUCED a series of tape echo
machines called "Space Echoes" - three free-standing
units, the RE20I, RE301 and top -of -the -line RE501 and a

rack -mount version of the RE50I, the RE555. Of these the

RE201 was the nearest thing the industry has ever seen to
an industry standard effects box. Although only a glorified

tape recorder with multiple tape heads (like the WEM
Copycat) and a three -spring reverb, the RE201 had 12
modes of operation (four echo, seven reverb/echo and

one reverb) and every studio and every pro band had at

least one. There were variable controls for repeat rate,

echo intensity, echo volume and reverb volume. There

were also bass and treble controls which acted only on the
processed signal. The RE201 was arguably the most
successful effects unit ever produced. But with the advent
of digital effects with no wow and flutter, reduced noise
and maintenance, and increased bandwidth and fidelity, the

Space Echo was doomed. The RE201 was eventually phased

out in 1985 but demand for the RE -series continued and

secondhand (tenth -hand?) units still change hands today
for E200-300.

So Roland returned to the drawing board to produce a

digital version of the Space Echo (warts and all). The result

is the RE3 Digital Space Echo, which is claimed to have all

the fundamental characteristics of the original. Indeed, so

closely have Roland adhered to the original concept that

not one additional facility (other than memories and MIDI
of course) is available on the RE3 compared to its

predecessors. Trying to recreate the sound of genuinely
obsolete technology seems like a retrograde step (digital

version of the Mellotron anyone?) but the RE3 has been in
the stores for a little while now, so how does '80s
technology carry '70s design philosophy?

Description
THE RE3 IS a wholly digital signal processor combining a

range of echo effects with a simple reverb generator and a

simple chorus effect. The A/D and D/A converters are 16-
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bit but the sampling frequency is only 3 2kHz giving a

treated signal frequency response of 20Hz-I2kHz. (The
untreated part of the signal is quoted as 10Hz-30kHz and

is, for all purposes, unaffected.) Delay time is severely
limited by today's standards at only 300ms, and the reverb

has only one parameter, which Roland call Depth. This
varies the reverb time between 0 and 5 seconds. The final

effect is called Warmth and, although the name suggests

some kind of EQ (tone) control, this actually adds an LFO-

contolled pitch modulated component to the treated
signal. Unlike genuine modular systems, the order in which

the effects are applied to the signal is fixed. Input is mono

only but the processed signal is output in stereo.

Physically the RE3 is yet another example of the
charmless school of black IU-high 19" rack -mount units.

Construction is to Roland's usual high standard and the
unit feels sturdy enough for sustained road use as well as

studio installations. At the back of the RE3 you'll find the

(mono) audio line -in socket and impedance matching
switch. Only two options are available here, +4dB for

studio use and -20dB for most stage equipment.

Unfortunately, there is no input gain control and to obtain

a satisfactory input level requires adjustment of the output

control of the synth, auxiliary send or whatever.

Nevertheless, although inconvenient, I encountered no

matching problems during the course of this review. Next

along the rear panel is a direct signal mute (switches
between mixed signal and echo for stage use, and echo

only for use with mixers) and the stereo audio outputs. As

usual with Roland equipment, the left audio output

doubles as mono if no jack is inserted into the right-hand

socket. Also on the rear panel is a socket for an effect on/

off pedal for stage use, and finally a standard MIDI In

socket. Unfortunately there is no MIDI Thru - a sad
omission. If you're still in the habit of chaining MIDI
devices (who isn't?) the RE3 has to be last in the chain.
(Many early pieces of MIDI gear also lack MIDI Thru and if

there's already one of those at the end of the chain you'll

have no choice but to buy a MIDI Thru box, adding
another £30 or more to the price of using the RE3.)
Another complaint concerns the mains lead, which is of

the infuriating, permanently -connected variety. This is

quite unnecessary, and a real pain.

The front panel is, however, a joy to behold - there are

knobs on it. Seven to be precise, controlling all aspects of
the unit's performance. Viewed from left to right these

are: two microphone sockets with independent level

controls, five parameter control knobs, an LED input level

indicator, 10 -character LED, four parameter access buttons

(oh well, it couldn't last) and, of course, a mains on/off
switch. The five echo control knobs are probably the

simplest yet seen on a digital multi -effects device. They are:

Echo Level and Echo Rate controls, Echo Intensity (which

increases or decreases the number of repeats in the

treated signal), Reverb Control (increasing the depth of
reverb) and Warmth. The only independent control over

Warmth is the depth of the sweep; the sweep rate is

always proportional to the echo repeat rate.

On the right of the front panel the screen normally
shows the current mode and memory selected (see

below) but when a parameter knob is turned the screen

changes for a few seconds to show the parameter name
and currently selected value. The four button controls are

-Learning to use the system is very simple - unlike many of
today's machines, you don't get the feeling that you'll never get
the hest from it. -

used to change mode, change memory selected, write to

memory, and control MIDI. Only two buttons have dual

functions - the mode and memory buttons act as

increment/decrement controls for MIDI control.

Modes and Memories
IF THE ECHO, Reverb and Warmth controls were the
only means of controlling the Space Echo it would be a
severely limited unit. However, there are five modes of

operation, each with a subtly different character. These

roughly correspond to the 12 modes found on the RE201

and are described as: S.Echol (single echo with reverb),

S.Echo2 (panning echo with reverb), and S.Echo3 (mixed

echo effect), R.Echol (straight reverb) and R.Echo2

(bright reverb). All parameters are active in modes I and 2,

no reverb is available in mode 3, and only Warmth and

Reverb are used in modes 4 and 5.

Because of the restricted number of effect parameters,

the range of sounds obtainable from the RE3 is quite

limited and there is, therefore, no need for an exotic array

of memories. Each of the five modes has five memories
assigned to it, sensibly referred to as 1,1 through to 5,5. A

specific memory can be selected by stepping through the

modes and memories, modified by adjusting the parameter

knobs, and then written to by using the Write button. If
another memory is selected without using Write, then any

modifications to the parameter knob positions are

forgotten by the system. Good standard fare. MIDI

program change numbers can be assigned individually to
memories enabling remote control of the unit. As usual
with Roland equipment, the factory memories can be 

MODE MERAORY
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pi. quickly restored should you wish to do so. Learning to use

the system is really very simple, and unlike many of today's

mind -numbing machines, you don't get the feeling that

you'll never quite get the best from the device because

either (a) you haven't got enough time to experiment with

it or (b) you don't have a degree in electronic engineering.

Sound Sense
AND SO TO the heart of the RE3 - the sound itself.
Clearly it's far from an all -singing, all -dancing effects unit

yet it can hardly be regarded as a cheap alternative.

"You get the impression that Roland have not only developed
the RE3 to replace the Space Echo series, but have specifically

designed it for the same uses."
Nevertheless, many otherwise cool-headed musicians and

music companies are parting with significant amounts of

cash to own these beasties.

In use you get the impression that Roland have not only

developed the RE3 to replace the Space Echo series, but

have specifically designed it for the same uses -
predominantly acoustic sounds such as vocals and guitars.

Not only is it simple to operate (essential for singers and

guitarists) but its sound is instantly recognisable. Just about

any acoustic sound source (as opposed to synthesised)

benefits from being passed through the RE3. In stereo the

machine really shines. Forget the lack of tone controls, the

narrow bandwidth, and the simplicity of the system, the

sound is everything - it simply reeks of class. Don't ask

what the difference is between this and, say, an SPX90 or

DEP5, just let your ears do the thinking. In fact,

considering the apparent limitations of the unit, the range

of subtle "space echo" effects is quite staggering, and it is

this subtlety, combined with sound quality that is the

strength of the RE3.

Verdict
IT'S DIFFICULT TO wholeheartedly recommend a unit
that provides as few facilities as the RE3 Space Echo and

the unit isn't without its niggles either - no line -in level
control (which was present on the primitive RE201), fixed

mains lead, and a poorly translated (but simple) manual. In

operation the RE3 performed faultlessly, and presented no

user difficulties whatsoever.

The unit is definitely at its best treating acoustic sounds.

It seems to exaggerate the shortcomings of imitative synth

patches and samples, although they sound impressive they

also sound unnatural - exactly the aspect of such a sound

you'd normally use reverb or echo to disguise.

The real problem in recommending the RE3 lies in its

very limited scope. It's all very well for Roland to recreate

the original Space Echo sound, with all its warmth and

character, but perhaps they set their technological sights

too low. Or, to put it another way, E600 is a lot to pay for

such a limited device.

The RE3 deserves to be a success in the late '80s -early

'90s, especially in more up-market environments. The
bottom line is, if you're going to use an echo/reverb unit,

try the RE3 first. If it does the job you want, then buy one -

if it doesn't, look to today's line of ambitious multi -effects

processors. But if you opt for the RE3, you'll never
complain about the sound quality or the life it brings to

your music.

Price £599 including VAT
More from Roland (UK) Ltd. Great West Trading
Estate, 983 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8
9DN. Tel: 01-568 4578.
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AKAI * ALESIS * AMPEX * APHEX * ART * ASHLEY *

SICKAF
LTD.

LONDONS LEADING PRO DJ SHOP

TASCAM
Porta 05 £329
Porta 01 £449
Porta 02 £559
Porta 246 £989
238 .£1299
38 £1799
MSR16 £4999

Tascam MSR16
Superb quality 1/2"
16 Track Recorder
Now On Demo

Vestafire
MR30 PRO

(DBX HiSpeed
4 Tape Outs)

Was5.361"
NOW ONLY £319

+ FREE
Shure I9L Mid!

Our West End Showroom Is At: -
303 EDGWARE ROAD

LONDON W2 1BN
Tel: 01-402 9729/2898

Fax: 01-706 2872

THE REAL SOLUTION TO
MIDI INTERCONNECTION

DACS MIDI PATCH BAY

The Simple and Inexpensive Answer
Fast transmission - Active processing

Studio owners - Rob Meek, Director of Project UK's
public access studio says of the DACS MIDI Patch Bay

"They all love it, it's so clear and simple to use. They just keep

coming back."

Keep your clients coming back - make the most of their
rime in your studio.

THE DACS MIDI PATCH BAY
IS AVAILABLE NOW AT
.f99.00 + VAT & P&P.

yAC

To order send a cheque for ,017.89
(including VAT and P&P) to
DACS LTD, STONEHILLS COMPLEX,
SHIELDS ROAD, PELAW,
TYNE AND WEAR, NE10 OHW.

Telephone (091) 438 5585 for credit
card order& and further information

* KLOTZ * NUMARK * QUAD * RANE * ROLAND * SECK *
HILL * JBL * SENNHEISER * SHURE * SIGNEX * STANTON
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patchWi0.11K
If you're still waiting to see your particular synth featured in these pages, then why not be the first to submit some sounds?

Don't forget that if your patch gets published, you'll receive a free year's subscription to MUSIC TECHNOLOGY with our compliments. So send us your favourite

sounds on a photocopy of an owner's manual chart (coupled with a blank one for artwork purposes) accompanied by a short demo -tape (don't worry too much about
classic performances and impeccable recording quality; just present your sounds simply and concisely - and convince us you're the best of the bunch). Include a decent -

length description of your sound and its musical purpose in life, and write your full name and address on each chart. And remember, edited presets are all very well, but

an original masterpiece is always preferable. OK?

The address to send sounds to: Patchwork, MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF. 

YAMAHA DX27

Pan Pipe
Justin Goodall, Eastleigh

Strangely enough, this DX27 patch is reminiscent

of a strongly -blown pan pipe. It's very full sounding,

with a convincing woody texture and an attack
which benefits from a noisy, breathy quality. Justin

recommends increasing the value of the D2R
parameter on OPI to shorten the release time. 
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ROLAND D50

El Accoustico
Frank Thomson, Stockholm.

Exiled American Frank Thomson has submitted an extremely authentic Spanish guitar patch for the ever -

popular D50. The patch employs two tones in Dual mode, though each could equally as well be used alone.

The sound is quite velocity -expressive, and hitting the keys hard will produce a "string -snapping" effect giving a

miked acoustic guitar sound. 
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(PARAMETER

CASIO CZ1

Bottle Bass
Colin Muir, Bournemouth.

'Bottle Bass' is an upfront metallic bass patch
reminiscent of the DX7-style slap bass. Several

good variations can be made by increasing detune

(Colin recommends a further seven semitones),
switching DCO wave two off, and/or increasing
DCW and DCA velocity parameters. 
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DUE TO A MAJOR REFIT
PLANNED FOR MAY WE

NEED TO MOVE STOCK IN
MARCH.

48 HOURS
FROM GOOD FRIDAY

MARCH 24TH 10 O'CLOCK
TILL SATURDAY MARCH 25TH

EXAMPLES
AKAI Wind Synth Complete £349
YAMAHA DX100 Synth y.2.41 £129
YAMAHA RX5 Rhythm $6439- £629
YAMAHA MSS1 Syncho Sia85 £299
SEIKO Sequencer Unit £29

CASIO HZ 600 Synth £229
KORG Poly 800 Mkl S/H £89
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0
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CI,

IOU
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61.15 Erdl
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LEVEL 91
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2-6 Blossom St.. Micklegate Bar, York, Y02 2AE. Tel: York (0904)655585
6 Baines House, Station Parade, Harrogate. HG1 2UF. Tel: Harrogate (0425) 509727

35 George Street. Hull. North Humberside. HU1 3BH. Tel: Hull (0482) 218048

SUPER
SPECIAL

BUYS

VERY SPECIAL PRICES ON
SELECTED KAWA I PRODUCTS -

K5 MULTI-TIMBRAL SYNTH
Our previous price £1,495 NOW ONLY £799!

K5M - MODULE VERSION OF
ABOVE5

Our previous price NOW ONLY £499!

HIGH-TECH PRICE SENSATION FOR THE
WIND PLAYER!

L YAMAHA WX7 MIDI WIND CONTROLLER
RAP £799 OUR PRICE £299!

SUPERB PACKAGE DEAL - WX7 WIND CONTROLLER PLUS A
TX81Z TONE MODULE TOTAL VALUE £1,198

OUR PRICE £595!

Roland
D10 LAS SYNTH

D20 LAS SYNTH

D50 LAS SYNTH

E10 INTELLIGENT KEYBOARD

E20 INTELLIGENT KEYBOARD

D110 LAS MODULE

U110 SAMPLE PLAYER

MT32 MODULE

PRODUCTS IN STOCK
PR100 SEQUENCER

MC300 SEQUENCER

MC500 II SEQUENCER

626 DRUM MACHINE
R8 DRUM MACHINE
MT100 MODULE/SEQUENCER

A880 MIDI MAPPER
C-50 DIGITAL HARPSICORD

RD250S PIANO

RD300S PIANO

KR33 PIANO

HP700 PIANO
HP800 PIANO

HP30005 PIANO
HP4500S PIANO
HP5000S PIANO

CARD AND DISK LIBRARIES FOR
ALL ROLAND PRODUCTS

NEW FRANKFURT RELEASES
ARRIVING SOON
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KAWAI K1
EDITORS

Software for the Atari ST
(6E1

ULTI PATCH EDIT

name: "MT Test "

master volume FO

single patch

select
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83

C-2

Dr Ts KI Editor/Librarian

Such has been the

popularity of
Kawai's K1 synth

that there are now

a range of visual

software editors

available to ease

the burden of
programming.

Review by Vic

Lennard.
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THE KAWAI KI is a hybrid synth which derives its sound
from a combination of samples and digital synthesis. It
been a popular late -'80s formula - other hybrids include

the Roland D50 and Korg MI. But all these machines

incorporate another aspect of '80s design philosophy that's

left them short of the old knobs 'n' sliders that used to
make synth programming fun. Consequently a number of

third -party software writers have felt it opportune to
provide users of these machines with the "soft" alternative

to panel -editing of sounds. Here we'll look at editing
programs for the Kawai KI from Dr T's, Soundbits,

Drumware and Steinberg.

For those of you rusty on your KI editing, here's a quick

reminder of its programming structure; two internal sound

banks (1,1), each contain 32 single patches, each of which is

created by combining either two or four sound sources.
These sources are drawn from 53 sampled (PCM) and 204

digitally synthesised (VM) sounds, each source having its

own envelope. Up to eight single sounds can be stored as

one of 32 multi -patches, giving eight -voice multitimbrality

with eight -note polyphony. An external port is provided

for ROM cards, with a similar bank set up as for the
internal, and RAM cards for saving edited patches.

There are, however, a couple of problems with the KI

which affect sofware editors; firstly, there is no temporary

buffer - edits have to be performed in one of the single
slots so destroying the patch that existed there. Secondly,

a multi -patch must have access to the relevant single
patches in the correct positions. And thirdly, internal

multi -patches cannot access external single patches and

vice versa.

Dr T's A71

DR TS/CAGED ARTIST editors are already a well -

established and well -respected line of software editors. On

level
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F6 undo
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F5 print
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L+R

LIR
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booting up, the program automatically obtains the internal
banks from the KI if connected via MIDI (otherwise a
default file is loaded). The front page is divided into four

principal areas; 64 single patches, labelled A and a, eight

single patches constituting the currently selected multi-

patch, a menu column for moving between the various
pages and a selector box for the four patch banks which

can be resident in memory at the same time. Certain
facilities are common to most pages: loading from/saving

to disk, getting/sending sounds from and to the KI and an
undo buffer for the last edit.

Movement between pages is by use of the mouse or by
the Atari function keys as labelled in the menus. From the

front page, Fl moves to the Single Edit page where either

the common parameters (volume, number of sources,
vibrato, pitch -bend and so on) or the source specific
variables may be edited. All four sources, including their

envelopes, are displayed on the same page although it

takes a little time to get used to some of the abbreviations

that have had to be used to fit it all in. Changing values is

accomplished in one of two manners; click on a parameter,

"grab" it by holding the left-hand mouse button down and

drag it up or down until the required value is obtained -
the cursor changes to a hand and the slider on the left-
hand side of the page moves up and down correspondingly

- or else key in the value from the Atari keyboard and

press "return". !ndividual source envelopes are edited by

dragging small boxes acting as joints to the required
position. As there are 256 waveforms to choose from,
clicking on a source's wave number brings up four pages of

waveform names which can be selected from - a welcome

alternative to keeping sheets of paper to hand. There is a

randomise function on the menu which allows a mask to
be set up to include specific parameters for randomisation.

Another function called Load Section permits the copying

of any part of any source to that of another source.

Pressing F2 takes you to the Multi -Bank which lists the 110.
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THE WORKSTATION
ONLY £55

COMPANY5
43, Priory Ave
High Wycombe
Bucks HP13 6SN
Phone 0494 29075

14 day money back guarantee. State preference: matching Atari grey or black.
Cheques...P/Os to company 55. Dealer enquiries welcome. Please allow 14
days for delivery, includes free mouse mat. Works with all popular computers.
Please add £5.00 P&P and allow 14 days for delivery.
Cheques/R0s/Drafts/Registered Cash only.

COMPANY 55 MACHO RAN
ONLY £55

Company 55 Macho Rams give:
 Fully programmable memory locations - all RAM.
 Indestructible steel casing.
 Colour -coding LED display for bank and group recognition.
 Auto -protecting circuitry which monitors and negates false electrical

states.
 Permanently powered CMOS static RAM allows unlimited write/erase cycles.

 Cannot burn -out as do EEPROM designed based products.
 Thick gold-plated contacts ensure trouble free use and long life.
 Bevelled circuit edges will not wear on your Ramport as do other packs.
 Computerised testing procedures for bullet-proof quality control.
 Anti -static protection case to protect against static discharges.

Company 55 macho rams are available now for the original DX -7 Mkl and the Ensoniq
ESQ-1 and SQ-80 synthesisers. The DX -7 MK1 macho ram has 256 fully programma-
ble memory locations and comes with 96 of the biggest sounds ever created for the
instrument. The ESQ-1/SQ-80 macho ram has a staggering 320 locations, again, all
fully programmable. Both products are guaranteed, parts and labour.

Please add £1.55 P&P and allow 14 days for delivery.
Cheques/P.Os/Drafts/Registered Cash only.

RIMMERS

YAMAHA

MUSIC LTD

TASCAM

Technics IL2Roland

CASIO
AND MOST OTHER LEADING

 ALL YOUR HIGH TECH

 WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN

MAKES

REQUIREMENTS

ON PRICE

28 CHURCH STREET, PRESTON

TEL: (0772) 53555
33 CHAPEL BROW, LEYLAND

TEL: (0772) 433281
173/175 EAST BANK STREET,

SOUTHPORT

TEL: (0704) 32145

YOUR ONE STOP MUSIC STORE

TH E GOODS
rDimitiolEAL 4g 0 TAPE RENE

C=IC=I
mg:=7.31C

NEW
LOW
PRICES

COMPACT. LIGHTWEIGHT AND PORTABLE

The Casio DA -1 is the most compact, lightweight digital audio tape
recorder in the world, Its compact size makes it easy to slip it right in as
an upgrade of an existing audio
system. Digital sound quality then
becomes as easy as connecting the
DA -1 to an amplifier Installation of
an optional battery pack makes the
DA -1 fully portable. allowing up to
four hours of recording, or play -
through headphones. Unlike com-
pact disc players, digital tape recor-
ders can be used without special
concern about vibration or

movement

THE SYNTHESIZER COMPANY 9 HATTON STREET
LONDON NW8 01 258 3454



Desk File Randomize

P. 32 multi -patches in one table and the eight singles for the

currently selected patch in another - choosing a different

multi brings up the relevant single. Pressing F3 takes you to

Multi Edit which displays all data for the multi -patch in the

form of a table and a key zone chart, complete with a
keyboard to enable quick setting up of keygroups with the

selected single patches shown in white if the polyphony is

set to zero or in a choice of three shadings dependent on

whether the velocity range is set to hard, soft or all. The

virtual slider is again present for altering parameters.

The final page is the System page. Here you can set

Hardcopy Goodies Goto

BANK A ' INITIAL.KSI SINGLE -LIBRARY BANK B 0 INITIAL.KSI

ALM Test A2.Fretlezz al,Da Bass a2.Bass 2

a3.FluteBrass a4,0berstringA3.Big Pad A4.Soundtrak
.OUNDEITE SOFTWARE U.Y.

a5.Dulcimer a6.Wet PianoA5,Repeater A6.KillDa Mix

a7.Spielberg a8.La BambaA7.Impending A8,Funkster
ICIEM

BI.Synthchime 112,DeVelBell bl.Sq Be112 b2,Klangz

B3.DreamState B4,PluckPiano ¢ b3.Flutterkey b4,Pizzicato2

B5,BrtElPiano B6.Island b5,Clauz b6,Islands

B7.PhilsOrgan BILArgent
MT Test

b7,Perk Organ b8,Doorz

cl.LitleBrass c2.WoodSectonCI,Piano Horn C2.Horn Sects

c3.HybridHorn c4,TwotoneC3.HornSecton C4.Lucy

c5.8reathComp c6.PPGeeC5.Spiritbell C6.Softbanjo RENAME

C7.Solo K -I C8,SymblChord c7,Ummaze c8,FiltrSweep

DI.Trash Kick 02,Deep Kick COPY dI,Cyber Kick d2.LoRiderKik

d3,Hard Snare d4.ShortAcSnr03,NoiseSnare D4,Deep E-Snr

d5, Floor Tom d6,Tom Roll05.Synth Tom D6.BendCymbal
:

d7.50's SciFi d8,Weird BendD7 Ricochet 08.Irradiated

Soundbits KI Voice Master ST

MIDI channels, Merge/Thru modes and access Mouse Play

(a velocity -sensitive invisible keyboard exists on each page

with high velocity at the top of the page and notes
changing from left to right, played from the right mouse

button). It's also possible to determine which of the KI's
voice memories will be overwritten when editing - in lieu
of the absent edit buffer.

Other facilities include a print option to list single and
multi banks as well as the pages of edits and a disk format

option - an important feature which gives some indication

of the thoroughness with which the program has been
written. The manual too is written in a helpful manner, Dr
Ts can even afford to be tongue-in-cheek in places.

Soundbits K1 Voice Master ST
THE MASTER DISK for Voice Master comes with two
complete banks of sounds as well as a number of single and

multi banks. On booting up, a variety of questions are

asked on -screen to ensure that the editor sets itself up

correctly - is a KI connected, does it have a RAM/ROM
card, which MIDI channel is it on? After this the internal
data is procured from the KI and the front page appears.

This presents the two banks of single patches (A,a), a

transfer box for moving a patch to the Edit page, three

other boxes entitled Rename, Copy and Editor and the
usual GEM menu bar. A single patch can be selected by

either dragging it to the transfer box or double clicking on
it with the left-hand mouse button.

Double clicking on the Editor icon takes you to the
Single Patch Edit page which has the common function

parameters listed in the lower half of the page, and source

mutes, source select and return to single bank in individual

boxes in the top half. It also takes patch Al in the KI into

use as an edit buffer. Clicking on one of the source select
86

icons changes the screen to a large envelope with the
envelope values at the side. These are edited by dragging

the box joints. Underneath are the frequency and wave
parameters. On this page also lies a problem; the best way

to edit a KI is to mute all sources bar the one being edited,

alter parameters to taste and then go onto the next
source, occasionally unmuting all of them to listen to the

sum effect of the edits. But to mute or unmute sources
here involves moving back to the previous page - most
disconcerting, especially if lengthy alterations are intended.

Another point which will slow down the editing procedure

is that waveform selection is by a box which scrolls far too

slowly for my liking. Also, copying part of the data from
one source to another is offered on the bank page instead

of here. All in all, the layout could have been a little more
coherent.

The Randomise heading in the menu bar gives you two
choices; option I will create a new patch subject to a pre-

determined algorithm, while option 2 works with a mask
which allows selection of any variables from the sources.

General testing of edits is quite convenient. Clicking on

the right-hand mouse button at any time will result in the
patch being played at middle C, while the Atari function

keys FI-F4 play different chords and F5 plays a pre-
programmed sequence of notes. Alternatively, function
key FIO produces a non -sensitive keyboard which can be

played with the mouse.

"Goto" in the menu bar switches from single to multi
patches, and takes you to the multi patch -bank page. This

is identical to the single equivalent, but without the copy
facility. Select a patch and enter the multi -edit page which

has two main divisions. The first has eight numbered
keyboards to represent the eight single patches, each with

the patch number above it and with the selected one in
black (the remainder being grey), while the second
contains the details of the chosen single patch.

Unfortunately, this means that only information for one
part out of the possible eight can be shown at one time,

which again makes editing awkward and the soloing of one
single difficult.

The lack of an undo facility is a oversight, as is the
omission of a MIDI Thru for editing either the modular or

rack -mounted versions of the KI, because there is no way
of testing the velocity sensitivity of patches without it.
More encouragingly, a disk format option is offered, as is

the printing out of bank names and edit parameters.

Drumware K1 Editor/Librarian
DRUMWARE'S MASTER DISK comes with five new banks

of sounds - these consist of the two ROMs that Kawai sell
in this country, another two from America and one of
drum sounds (including a selection of synthesised Roland
TR808-style voices).

The editor loads up with a default file requiring you to
go to the menu heading of "Kawai", where there is a
complete set of interface selctions for the Atari and the KI,

including getting internal bank "I" and loading it in as "i"
and vice versa.

The front page is impressive as it shows all editing data
for the single patches with separate boxes for common and
frequency/wave/envelope parameters, key scale and

velocity curves, a five -octave velocity -sensitive keyboard

(which can be transposed by octaves up and down) and an
area designated as the workspace (which initially shows

single bank I but an option in the single menu allows this to
be changed to bank i). The screen size means that
abbreviations are necessary as with the Dr Ts editor, but
overall the page is very well laid out and doesn't feel
claustrophobic. Clicking on any one of the envelope 0.
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Mididrummer is a unique product for the Atari ST range of computers. Any Midi
device capable of producing drum sounds can become the ultimate drum machine.
Mididrummer will record patterns or even whole songs played in from pads,
keyboards etc, or each hit can be entered on an easy to use pattern grid. Patterns can
be created, quantised, chained, copied, moved around in the song, all simply by using
the Mouse. Up to 32 Midi voices, on any Midi channels, can be displayed.
Mididrummer reads song position pointers for accurate syncing to tape or Midi
clocks. Finished songs, or parts of songs, can be saved -in Midifile format, so that they
will load into your Atari sequencer. The program is also suitable for 520ST and colour
monitor users.
Take the drudgery out of your drum programming. Get a drummer.

Price £85.00 inc VAT Demo disk: £5.00 inc p&p
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pi- displays changes the workspace to a large envelope

window while keeping the rest of the values in view, and

editing of this envelope is again achieved by dragging the

small joint boxes which also show the changes in the

smaller envelope windows as they take place. If Envelope

Track has been selected from the menu, changes to any

envelope will be applied as offsets to all the others -a more

sensible option than simply copying the whole envelope.
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Drumware KI Editor/Librarian

A Library Patch

54
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Furthermore, the Copy Single option in the menu allows

either a portion or the complete data set of a source to be

copied to another. Mute options for each source are to be

found here as are solo icons that allow one specific source

to be solo'd with the press of one button.

Six banks can exist in memory at any one time and, by

reations Utility
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Steinberg Synthworks KI
using the Banks option in the menu, these can be copied,

renamed, viewed - which shows all 96 single and multi
patches - and printed out. The Multi and Single menus also

allow you to see the names of the currently selected banks

of patches. These appear in the centre of the screen but

leave the rest of the parameter values visible.

The Multi -Edit screen is as well laid out as its single

counterpart with two large boxes housing all multi data,
graphically represented key zones and the keyboard again

at the foot of the page. A row of smaller boxes in the

centre of the screen hold the following functions: Multi
Select changes the key zone window to a selection box of

the 32 multi patches; Map activates the zone grid which

can be edited by selecting one of the single numbers on the

left-hand side (notes are then dragged across their range

from low to high and drawn as a black bar); Erase deletes

the range; Fill sets the zone across the MIDI range and

Hole removes a portion of a bar.

There are three different ways of creating sounds, these

are accessed from Randomizer in the Single menu. The first

two, Randomizer and Randopolate both use a mask in the

same manner as the previous editors but differ in that
Randomizer generates random numbers between a user -

set upper and lower limit, while Randopolate takes this a

step further and interpolates (selects a value at random
between two choices) the new sound with the original.
Basically, Randopolate combines a more musical result

with a travesty of the English language. Interpolate, the

third method, creates a patch whose parameter values lie

between those of two user -selected single patches. Either

a single patch or a complete bank can be created with each

of these techniques - and they do work, especially
Interpolate which is similar to the method used in Hybrid

Arts' DX -Android.

The Undo feature is also worthy of note. When a patch

is selected (single or multi) it is written into the undo
buffer and can be recovered by pressing "undo" on the
Atari, or updated after any edits by pressing "insert". It is

conceivable that sounds may need to be temporarily held

while further editing continues, in which case

"Undo= >TempBur is selected from the menu and the
sound is saved to a different buffer and can be recalled by

using "TempBuf= >Undo".

Edits can be heard by playing them on the keyboard or

by activating "Autoplay" which plays either a note or a
chord, if Chord is selected (the specific chord can be
programmed in Set Chord) each time the left mouse
button is released following an edit.

While disks cannot be formatted from within the

program, there is a monitor for "free disk space" and the

option of deleting unwanted files from a disk to assist file

management. All menu selections can be chosen by
keyboard equivalents. The manual is clear and helpful and

includes useful hints like how to correctly tune the PCM
samples.

Steinberg Synthworks KI
IN USUAL STEINBERG fashion, the copy protection of
Synthworks KI employs a dongle which must be inserted in

the cartridge port (which means more changing of dongles

or expense in the form of an expander). On booting -up,

the Single Edit page appears which shows all edit data for

the sound sources in the form of four flow charts - one for

each source along with graphic spectrum analyses of the

digital waveform where used. Clicking on any of the
envelopes opens it up into a large window where the
envelope can be dragged in the same fashion as the other

editors - with a few extras features. Eight custom
envelopes are displayed and any one may be selected as a

starting point from which the required shape may be
created; the envelopes for the other sources can be
displayed as dotted lines in the same window; Undo works

at two levels - one click removes the previous edit while a

second click takes the envelope back to the start and any of

the other envelopes can be selected and edited without

exiting from the current window, so speeding up the
process considerably. Four single voice buffers are shown

at the top of the page as A, B, C and D and can be copied

from one another by selecting with the right-hand mouse Ili.
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Reach for
the phone and
stretch your
imagination.

Imagine vocal chords you can
strum or a piano you can blow.

Sounds incredible doesn't it?
With Technics new digitally

synthesised AX7 keyboard
however anything's possible.

Ring the number below and
hear what we've been plucking
our trumpet about.

0898 666144 Technics

MIDI

An Introduction to MIDI
* This video offers an Introduction to the Musical

Instrument Digital Interface through a
demonstration of the Hybrid Arts MidiTrack software
running on the Atari ST computer.

* This sequencing software is an excellent example of
one of the major musical applications for MIDI
equipment.

* The video is intended to bring together both the
principles and practice of contemporary music making
using the MIDI system.

* A MIDI glossary is included with each video.

ONLY 14.95 + £2.00 p&p
(Allow 28 days for delivery)

Cheques made payable to:
D.A. ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 711
LONDON SE3 OLT

Name

No Copies
(VHS only)

Address

Postcode

CHOOSE
FREEDOM
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Ask your local dealer to demonstrate
JHS Systems priced from £139 upward

or write for full specifications
enclosing S.A.E. to: Dept. TS

John Hornby Skewes & Co Ltd;
Salem House, Garforth, Leeds LS25 1PX.

GTR 360 MIC350 RG303A 803038 RM303C



10. button and clicking on the destination with the left - no

more dragging.

The single patch shown, is that of Al and the current
bank in the KI has to be imported before editing can
commence. This appears on the Librarian page which can

hold up to three complete banks as well as a buffer bank X,

to which can be transferred either one multi patch with its

eight associated singles or individual singles. Click on any

multi and its single patches will be highlighted, or click on a

single and any multi patches in which it is present will be

shown. Using the same movement process as on the

equivalent, and has a variety of new features (including a

format option), Mouse Acceleration modes for setting
different speeds for the visual icon to scoot around the
screen at, Mouse Edit modes for setting the manner in
which edits are carried out and a comprehensive choice of

screen printing. The manual (all 58 pages of it) is well
written and aimed at being a tutor rather than a guide.

Summary

Dr. T Soundbits Drumwa're Steinberg
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- -
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previous page, patches can be trashed, swapped or moved

to one of the four edit buffers or bank X. Other facilities
on this page include Alphabetize which displays the single

patches in alphabetical order yet keeps the multi -single

links, and Semantic, which can label each single patch with

up to eight adjectives chosen from a list with 255
possibilities, and can then scan all files in disk to find those

matching particular requirements, even to a chosen depth.

The Multi Edit page encompasses editing in a visual

manner (similar to a mixing desk) with sliders for the
volume control of each single (which can be dragged), pan

pots for output selection and a Swap icon for flipping
between the current patch and that selected in bank x.
Even the polyphony is displayed as a number of quavers.

Randomisation has four options, each of which can
create either a single patch (placed in buffer B) or 32
patches (written to 33-64) the first three of which use a
mask; Slight and Medium variation each follow preset
algorithms to generate random patches while Blind follows
no pattern at all; Patch Creation chooses from three
algorithms and scans the singles in a bank, creating new

patches based on them so that a bank containing 32 similar

sounds should give very usable results.

There is an onboard sequencer which will hold up to
3000 notes at 1/96 ppqn resolution and will record notes

and controller info. Patterns can be loaded from or saved

to Pro24 pattern files and the sequencer will keep merrily

churning out the looped pattern while editing continues -
a bit of a masterstroke. Alternatively, there is a velocity -

sensitive onscreen keyboard which can control pitch -bend,

aftertouch and modulation or an Auto note option which

will play a note each time an edit is made.

Other facilities include all menu selections being

available as equivalent keyboard strokes, 40 pages of Help

(effectively an onboard manual) which can either be

examined or set to screen the relevant page as a function is

selected, a Disk Utility which replaces the standard GEM
90

Verdict
Each editor has pros and cons - Steinberg's little
sequencer, for example - but, personally, I found the
Drumware editor preferable on the grounds of speed of
operation.

Soundbits Voice Master has the distinct disadvantage of

poor page layout which will slow down the speed at which

you can edit, but is very simple to understand and use. Dr

Ts editor is equally clear-cut in use and offers more banks

in memory. However, neither of these offer you the ability
to move between pages and select functions by key
equivalents (Dr Ts Atari function keys change from page
to page).

Drumware's Editor/Librarian and Steinberg's

Soundworks both employ high -quality graphics, and in the

case of the Steinberg program, the speed with which you

can edit is highly impressive, as is the idea of semantics and

the choice of key equivalents. The Drumware program has

the excellent Multi Edit page, permitting.speedy setting up

of a multi -patch, and an Interpolate feature for creating

new patches, which is probably the best on offer from any
of the editors.

The bottom line is that all four editors work well and all

offer a desktop accessory which will load songs from disk

into a KI without exiting from a GEM -based sequencer.
What more did you want?

Prices 1)r T, Editor 1.ilnurian, (VV: Soundhas A7 litice
cc; nrwillcarc /99.95: Skin/N.7g

Synth works A1. 09. . // pricc. iiichide IT
More from Dr T,: .11C.11. V. Ihmon Street. London

01--24 4104.
Soundbits: 45. (Ialten Tower. Civic (iou'. Birmingham
B1 -'.VII 021--33 2063.
Drunncare: .11-1., (1'10 Ltd. 24-26 Avow Rhos.
1111811.cl' 11111. London .V10 3.VP Tel: 01-583 1335.

SIonbeig: livenlade Soundworks. The Studio. Church
50Vi S1011e.sfidd. 21'S. (099 389)22,1'.
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COMPUTERS!
For all of your AND/ needs on both the

ATARI ST and the COMMODORE AMIGA
cal/ us today for the best service and advice!
We offer amazing deals on the ATARI 1040STFM on

all leading MIDI packages
Dr.T KCS 1.6 MPE, KCS LEVEL2

-LCab Creator, Master tracks pro, -zip0
Steinberg PRO24 VIII, EZ Track Plus,
and Master Tracks Jnr.
Phone for prices on the above...

-

11)

The I S_ DIGITISER
V3.4

From Innovated Software
THE FIRST AND THE BEST SOUND SAMPLING

SYSTEM AVA/LABLE FOR THE ATAR/ ST
AS USED IN MANY TOP SELL /1\10 GAMES IP

ST -SOUND SAMPLER By R.Perry [UMW ,1155 INNOVATED SOFTWARE.

SAMPLE
TIMES
1040ST

11 - SMIPLIND: ,64,NE -

12 - 0 /ACTOR, A

11
- EFFECTSFF

14 - NONE

15 - MONITOR .uoio
16 - OSCILLOSCOPE

AMPLE, xlimUSIC.

i ,,,, / 2 - SAMPLE AUDIO
F8 - REPLAY SAMPLE
19 -

LOOP REPLAYfie REPLAY OFF

Ali OUTPUT TO DAC
Oft - STOP FUNCTION
ENT OUERSAmPLIN6,7

SAMPLE
TIMES
520ST

@48KHZ @48KHZ

19.21

@8Khz
115.25sccs

i 60401 SPUR 2 OUTPUT I NI I COU 1, 4424 a6BUFFER: ,3233

1404144, 1,,,, yip 4*V44114/01ktr,' 1

8.29secs

(@8Khz
49.75secs

1 r i o i. isimairmai I I I I i moo

MANY MORE
Sample

with oversampling
Uses GEM

Filtering,
Adjustable

NEW Improved
Comprehensive

now with
Dual format

Now
a/so includes

which

Actual screen shot.

NEW AND EXTENDED FEATURES
speeds ranging from 1 to 48Khz
to halve or even quarter your memory use.

and/or keyboard tor all sample editing features.
Echo, Reverb and Realtime mixing.

triggering on sampling and replay.
sound quality through internal speaker.

routines for C, Assembler, Fast and ST Basic
more extended routines and documentation I

program disk allowing 410k demo sample to be
accessed by 1meg drive owners !I

with patch software for SOFTSYNTH*
reallime Digital Delay stand a/one software
samples at an amazing 65Khz / /

I.S.DIGITISER only IC9.35 ill I, II  II
ATTN: EXISTING OWNERS Upgrades for Digitiser software till°. contact Innovated Software

> THE I.S. MIDI SAMPLE PLAYERv3 o <
MIDI CONTROL OF SAMPLES CREATED WITH

I.S.DIGITISER & SOFTSYNTH*
2 "lobe Polyphonic with 256 voices over 9 octave keyboard.

Velocity sensitivity that is switchable and adjustable.
Assignable MIDI channel and looping per note.

Pitch bend wheel opeartion available for special eflects.
Forward. reverse and bounce looping assignable.
Ability to hold two banks of switchable key splits.
Crosslade looping and automatic looping laclilly.
Magnified display allowing line sample editing.

I.S.MIDI SAMPLE PLAYER only f24.1I iiii, p.p
ATTN: EXISTING OWNERS - Upgrades for MIDI software t5.00 - contact Innovated Software

 SOFTSYNTH IS A REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF DIGIDESIGN

Coming soon: Thc I.S Sample creator which allows the creation
and analysis of samples for use with the above programs. 256 point
FIT and spectrual analysis plus filtering algorithims.

" c sloe. a types o ar. ware an. so ware or t o ' .

MAIL ORDER AND SHOP CALLERS WELCOME
OPENING HOURS : MONDAY TO FRIDAY LOAM TO 6PM

SATURDAY 9.30AM TO 5.30PM

DATA DIRECT LTD.
53 RUGBY ROAD,
WORTHING,
WEST SUSSEX_
BN11 5NB.
la (0903) 700804.
ACCESS/VISA
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

* Specially Designed for Songwriters and
Musicians.

* 16 Modem Drum Rhythms on each C60
Cassette.

* Musically Arranged with Drum Fills for
Identification of Verses and Choruses, plus
Title and Count -In on every Track.

* Duration of each Rhythm shown in
Minutes and Seconds.

* Ideal for Songwriting/Composing
Practising or Simply Backing
Accompaniment.

14 nil0141(1. - - vot.

a lb
Koo' t10.4

* 0'

I *

Volume 2
'DIGITAL ROCK'
From soft rock to hard rock to
downright mean! If rock is your kind of
music then this volume is a must for
you. Professionally programmed and
recorded. Volume 2 contains 16 digitally
recorded up-to-the-minute rock sounds
and rhythms. musically arranged in 8
bar phrases.

Volume 2 has been specially designed
for songwriters and musicians who
prefer a much more powerful feel to
their music.

Send cheques/postal
orders, made payable to:
MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS (HOLDINGS) plc
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridgeshire, CB7 4AF.
or use the Credit Card Hotline:
(0353) 665577 - ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD

RHYTHMIX
Cassette Tapes

e 7i99(EACHi

inc. VAT, pEtp

the perfect beat.

Volume 1 'LIVE'
Musically arranged in 8 bar phrases, this first
volume contains 16 modem drum rhythms
ranging from ballad to Rock. from Funk to Disco.

Featuring the playing of a top professional session
drummer and recorded in high quality studio
sound. Volume 1 is overdubbed with Percussion
Instruments such as Congas. Cabassa. Timbales.
Cowbells. etc ... to give you a very exciting
collection of sounds reflecting the style and
rhythms of today's popular music.

/6 D/c/r4t

"" TRACgi
MOS/CMN'

4ND SONCIsT/;

Voyetra £199.95 (INC VAT)

If you've been looking for music software, your search for a state-of-the-
art program may have left you in a state of confusion.
Especially when every company claims their program is the 'easiest to
use", "most professional", "highest powered", "most affordable",...
well, you know what I mean.

It's easy to forget that a product is only as good as the reputation of the
company that stands behind it.

Over the past decade, our reputation for quality has made Voyetra the
most respected name in IBM PC music software. Now there's an easy way
to see why. The MUSICPAK will run on any IBM PC or clone, including
Amstrad PC1512/1640.

MUSICPAK
 V-4001: MPU-compatible interface with tape sync

(£184 value)
 Sequencer Plus MK I ver 2.0: 16 track, 60,000

event, legendary sequencing software. (£97
value)

 Upgrade path: to Seq Plus MKII and MKIII,
based on difference in cost.

 Demo discs: for "test driving" the best music
software in the business (inc MKIII)

 Sign-up fee waiver to the Music Network
bulletin board. (£49 value)

Computer
MUSIC Systems Tel: 01 977 4546 Fax 01 943 1545

We specialise in Music Printing software



For once it is nice to see other retailers copying our ideas (as well as our ads!).
Free courses with packages, faulty good replaced and money refunded are all
part of a service to which a customer is entitled, and we are glad that other
dealers are at last realising this.

Of Bourse, most of them still don't realise that this service should extend to
evenings, Sundays and Bank Holidays as well, but then you can't have
everything - except at Thatched Cottage!

NEW STOCK
Whilst we do not pretend to carry EVERY item from EVERY manufacturer. (as some
shops seem to - ever tried putting it to the test?), all new equipment is tested in our of
our three working studios, and if we like it, our buying power can usually ensure that
we have it in stock at all times (even when your local dealer might have run dry!). In
addition, if we recommend an item, we will REFUND YOUR MONEY if you do not
agree with us.
THIS MONTH'S BEST BUYS

KORG M1 MIDI WORK STATION
FOSTEX R8

ALLEN AND HEATH SABER CONSOLES
NOMAD 8:2 REDDIMIX

YAMAHA SPX1000
TOA 8 TRACK AND NOMAD REDDIMIX

Due to overwhelming demand we have finally produced a Thatched Cottage
Newsletter. As well as giving details of some VERY special offers, it contains a
complete secondhand and demonstration list (the list we advertise represents only a
fraction of actual stock). There are also details of courses and classes and we briefly
introduce ourselves!
Why not go on our mailing list and write or telephone for your copy?

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN BUYING A PORTASTUDIO, A PA
OR AN 8 TRACK PHONE FOR A FREE FAX PACK (Specify Which)

CASIO PORTABLE R-DAT + RACKMOUNT KIT
A few have been coming into the country at inflated prices, but at last the
Casio R-Dat is finally here at a realistic price. An all -singing - all -dancing
- fully -portable DAT D.A.T. Recorder plus Battery Charger/Adaptor for

only £651 + VAT. Plus with every machine purchased we will be
supplying a Free Thatched Cottage Rackmount Kit complete with Tape

Storage and Duplicate Front Panel Connections - Give Us A Call!

When it comes to new equipment you may have noticed that
we don't say 'phone for the best deal, POA, or "lowest price
guarantee" (Ha! Ha!). Our bulk buying policy can usually
guarantee that a telephone call to us will not be wasted and
in any case we can throw in those "hidden" extras - cables
with multitracks, patchbays with desks. (By the way, next time
a dealer "guarantees" the lowest price and then can't deliver,
try reporting them to the local Office of Fair Trading - it will
teach them not to waste your time!)

To be honest though, if you spend all afternoon on the telephone the chances
are you might find someone somewhere who will undercut us by a pound or
two. The difference at THATCHED COTTAGE is if your E16 breaks down on a
Sunday morning or your Drum Machine blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday
you CAN ring us, we'll be here and we WILL do something about it - 365 days
a year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside shop hours? if you are
serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that makes
the difference and at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call away!

ALLEN & HEATH SABER 16 & 24 TRACK CONSOLES
This year's APRS A8H launched a revolutionary new professional mixing console -
the SABER offering the quality of a Sound -craft and the durability of a TAC, it has
comprehensive MIDI facilities and many features as standard offered only as options
by other manufacturers, full fader automation and 24 track version now available.

Demand has been so great every month we sell the entire UK production run
in advance! If you're considering spending around £5,000 on a high quality
multi -track console then you owe it to yourself to check this one out! Give us a
call and we will send full details and arrange a demonstration.

THATCHED COTTAGE RECORDING SCHOOL
In response to popular demand we now run a one week recording course, designed
specifically for those of you who feel they can make a go of running a professional 8.
16 or 24 Track Studio. The emphasis will be largely on the practical side and topics
covered are finance, premises, running a recording session and hints and tips on every
aspect of recording. Class sizes are limited to eight at a time and guest speakers will
cover relevant areas. The price is just £200 for the week, including accommodation.
Interested? Telephone or write and we'll tell you more.

FULL 8 TRACK SYSTEM FOR £999!!!!
At Thatched Cottage we are able to offer exclusively the revolutionary TOA 8
track cassette with built in monitor section PLUS the high quality full feature
Nomad 8:2 mixer (Retail £175) Plus all the plugs and cables for the stunning
price of £999 inc. VAT!!!

There's no point in prattling on about it - a full 8 track system for under
£1000 is an amazing breakthrough in budget recording - just send for full
details! And to make it really easy, a credit card will give you instant credit of up
to £1500 - lust call in and take away a system. The phonelines are open!!!

Recently a few dealers have complained about our secondhand and ex -demo
list - it seems they are losing too many customers!

Being by far the largest supplier of 8 + 16 track equipment in Britain, we've
decided we can afford to give away a few secrets! We simply tell customers that
if any new equipment they purchase breaks down in the first two months we
won't fix it, we will REPLACE it!

Result! Yet another customers who KNOWS they can rely on Thatched
Cottage, and a secondhand list full of the latest gear, factory repaired, in mint
condition with a full guarantee.

Simple? We didn't become the biggest without being the best!

SOME SECONDHAND AND EX -DEMO BARGAINS
Alesis HR16 £275
Alesis MMT8 f199
Seck 12-8-2 Mixer, Mint £750
Seck 18:8:2 £899
Scintillator, New £125
Drawmer DS201/Dual Gates £255
Alesis Midiverb II £199
RSD Series II 16-16-2, As New £2,700
Yamaha DEQ7 Digital Equalizer £599
Tascam 38, (Full Guarantee) £1,299
Fostex M80, Excellent Condition £950
Lexicon PCM70 £1,199
Tascam MS16 1" 16 Track. Mint £4,500
Bel BD8OS Stereo Sampler £599
Alesis Microgate/Compressors £99 each
Korg DDD5 Drum Machine + Bass Sounds Silly Price £299
Tascam 32. Boxed, Mint £699
Tascam SA Mixer f150
Vestafire digital delay £130
Roland MKS100 sampler f300
Aphex Aural Exciter type C £200
Nomad SMC1 £175
Yamaha REX50 Multi Processor £199
12U Angled Rack Trolley Stand £75
Yamaha MT2X 6 Inputs & Double Speed 4 -Track £299
Nomad Axxeman £199
Yamaha TX81 Z 8 -Voice Expander £249
Boom Stands (Heavy) £18
Sony 1000ES R-Dat (Including Conversion) £1,050
Sony PCM501 Digital Mastering £399
Revox 877 71/2ips, Mint £499
Yamaha TX16W, 16 Voice Sampler With Full Factory Library £1,199
Drawmer LX20 Compressor f199
Yamaha TX1 P Piano Module.. f399
JB1 4311 Monitors f599
Yamaha DX5, Amazing Value £699
32 Way Patchbays (new) £30
Yamaha Rev 5 £750
Aphex Dominator - the Ultimate Limiter/Exciter f699
Yamaha DMP7 Fully Automated Digital Desk £1,399
Teac 3340 With Flight Case £399
Yamaha P2150 (2X150W) £299
TC2290 plus Foot Controller -i 8 Sec Sampling £1.699

(All prices exclude VAT)

SPECIAL OFFERS
Yamaha PMC1 Drum to MIDI Converter. 8 inputs. inc. mrc inputs was £500 now amazing exclusive

offer of £199. + VAT
Yamaha WX7 Wind to MIDI Converter. amazing deal £248 + VAT

Yamaha RX5 Voice Cartridges £15 + VAT - Yamaha TX812 Expander module £299 inclusive

COMPUTER NEWS!
Ever lanced a computer based sequencer but couldn't afford V
For a limited period. we are giving away a Steinberg Pro 12 (the size version) wTh every
Atari 1040 absolutely free! At only £525 VAT this has to be worth looking at.

LATE CHRISTMAS PRESENTS!
Fancy a high quality compact disc player for a stunning price of only £125 r VAT?

All you have to do is telephone and order one

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial studio I've
come up with three packages, each containing everything you will need for your
first paying session, from the Multi -track Machine right through to DI Boxes and
Cables. The price of the 8 Track System is £4,300 + VAT, the 16 Track is
£7,800 + VAT and the 24 Track is E19,500 + VAT. At Thatched Cottage we
proved it could be done. and we have helped many new studios to open and
start making money - our experience could help you. Give me a ring and have
a chat - what have you got to lose? Plus: FREE Thatched Cottage Recording
School Course to package buyers!!

HOT NEWS!
The new Fostex Portastudio (X26) and 8 track (R8I from Fostex are in stock and destined to he

world beaters. Full details in the fax pack and news letter.
We still have some Yamaha MT2X 6 channel. double speed, super porta studios available

great value £390 + VAT
Yamaha SPX1000 mind blowing multi effect unit, now in stock £868 plus VAT!

Because we are their largest UK dealer, Studio Master IRSDI have let us have their entire strict:
of 16.16.2. Series 1 Mixers which we are offering at an astounding once only price of £1099

+ VAT (Below actual trade!)
We have more info if you need it.

 FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE INCLUDING INSTANT CREDIT  MAIL ORDER  ALL PRICES EXCLIISIVI

WE HAVE LAUNCHED A QUARTERLY FULL COLOUR MAGAZINE FULL OF NEWS, VIEWS. RECORDING ARTICLES
AND DETAILS OF OUR BARGAINS. WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR YOUR FREE COPY.

Thatched
Cottage Audio

Telephone (0223) 207979
Thatched Cottage Audio, North Road, Wendy, Near Royston, Herts.

VISA
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SELL IT
FOR NOTHING

with a free classified ad in Music Technology
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's free classified section is now the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry more ads for synthesisers, samplers, computers, signal
processing gear and assorted other goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio engineers are on the lookout for some extra gear to update their line-
up, they turn to these pages first.

If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if you're searching for a specific piece of equipment or looking for
other musicians to fill a gap in your band, we can help out there, too.

Just fill in the form at the end of this section, indicate which sub -section you'd like your ad to appear in, and send it to us by the date specified. We'll do the rest - and it'll cost
you no more than the price of a postage stamp.

If you buy and sell musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to use the regular classified sectionon the last page. And we regret we can't answer any queries regarding
free classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.

Keyboards

ARP AXXE, CV/gate, pitch -bend, mod-
ulation, mains lead, £70 ono. Or swap for
for MC202, Tel: (0254) 823871 after 6pm.
CASIO 1000P, vgc, 1000 sounds, home use
only, E110, Tel: (0827) 60243.
CASIO CZI, home use only, mint cond,
E525 ono, Tel: (0245) 460180.
CASIO CZ101, E130; Roland TR505, £140,
or E265 for both, Tel: Folkestone 41880.
CASIO CZ101, E140; MT32, £295; Korg
Poly 6, £160. Or swap all for DIO, Tel:
(06333) 65758, eves.
CASIO CZ101, E150; Roland TR505, £150;
Hybrid Arts EZ Track +, E25. Chris, Ter
Telford 613358.
CASIO CZ101, psu, E150; Jen synth
SX1000, £50; Clap unit, E25, Tel: 021-308
4775.
CASIO CZ101, SZ-I, good cond, E150, Tel:
Hull 26124.
CASIO CZI000, E250; Yamaha RX2I,
E120; QX2I, EI50 ono. All mint, boxed,
immac. Jaysen, Tel: (0323) 21274.
CASIO CZI000, boxed, manuals, psu,
£200, brillant piece of hardware, Tel:
(0245) 467 470.
CASIO CZI000, boxed, £210; Juno 106,
cased, £375 ono. Gavin, Tel: 041-339 1452
after 6pm, Mon -Fri.
CASIO CZI000, fully boxed, manuals,
extra patches etc, £150 ono, Tel: (08995)
683.

CASIO CZI000, vgc, hardly used, manuals
available, E185. Tel: 01-845 1434, eves.
CASIO CZI000, psu and manuals, as new,
£175; Yamaha RX2I, psu and manuals, exc
cond. Martin, Tel: 01-571 6107.
CASIO CZI000, multitimbral synth plus
manuals, E175. Tel: (0223) 63271, X2046.
CASIO CZ3000, cased, hold, pedal, will
deliver, £395. Mike, Tel: (0752) 269639,
eves.

CASIO CZ3000 + RAM, as new, £280.
Or swap for MKS50/80 K3/KIM. Also SZI
seq, E80, £350 for both, Tel: Bristol (0454)
772237.
CASIO CZ3000 synth + 2 cartridges,
£350; QX2I seq, E130, Tel: 061-775 5199.

54138.

ROLAND SHIOI, E100 ono; Moog Rogue,
E70 ono. Neil, Tel: (04862) 62017.
ROLAND SHI01, good cond, E75. Neil,
Tel: (04862) 62017.
ROLAND SHIOI, Mono/Poly, MC202,
CX5. Serious offers only. Ian Taylor, Tel:
Keighley (0535) 664124, W.Yorks.
SEQUENTIAL PRO ONE; Casio SKI00
sampler, £75 each. Swap QX21? Offers,
Tel: (0208) 75090, Comwall.
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 600 synth,
MIDI, case, E450: Yamaha FB01 module,
£100, Tel: (0592) 774966.
SIEL DK80 touch-sens polysynth, E295
ono; Yamaha CX5, large kbd, seq. 4200,
perfect, Tel: (0924) 364703.
SIMMONS SDE digital synth module,
E100; MIDI synchroniser, E40, Tel: Darling-
ton (0325) 466826.
TECHNICS PCM digital piano PX7, mint
cond, E950 ono, Tel: 01-688 2873.
UNIQUE MASTER KBD/seq, fully
programmable, ideal for MT32 etc, velocity
sens, aftertouch, £325, Tel: (0992) 550916.
VISCOUNT CL40 classical organ, some
theatre sounds. 2x56 kbds, 27 pedals.
E450, Tel: 01-950 2882, Watford area.
YAMAHA CP708. £960; Yamaha DX7
Mkl, £675; Yamaha TX8IZ, E285, all
immac, Tel: 051-356 0019.
YAMAHA CS80 synth, perfect cond,
E400: Sequential Drumtraks, E200, Tel:
Hastings 423328, eves.
YAMAHA DSR2000, as new, E500, Tel:
(07842) 57254, eves.
YAMAHA DXS, 100s voices, f/cased, E900
ono; KXS. E150; RXI7, E150, Tel: (0908)
617695. eves.

YAMAHA DX7, £600: Yamaha REX50,
£235. Alesis Micro limiter, E60, Tel:
(0482) 42461.
YAMAHA DX7, Atari editor + 100s

voices; TX8IZ, both home use only,
reasonable offers. Graham, Tel: 01-589
5111, ext 3636.

YAMAHA DX7, exc cond, E750 ono, Tel:
Brentwood 212541.
YAMAHA DX7, good cond, E600; CZ101,
£125, Tel: Weston (0934) 413296.
YAMAHA DX7, ROMS, 256K RAM,
Volume pedal, breath control, MAY
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CASIO CZ5000, as new, E320. Tony, Tel:
York (0904) 658421, eves and w/e.
CASIO CZ5000, built in 8 -track seq,

immac, E350, no offers, Tel: 021-326 0072
after 6pm.
CASIO CZ5000, seq, good cond, £400
ono. Paul Taylor, Tel: (0392) 219084.
DRAWBAR multi-kbds; Hammond M102,
E300 ono; WLM-HIT portable & rotary
cabinet, E450 ono, Tel: (0926) 495039.
ENSONIQ ESQI, exc cond with 32K
memory expansion, E650, Tel: Nottingham
(0602) 399896.
ENSONIQ ESQI V3.5 + f/case + RAM,
£600; Yamaha DX100, £140. Both mint,
Tel: (0698) 423650.
FAIRLIGHT SERIES III, (rackmount) 14
Meg RAM, 190 Meg disk, 60 Meg streaming
tape, £28,000 + VAT, Tel: (010 33) 1 3480
0571, Paris.

KAWAI KI, 2 weeks old, E480, Tel:

(0494) 674692.
KAWAI KI, E490, boxed, manual etc, Tel:
(0494) 674692, eves.
KAWAI KI synth, Q80 seq, E490 each.
Both as new, under 6 mths old, Tel: (0942)
897670.
KORG DP80, touch sens electronic piano,
home use, E350 ono, Tel: 061-980 6140.
KORG DW6000, immac, incl f/case, E380,
Tel: (0900) 602479 after 6pm.
KORG DW8000 with f/case and stand,
E550 ono. Mark, Tel: (0926) 881680.
KORG POLY 800, f/case, manual; Casio
AS20 monitor amp, E285. Will split, Tel:
Godalming 21905.
KORG POLY 800 MKI, exc cond, + 'X'
stand, E200. Tel: 051-523 6001.
KORG POLY 800, reverse keys. £210:

Fostex X15 + MNIS mixer + drumbox,
£180. Mark, Tel: 01-804 0056.
KORG POLY 80011, E550, with f/case;
TX8IZ, as new, £300. Tel: (0844) 291004.
OSCAR, latest version, MIDI mega mono -
synth, manual, £200. Pete, Tel: (0923)
677360.
PROPHET 600 with f/case, E499: Casio
CZ101, E115: MT32, £275. All good cond.
Tel: (045) 382 2013.
ROLAND AXIS remote MIDI controller,
straplock, velocity, aftertouch, £190. Ian,

Tel: 01-921 4704.

ROLAND D50, home use only, perfect
cond, boxed with memory card, must sell
for financial reasons. Nick, Tel: (0635)
42110.

ROLAND D50, Roland Juno 11, Roland
TR505, 4 mths old, offers, Tel: (0473)
686720.
ROLAND D50, immac cond, box and
manual, £950 ono; Studiomaster 6:2 desk,
E250; Aces 500X 500 amp, E380 ono, Tel:
061-429 9323.
ROLAND JUNO 6, analogue, vgc, man-
uals, absolute bargain, E150 ono, Tel:

(0228) 710256.
ROLAND JUNO 6 (MIDI/DCB), JSQ60
seq, cased, pedals, will deliver, E250 ono.
Mike, Tel: (0752) 269639.
ROLAND JUNO 60 and JSQ60, £380
ono; TR909, £250 ono; Yamaha DI500,
£300 ono, vgc, Tel: 021-360 3972.
ROLAND JUNO 60, exc cond, diag-
nostically checked/battery. E395 ono. Tel:
(0704) 63234.
ROLAND JUNO 106, exc cond, £325;
TB303 bassline, E80, Tel: (0602) 293000.
ROLAND JUNO 106, perfect cond plus
case, E350 ono. Tel: (0274) 56417.
ROLAND JX3P with PG200 programmer,
stand and voices, E400. Tel: Hemel Hemp-
stead 42428.
ROLAND JX3P synth and PG200 pro-
grammer, warm analogue sounds, E275.
Tel: (0223) 63271 X2046.
ROLAND JX3P. vgc, £350; Casio
CZ5000, as new, E400. Tel: Torquay
606632.
ROLAND JX8P. immac cond, home use
only, £615. Dean, Tel: (0908) 561692,

Bucks.

ROLAND JX8P MIDI programmable
synth. exc cond, E450 ono: Drumatix, E50.
Tel: 01-390 6639.
ROLAND JX8P touch sens synth, exc
cond, E540, Tel: Rochdale (0706) 351698.
ROLAND MT32 with Dr Ts editor, E400
ono, plus Casio RZI, E100, Tel: (0305)
65558.
ROLAND MT32 plus Atari Dr TS editor,
E325; Roland PRIO0 plus disks, s/ware,
E300, Tel: (0992) 550916.
ROLAND RDI000 digital piano, mint
cond, beautiful sounds, £1500. Tel: (0706)



deliver, £575. Paul, Tel: (0603) 783351/
(0923) 246488, X228.
YAMAHA DX7, vgc, 700+ voices, tutor
book, lead, headphones, ROM, £600.
Steve, Tel: (0604) 700545, after 6pm.
YAMAHA DXII, with case, £400; RX5,
E550; RXII, £199; RX21L, E60, Tel: (0792)
589296.
YAMAHA DX7J, £325: Roland JX3P,
£295; Yamaha QX5 8 -track seq, E195. Paul,
Tel: 01-898 6116.

YAMAHA DX2I complete with breath
control and f/case, good cond, E350, Tel:
(0925) 415702.
YAMAHA DX27, good cond with
manuals and library, £315 ono, Tel: (04862)
62017.

YAMAHA DX27 with 5 -star case, E300;
Korg Poly 800 with case, £180. Pete, Tel:
01-991 1438.

YAMAHA DX27, perfect cond, year old,
boxed, manuals, etc, £280 ono, Tel: (0245)
48619.

YAMAHA DX100, good cond, E130,

Write: M Nils, 72 Danger Lane, Moreton,
Wirral, Merseyside, L46 8UQ.
YAMAHA DX100, exc cond, plus new
carrying case, £260 ono. Tel: (029 671)
2411.

YAMAHA DX100 synth, E200; Yamaha
RXI7 d/machine, 8mths guarantee, £180,
Tel: (0934) 621965.
YAMAHA DX100, home use, as new,

boxed, manuals, E150. Tel: Leighton Buz-
zard (0525) 240426, eves.
YAMAHA DX100, boxed, as new, £180.
Paul, Tel: 01-505 0637.
YAMAHA KX5 MIDI controller kbd,
shoulder strap, soft case, £155. Tel: Guild-
ford 576680.
YAMAHA KX88 + f/case, vgc, E1175 ono:
Two 2X2 wedges, E55. Robin, Tel: 01-965
7082.
YAMAHA FB01, £130; RXI7 drums, E165.
Swap both for TX8IZ, Tel: (0305) 775733.
YAMAHA FB01 sound generator, unused,
under one year old, £180. Mr Mayo, Tel:
Redhill (0737) 772480.
YAMAHA PSR70, programmable 3 -track
rhythm percussion orchestral, solo, RRP
E699, as new, £400, Tel: (0494) 30077.
YAMAHA PSR70, volume pedal, stand,
adaptor, superb cond, E400, Tel: Walling-
ford (0491) 38878.
YAMAHA 5K30 analogue polysynth, E150;
Yamaha CE20 FM synth, E50, both exc
cond, Tel: Leeds (0532) 864129.
YAMAHA TX8IZ, £250: Casio CZ101,
£145, all boxed, home use only, Tel:

Eastdean 2086, Eastbourne area.
YAMAHA TX802, 9 mths old, £850:
Yamaha RX5 + RAM 4, £650: Yamaha
QX5, 9 mths old, E185; Dynamix 12.2,
£199, Tel: (0246) 204291.

Sampling
AKAI 5900, latest s/ware, 40 disks, E900;
VP70 hi-fi video, Tel: (02576) 2609.
AKAI 5700 with 16 memory board, E450,
Tel: 061-998 3494.
AKAI 5612 sampler, boxed, Akai AX73
kbd, E300 each, Tel: Leeds (0532) 600963.
AKAI X7000, boxed, E515; Roland SHI01,
cased, E95; 120W PA plus speakers, £210,
Tel: (0745) 39858, North Wales.
BEAUTIFUL CASIO SKI sampler, trad-
itional black plastic finish, £29 or swap for
Fairlight. Steve, Tel: Sheffield (0742)
306854.
CASIO FZI, 40 disks, 0875; SPM 8:2,
£200; Philips 2000 VTR, £40, Tel: 091-510
8956, swaps.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE DSK, MASOS, OS
3.2, library, exc cond, under warranty,
E750. Paul, Tel: (0222) 887757.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE, manuals, Masos,

library, perfect cond, under warranty, 3.2
Op.system. Paul, Tel: '(0222) 231700.
FREE! SWAP sample disks, S50, 5550,
S330. Bruce, Tel: 01-647 9967, between 7
and 8pm for details.
GREENGATE DS3 PCB for Apple II/11e
plus extras, £75, Tel: (0703) 771833, after
6.30pm.
ROLAND 510 sampler, 50 great disks,
immac, E475. John, Tel: Exeter 213385.
ROLAND 5330, £950; DIO, E550, boxed,
as new. Gary, Tel: 01-272 8436.

Sequencers
ALESIS MMT8 seq, £179; Roland TR505
d/machine, £145; Ibanez UE 405 multi -
effects unit, E175, Tel: (0533) 849368.
ALESIS MMT8 seq, E200; Alesis HRI6 d/
machine, E300, both new in boxes, guaran-
teed. Tel: (0909) 566695.
KORG SQD8 8 -track seq with d/drive,
E225; Roland MT32, E250 ono. Ronnie,
Tel: (0382' 552768.
KORG SQ8 MIDI seq + psu, £100. John,
Tel: 01-354 4351 or 01-226 4719.
KORG SQ8, mint, E100 or p/x for MIDI
drum machine or expander. Paul, Tel: 01-
952 8688.
KORG SQDI, E295; TR505, E155; Marlin
monosynth, offers, McGregor kbd combo -
amp, E280. Tel: (0706) 341370.
PRO 16 with CBM 64 and 1541 d/drive +
disks, E250, Tel: 031-346 7325, eves.
ROLAND MC500, perfect cond, manuals,
£550. Paul, Tel: 01-751 0280.
ROLAND MC500 seq, perfect cond, incl
manuals, E550. Paul, Tel: 01-751 0280, eves.
ROLAND MSQ700, immac, home use
only. Offers or swap for MIDI d/machine,
Tel: (0767) 291994.
ROLAND PRI00, 3 mths old, £300. Mike,
Tel: (0532) 751073.
ROLAND TB303 bassline, £95; Korg
PSS50, backing band in box, E130, Tel: 021-
358 7612.
SEQUENTIAL Prophet 5, r3.3, exc cond.
£650 ono or p/x MiniMoog. Also TB303,
offers? Rick, Tel: (0962) 882661.
YAMAHA QX3 16 -track sequencer,
unused, E590 ono. Chris, Tel: (0474)
824104, eves.

Drums
AKAI/LINN MPC60, unused, E1995,

boxed. Ayo, Tel: 01-253 5657 or 01-340
2850.
ALESIS HRI6, 3 mths old, boxed etc,
E295, no offers, Tel: 01-202 7068.
ALESIS HRI6, great sounds, hardly used,
bargain, £255, Tel: (0353) 740690.
EMU SPI2 sampling d/machine, £750 ono,
Tel: 01-365 0640.
KORG DDMII0, £70; Juno 6, £180. Steve,
Tel: (0387) 720133.
KORG DDMI10, home use only, £49.
Dave, Tel: Hornchurch 44352.
ROLAND TR505, as new, £150; Swap
Casio DZI, Tel: Sheffield (0742) 883901,
eves.

ROLAND TRSOS, boxed, perfect, E140,
Tel: 01-788 5687.
ROLAND TRSOS, home use only, good
cond, £140. John, Tel: 01-354 4351 or 01-
226 4719.
ROLAND TR505 with sep outs, exc cond,
CI50; TR606, E50, Tel: York (0904)
653554.
ROLAND TR606, £65; Soundmaster
SR88, £30: Boss RX100 reverb, £40;
Roland RS09, E60, Tel: (0225) 444285.
ROLAND TR626, 30 sounds, MIDI, tune-
able, sep outs, vgc, E150, Tel: (0342)
323094.
ROLAND TR626, brand new, boxed,
manuals, £165; Seiko MRI000, £55. Sam,
Tel: 01-346 1333.
ROLAND TR626 d/machine, £250; HH
250W bass amp, 15" speaker, £250, both
exc cond, Tel: (0602) 706650.
ROLAND TR707 drums, E250; Yamaha
21L, £100. All immac, boxed. Paul, Tel:

(0532) 865197.
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Drumtraks,
EPROMs, individual outs, MIDI etc, £295,
Tel: (0203) 544003.
SIMMONS SYSTEM 9 rack unit plus 2 2
cymbal stands, never gigged, still boxed,
exc cond, E110, Tel: (0635) 43747.
YAMAHA RX5, E550; RXII, £199; RX2IL,
E60, home use only; DXII with case, E400,
Tel: (0792) 589296.
YAMAHA RXS, perfect cond, all four
waveform cartridges, f/cased, manual, RAM
4 storage, MIDI, cassette, leads, E850, Tel:
(0865) 721643.
YAMAHA RXIS d/machine, as new, £150
ono, Tel: Weston (0934) 413296.
YAMAHA RXIS, never used, immac and
as new, still in box, manual, E170, Tel: 01-
671 9940.

Computing
ABSOLUTE BARGAIN, Dr Ts Tune -
smith and intelligent music M for sale.
unwanted gifts. Alex, Tel: (0603) 698355
days, or 611144 eves.
AMIGA pro MIDI sampling package incl 5 -
octave kbd, £130, Tel: St Albans 32228
after 4pm.
BBC MODEL B, 40/80 d/drive, music
4000 and music 5000 + large kbd, E300,
Tel: (0223) 63271 ext 2046.
DR VS 8 -track MRS seq for any Amiga,
£50 ono. Clyde, Tel: 01-691 8227.
GREENGATE COMPLETE, £450; QX2I,
£115; DTI00, £60; SM57, £60, Tel: Bristol
(0272) 423387.
MUSIC SOO for BBC Micro, incl 5000
upgrade s/ware + disks, E50, Tel: (0296)
81379.
YAMAHA CMSX computer, large kbd +
s/ware, £150, Tel: Chelmsford 252908.
PHILIPS CM8833, colour monitor, video
capability, mint cond, Tel: (0273) 205768.
STEINBERG PRO 16 seq + edit kit,
Comm 64, d/drive, £280; Back issues of
MT, 50p each, Tel: (0270) 669224.
YAMAHA CXS, SH101, MC202 mono/
poly, serious offers only, Tel: Keighley
(0535) 664124, W.Yorks.
YAMAHA CX5MKII kbd, voicing com-
posing s/ware, mint cond, E200. Ralph, Tel:
(0642) 565018.
YAMAHA CX5MKII, large kbd, RX
editor, voicing, step -time programs, E140,
Tel: (0223) 63271 ext 2046.
YAMAHA CX5MKII, small kbd, s/ware,
music pad, mint, E250, Tel: (0296) 81379.
YAMAHA CXSM FM voicing, composer,
data memory, adaptor, tapedeck, boxed,
£230. Mark, Tel: (0202) 721025.
YAMAHA CXSM, large kbd, voicing and
composer s/ware, E150. Larry, Tel: 01-304
3352, eves.
YAMAHA CXSM, small kbd, voicing,
composer s/ware + tapedeck, £105. Steve,
Tel: Sheffield (0742) 306854.

Recording
ALESIS MIDIVERB I, 050. Tel: 031-346
7325, eves.
APHEX AURAL exciter, type C, 100%
mint cond, perfect for portastudios, £175
ono. David, Tel: 01-346 8138.
BOKSE SMI SMPTE-to-MIDI unit, £100
ono; EX800, E90 ono. Tel: 01-370 0732.
BOSS BX800 8:2 mixer, as new, boxed,
manual, has effect send and return, £175,
Write: M.Senyk, 41 Regent park Square,
Glasgow G41.
CASIO ASIO speakers, IOW each, battery
or mains powered. Good sound, £70 the
pair. Tel: (03543) 5239, eves or weekends.
DYNAMIX 12:2 mixer, har.dly used,

perfect cond with psu, buyer collects. Paul,
Tel: (0280) 702189.
FOSTEX 250 multitracker, perfect cond,
£250, Tel: 01-788 5687.
FOSTEX 4050 SMPTE Synchroniser/auto-
locator for E16, M80, etc, £395, boxed,
3mths old. Tel: 01-736 8436.
FOSTEX BI6, £2450; Ensoniq SQ80,
E1025; Ensoniq ESQI. expanded, E675 ono,
Tel: 01-462 6261.

FOSTEX B16, Soundtracs, 16:8:16, Draw-
mer DS201 and 221, Roland SRV2000 and
more. Tel: 01-555 3709.
FOSTEX XIS, boxed, psu, battery pack,
MNI5 mixer/compressor, good cond,
£180. Tel: (03543) 5239, eves or
weekends.
HH 12:2 desk, all new faders, multicore,
E200. Chris, Tel: Bristol (0272) 775747.
ITAM 8 -track Vs", old but rarely used, new
heads, E400, Tel: (0223) 63271, ext 2046.
JBL CONTROL 5s, 6 mths old, perfect
upgrading, £200. Chris, Tel: 061-225 6322.
KORG 8:2 mixer, realistic graphic; Sharp
tapedeck; Gibson bass copy, offers. Tony,
Tel: (0203) 310808.
LEXICON PCM 60, E450; Lexicon
PCM42, E595; Shure FP3I mixer. All as

new, Tel: Southampton (0703) 228071.
PHILIPS PRO 12 stereo tape recorder,
1/4" low speed small spools, £25, Tel:

(0223) 63271, ext 2046.

PYE SM8 Broadcast, mixer (dismantled),
8:2 frame, 24 input modules, E200, Tel:
(0223) 63271, ext 2046.
REVOX B77, 71/2/15ips, exc cond, little
used, E600 ono, Tel: Southampton (0703)
472046.
REVOX B77, hardly used, exc cond + Bel
noise reduction & varispeed, E500 ono.
Pete, Tel: 01-675 1816.

SONY WALKMAN pro, Dolby B/C, Led
Peak meters, as new, E150, Tel: (0223)
311431, ext 152, eves.

STUDIO CLEARANCE: Brennell, Revox,
SPX90, Soundtracs, Roland, MXR, Loads
more. Victor, Tel: 01-520 4808.
TEAC A33405 4 -track, 1/4" tape recorder
+ sound -on -sound unit, E400, Tel: (0223)
63271, ext 2046.
TASCAM 234 with remote , E400; TR707,
E225; M64C cartridge, MT32. Simon, Tel:
(0256) 87294.
TASCAM 246, incl remote, 9 mths old,
E700 ono, Tel: (0628) 35345.
TASCAM EX20 4 channel mic mixer, E60,
Tel: Southampton (0703) 472046.
URSA MAJOR SPACE station, great -
sounding reverb/delay rack -mount unit,
E250 ono. Tel: 01-485 6441.

Amps
CARLSBRO HORNET 45 kbd amps (2),
£145 each or E270 the pair. Nick, Tel: 01-
767 1196.

CARLSBRO HORNET kbd amp, 45W,
vgc, 4 inputs, reverb, £80. Tel: (0228)
710256.

CROWN DC300 power amp in fan -

cooled flight case, E300. Tel: (0272)
559280.
MARSHALL 7SW TRANNY, split chan-
nel plus Roland DAC I5XD, E150 each. Tel:
(0753) 49872.

Personnel
20 YEAR OLD music graduate seeks work
in South East studio from October, Tel:
(04353) 3424.
AKAI 5900 user sought locally to ex-
change samples/disks. Tom, Tel: Slough
75506.
COMPOSER WITH PUBLISHING con-
tract seeks singer/songwriter to produce
commercial music. Tel: Blackborn (0254)
54839.
DRUMMER WANTED. Mark, Tel: Ros-
sendale 224486 for more info.
KEYBOARDS WANTED, influences
Duran/Prince to complete songs with
vocalist, Tel: 01-771 8042.
KEYBOARD TECHNICIAN available for
sequencing/programming and sampling,
live and studio. Alan, Tel: (04024) 42826.
MALE, 20 seeks studio position, MIDI,
programming, 16 and 24 -track and course
experienced, multi -instrumentalist. Tel:

(0772) 713886.
MIDI COMPOSER into commercial
dance music seeks dediacced vocalist in

Oxford area. Tel: (0865) 723829.
NEW LABEL seeks composers, adult
contemporary music, send demos to:
I.Karakal, 44 Rue Van Dreissche, 1060

Brussels, Belgium.
RAW TALENT required. Pearls of Lust
want what you got. Exquisite Promotions,
Nigel, Tel: (0233 73) 2681.
SINGER/LYRICIST medieval space age
performer seeks guitar/kbd player(s) with
sensitivity/spiritual qualities, Tel: 01-729
6774.
SONGWRITER/producer seeks partners
to form writing/production team for pop/
dance songs, Tel: 01-261 9879.
SONGWRITER SEEKS original Lyricist
for dance/funk material. Graham, Tel:

Leicester 545352.
SOUTHAMPTON/EASTLEIGH synthe-
sist seeks same for writing, recording and
performing partnership. Paul, Tel: Eastleigh
614333.
SYNTH PLAYER wanted, into T/Dream,
Sylvian, Floyd. Use of large MIDI synth
studio, info, Tel: (0734) 580764.
WORK EXPERIENCE wnted, B Tec in
Electronics/MIDI, owner of Atari ST, C -
Lab, D50 etc, anything considered. Pete,
Tel: Wimbledon 01-543 2147.
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Misc
ACCESSIT stereo reverb, giveaway, E35;
JVC headset mic, E25. Steve, Tel: (0753)
40243.
ARION sampler/delay pedal, E70; Shure
headset mic, £50, Tel: (08083) 353.
BOSS PHASER, Rocktek Hanger, Tokai
chorus, frontline distortion, E120. Will split,
Tel: (0225) 444285.
CM OWNERS!, 48 assorted sounds on
data cassette, E3.50. Carl, Tel: (0602)
393625.
FLIGHTCASE, professional, external
dimensions 48(1) X 29 (h) X 30(w) (inches),
used once, as new. Lee, Tel: Wirral 051-336
1300.

HH PRO 100 PA speakers + stands, £260;
Boss Turbo overdrive, E45, Tel: 01-645
0630.
INTERNATIONAL exchange on music
and Commodore computer, Write: Angelo
Salles, Rua Eucla'sio, 357/503, Belo
Horizonte, Brazil.
MS ROCK BOX, stereo chorus, delay,
boxed + psu, £85. Joe, Tel: Bath (0225)
310788 or 312988.
KORG MSO4 modulation pedal, E15; Korg
FK5 balancer pedal, E10, Tel: (0532)
400337 eves.
MC4 + OP8 + MD8, E220; Harrison DSA
800, E475; SH2, E125; Barcus Berry 'Sonic
Maximizer', E149;CZ101, E100, Tel: (0702)
521570.

MIDI GUITAR Casio MG5I0, perfect,
manual, tools, hardcase, E385 ono. Richard,
Tel: (04862) 25116.
MIDIVERB, E175; RX21, E100; Peavey

KBDI00, E160; Pearl drum kit, 9 -piece,

E375, Tel: 01-950 0950, ext 209.
MXR DUAL 15 -band graphic EQ, pro
standard, E195, Tel: Oxford (0865)
723829.
MCGREGOR kbd combo, E265; Korg
SQDI + disks, £315; TR505, £159; Jen/
SX2000, offers, Tel: (0706) 341370.
PA SPEAKERS, 250w each and 2X 150w
tweeters, boxes, E400, Tel: 01-476 0718.
RA3 Casio RAM cartridges complete with
sounds, E9 each. Eric, Tel: 021-308 4775.
ROLAND GR300 guitar synth, good cond,
CI50 ono. Nick, Tel: (05827) 5104, eves.
ROLAND PGI000, £150; DTI00, £95;
Yamaha RI000 reverb. E80, Tel: 01-446

3098.
STEPP DGI MIDI guitar, 100 onboard
sounds, £1500, Tel: (0708) 44979, eves.
STEP DGX MIDI guitar. £800 ono. Denny,
Tel: Scunthorpe (0724) 850087.
TANNOY corner 12" monitors, one
monitor gold, perfect cond, £100. Alan, Tel:
Norwich (0603) 552453, days.
TECHNICS PCM, E500; TR808. £200;
RE30I, E150; HDI000 + reverb, £200. Ian,
Tel: (0482) 24560 days, or 494760 eves.
TOM SCHOLTZ Rockman X100, immac,
E125, Tel: 051-220 2016.
YAMAHA DX7S adaptor, converts DX7
cartridges for DX7S use, £20. Stuart, Tel:
(0684) 293436.
YAMAHA MDFI, MIDI, d/drive, immac
cond, only £150. Chris, Tel: 01-950 6508
after 5pm.
YAMAHA RI000 reverb, 4 presets, digital,
E75, Tel: (0223) 63271 ext 2046.
YAMAHA RI000 reverb, £150; CXSM
computer, large kbd, s/ware. £150. Tel:

Brighton (0273) 685669.

Wanted
AKAI AX73 master kbd, also quality rack
reverb, Tel: 01-904 8577.
AKAI S900. Sean. Tel: 01-902 3841 eves
and w/e.
BBC B COMPUTERS with DFS, mon-
itors and d/drives. Lester, Tel: (0353)
665577 Mon -Fri, 9-5pm.
CASIO FZI, cheap Prophet T8s, 600s or
5s, MIDI TX7s, DWs, Simmons SPM 8:2,
Tel: (0924) 368913.
CHEETAH MKV MIDI kbd, £60 for good
one. Stuart, Tel: (0772) 740135.
DYNAMIX 16:2 mixing desk, must be
mint cond, cash waiting for right price, Tel:
031-441 3948.

EMAX HD rack or kbd wanted. MIDI
OSCar also required. Cash waiting, Tel:
Blackpool (0253) 827485.
EMU SPI2, Roland MC202, Korg MSIO or
MS20. Sean, Tel: 01-902 3841.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE in perfect cond with
library etc, cash waiting, Tel: (0925)
814385.
KORG EX800 and Cheetah MK7VA in
good cond, Write: 152 Tulketh Brow,
Ashton, Preston, PR2 2JE.
LIVE VIDEOS, G of 4, Shriekback, ACR,
23 Skidoo etc. Edi, Write: 106 Havelock
Road, Brighton.
MIDI/CV INTERFACE, Roland MPUI01
or similar. Cash waiting for right price. Tel:
(03543) 5239, eves and weekends.
MIDI TO CV/GATE converter, good
cond only. Johnathan, Tel: (0329) 663048
or 051-427 2629.

MIXER WANTED, as many inputs as
possible into 4 or 8. Age no problem as
long as it's quiet, reasonably compact and
the right price. Cash waiting. Tel: (03543)
5239, eves and weekends.
MOOG PRODIGY or Rogue, any cond,
Tel: Bath (0225) 330865.
PRO ONE or SHI01, good cond, Tel:
Fleetwood (03917) 2599 after 9.I5pm.
PG800 programmer for JX8P wanted, cash
waiting. Andy, Tel: (0235) 25.892.
ROLAND CSQ600 seq wanted, £150 of-
fered. Paul, Tel: 01-450 1163 eves and w/e.
ROLAND MKS20 and Roland D550 mod-
ules, must be immac, Tel: Woking (04862)
67384.

ROLAND MKS100 or 5220 sampler, cash
waiting. Tim, Tel: (0621) 782892.
ROLAND PG800 and PGI000 program-
mers wanted! Cash! E75 and E100

respectively. Andy, Tel: (0429) 276301.
ROLAND PROGRAMMER for super
Jupiter MPG80, Tel: 01-267 7850.
ROLAND TRSOS, E125 offered, perfect
cond, Tel: (0738) 24491.
SIEL DK600 manual photocopy. Andy,
Tel: 061-681 1171 ext 217, or 061-688 8794
eves.
YAMAHA CA01 cartridge adaptor, any
reasonable price paid! Brad, Tel: (0602)
873896.
YAMAHA DX7 cartridges and D50
ROMS. James, Tel: 01-960 4466 eves.
YAMAHA FB01 rack mount for two F BOls
wanted urgently, Tel: (0504) 269625 eves.
YAMAHA MIDI recorder, cartridge YRM-
301 for cash, or swap for Graphic Artist
ROM. Mark, Tel: (0274) 601423.
YAMAHA 11C7 or similar. Tel: (0272)
852789 eves, or 232000 ext 132.
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MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

Fill in the form to a maximum of 15 words (one in each box), and send it to:

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY Free Ads, Music Maker Publications, Alexander House,

Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF. Please print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS. The ad

must reach us on or before Friday 3 March for inclusion in the April 1989 issue of

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY - late arrivals will be printed in the next available issue.

Please include this ad in the section.
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CLASSIFIED
FOR CLASSIFIEDS

CALL
RONA TAIT

ON
(0353) 665577

NEW MIDI STUDIO Reading area,
seeks musicians/technicians into
recording/pre-production/rehearsal.
Call Steve (0491) 681617 Day
(0734) 428400 Eves.

YAMAHA DX/TX USERS Two tapes
of 64 quality voices each for TX81Z/
DX11 £5.95 per cassette. Both on
one tape only £9.95. DX21/27/100
96 highly usable voices for only
£6.95. Cheque/PO ARTLITE, Hur-
dles, Hexham, NE46 2NH.

SYSTEC SYSTEMS
Professional Audio Cables
and PA multicores made to

requirements

Tel: 0254 698628

111111111040 SIN hPRO24III
111:11112dELP

LET US HELP YOU SORT OUT THE BUGS

(No more lechno trouble,

CONFUSED, DON'T RE' Why Worn
the hard way,. Get a need sled

when you buy your ATARI RAI and
PRO 24 III from us. We we offering

FREE, one day or pr.:Jesse:mei
We...dna.. am! c.o..

sin...now fully ec.1 studio
giving you 1he wportunay lo see.
Warn . esp.re Ine pose. ..a

of your newsy.. Lunch
included

,ALL THIS FOR THE AMAZING  PR ICE OF(-* 2850,-,
Because we know how good ;1 rs. we want to show you,

Phone Paul on 01-650 2987

ATARI MIDI

SOFTWARE
Dr. T. Steinberg. Hybrid Arts. Sequencers.
Editors. Yamaha. Roland. Ensoniq. Kawai.

Casio. Akai. Voices. Editors for ANY
Sampler. Best prices. Special deals

available.

AMP 0782 279751 anytime

tar\aefi-
Tangent Sampler Tapes are superb quality chrome
cassettes featuring over 200 great sounds. Tape 1
features Rock/Latin percussion sounds from the
World's Top Drum Machines (including Linndrum

7071 whilst Tape 2 contains multi -sampled
instruments and Sound Effects (Fair -light. Emulator.

JPEI. etc). Studio quality you can afford at £7.50 each
or £1 2.50 the pair

Further details from Tangent Musical Services.
152 Victoria Road. Scarborough. Yorkshire.

Y011 1SX. Tel: (0723) 370093/583899

MICI I/C
2 MIDI channels
High touch sensitivity
As featured in ELECTOR

Portable MIDI Keyboard project (NOV 881
For more information please send a . stamped
addressed envelope to- KENTREX LTD. 4 ILFORD
CLOSE. LUTON. LU2 8JT

ST MUSIC MATIAX
4411)1IDISE MAGAZINE
ISSUE 4 OF MM IS RELEASED MARCH 15th

Files include COMPLETE FB-01 EDITOR
as good as some costing £99. Sequences recorded with the KORG M1 &

the CASIO Mg -510 GUITAR CONTROLLER.
ISSUES 1 - 3 ARE STILL AVAILABLE

Issue 1 - 32 -track P/D sequencer Issue 2 - Timbre Editor for Roland D10. D20 & 0110
Issue 3 - MT -32 Editor & 96 New Voices for the FB-01

ALL ISSUES ALSO CONTAIN TUTORIALS ON MIDI MUSIC 8 PROGRAMMING

INTER -ACTIVE MUSIC - is here now,
.,equenre files you become the Learn Orchestration horn original music tilesr....rap - but NEW MUSIC,

THE MUSIC MATRIX COSTS £10 PER ISSUE or £35 FOR A YEARS SUB. 14 ISSUES)
Sent 1st Class or Airmail - Worldwide

THE MUSIC MATRIX
Jongleur House, (Dept. MT)

14 Main Street, East Wemyss, Fife, Scotland KY1 4RU
Tel: Buckhaven (0592) 714887

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
A classified advertisement can cost y
month* You choose how long you
month, three months, six months or
an example:

t3cm

ou as little as i_20 per
want to advertise, for one
12 months, the following I,

One Month £15 per column cm
E45 + VAT per insertion

Three Months £13 per column cm

£39 + VAT per insertion

Six Months £12 per column cm

£36 + VAT per insertion

12 Months £10 per column cm
E30 + VAT per insertion

4n I Column ly
To advertise please send your copy + a cheque
(including VAT) for the first advertisement to:
Music Technology, Alexander House,
Forehill Ely, Cambridge, CB7 4AF.
'Based Of I d rkararnum size AfrIX

I Column advert booked for 12 Month,.

ENDSLEIGHE
RECORDING STUDIO

26 ENDSLEIGH PARK ROAD
PEVERELL  PLYMOUTH. PL3 4NH

24 TRACK RECORDING FACILITY
SUPPLIERS OF KEYBOARDS AND

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR OUR

INFORMATION PACK STATING
AREA OF INTEREST

TELEPHONE (0752) 670831

WE ARE GIVING AWAY FREE STEINBERG SEQUENCERS WITH
ALL ATARI 1040'S

Callus for details of Ills great oder *tole stocks are 11,11 available' So,.
cal offers on P110 24 and the new Steinberg Twelve An excling pe,
duct range from Steingerg Dr I Passport Dig.design Intelligem
1111.0, Songs S Kowa, Atar. Computers 0,0. Expancers SNIP!
Units Complete 011, System'. 'N., are Evenkade S MCM Dead,

TANGENT The Computer Music Specialists
152, Victoria Rd. Scarborough. forks 1011 ISA. Tel: 0723 370043
Some Sale Offers Still Available( Demos by appointment only

REAL-TIME INTERFACES FROM
TECHNART UK

Ion, 00 Mild Lode Generaear Itss orspod ptolphrlal 00,
is primarily intended for MI01 software development )

measures the pitch of a musical instrument and provides
data for use with microprocessor -based systems It will accept,(
variety of input mstruments/wavelorms It Is last and stable
with simple aeddressing (285.00 lint UK delis)
T0(200 A complete interface system that gives a wide range
MUSILai instruments access to MIDI Features include e

generator (tracking the pitch ot the input note) a 8.n
generator a Chor generator tor any type of chord structoe
sample and hold for the &hard, arpeggio and strobe flu
'feels velocity control It will provide output to Iwo MIDI
nee, simultaneously C645 DO (Inc UK deliv)

CONTACT: TECHNART, 23 MANOR TERRACE
FELIXSTOWE. Suffolk IP11 8EW

Telephone. 103941 283440

Send
19p for

catalogue
Series 4 Mixer. 4-9 sends, 5 -band EO. up to
50:16:2, modules available as kits.

Plans & Circuit diagrams:
MBA Series 4 Mixer circuits...£9.50
241 recorder, advanced geometry £4.00
16T recorder, full logic interlock £2.50
Compressors £1.50 Noise gates £1.50
Revox 1377. circuits & service guide £6.00
Audio mixer designer's manual £2.50
Parametric EC) circuits £4.95

SERIES X MIXER
Build your own line mixer with the Xi -1 PCB

(£9.92) from 8,2 to 32:2, ideal for MIDI setups.
tape copying, headphone distribution. voice-

overs.
K-Telc PO Bar 172A. Surbiton KT6 EHN

n 01-399 3990 Studio eqpt repaired 6 sold 1

EPS AND MIRAGE DISKS
(our ling,- 1.1'S and MIAMI-

llllll 11, IA11111(.111 I. VII'
2* 5, S111111. MINI((, FM X, 1)-511, MI. LI. MC /1 11,

MP( AO/. F/1. Pro 2111111 mid ohm, noon
ita.lx. Ex. Ito iiii hiding Heir

',coil non lot t molt now
,.lintI'S oi Mil ogr,

SAMPLE TAPES
Pot ,,,,, rids . ....di. traiiir, tom

....nod. ,,,,,, ,ell soronol.. IN rol
nolo. nu 41

oho./ I "1 1'\1111 , 1",. oloun 2 -Mat kis
ni R1 1 '1,1 1 /N" non -1 I NMI
lion, I -1 /R1 iii R I"  \

F a,h lap( tit.-,o im Iodine P.-
%Lilo / In op.. ond I-, I oltlt

DESERT ISLAND
25 MONKHAMS DRIVE,
WOODFORD GREEN,

ESSEX IG8 OLG.

ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION
One -Year Full -Time Diploma Course in Modern 24 -Track Studio and 32/48 -Track Digital Studio

Digital Audio Concepts. DASH and PD Formats. Analogue(Digital Recording. Processing. Miring and Editing Automation
and Synchronisation. MIDI and SMPTE Time Code, Compulensed Sound Mixing Consoles. Analogue/Digital Sound
Synthesis and Sampling. Working with Various Bands and Individual Artists, Music Wnting. Song and Orchestral

Arrangements. Radio Jingles and Commercials. TV(Film Sound Tracks. Local Radio Operation. Introduction to Pop Promo
Production. Business Practice in Music Industry.

Three -Month Intensive or Six -Month Part -Time CERTIFICATE Courses in
ANALOGUE SOUND RECORDING AND PRODUCTION

Modem 24 -Track Sound Recording and Production. Introduction to Digital Audio. Analogue' Digital Sound Synlhsisers and
Sampling Keyboards. Studio Work with Bands and Individual Artists. Music for TV and Film. Song Arrangements for

Record Release.

DIGITAL SOUND RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Digital Sound Recording. DASH and PD Formats. Digital Multi -Track Operation. Sony PCM-3324 and Mitsubishi a-1140
Rotary Heads, Digital Recording. tapeless Recording. Audiotile and Synclawer. Digital Synthesis/Sampling including
FAIRLIGHT. Digital Audio Processing miring Electronic and Manual Editing. Compulensed Sound Mixing Consoles.

Automation and Assignable Consoles. MIDI and SMPTE Time Code their Practical Application in Creative Music
Production. MIDI Controlling Networking. Triggenng and Sequencing. MR VTR Synchronisation

CREATIVE MUSIC RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
Music Notation and Sang/Music Writing. Rock. Funk. Jan. Soul. Reggae, TV(Film Theme and background Music. Song

and Orchestral Arrangement Technique. Arrangements for Strings. Brass Section. Woodwind etc. Creative use of
Instruments and Microphones. Working with Bands and Individual Heists. Recording Vocals and Choirs. Local Radio

Operation.

Many Former Students are now employed in TViVideo and Audio Industries.

MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES
BON MARCHE BUILDING. 444 BRIXTON ROAD, LONDON. SW9 8EJ

Tel 01-737 7152 01-274 4000. Ext 328.
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Every bit a musical instrument
The SDX is a dedicated music computer. Up to 88 seconds of sampling with true 16 -bit resolution at the out-
puts, 64 tracks of sequencing, on -screen sample and sequence editing, SMPTE-it's all on board.
Play the SDX, either from a MIDI keyboard or "Zone Intelligent" drum pads, and you'll discovgr a truly respon-
sive musical instrument. Saxes that scream when they're loud and whisper when they're quiet. Crash cymbals
that you can choke. A piano with a loud pedal that really works.
Use the SDX as a stand-alone music production system and you'll discover an instrument that's a dream to use.
Pull -down menus, on -screen cut and paste sequence editing, tape transport -type controls.
So take a look at the power of the SDX and remember, you won't need another computer to unleash it.

1111111 1111111#111;11111[I Keyboards
 16 -bit user sampling-up to 88
seconds at 44.1 kHz.

 16 -voice polyphony.
 16 programmable splits.
 9 samples per split.
 Pitch bend by split
 Layering of up to 16 sounds.
 16 programmable tracking filters.
 64 programmable LFOs (routed
to pitch, amplitude, filter cut-off
and pan).

 96 5 -point envelopes (6 per
voice) controlled by dynamics
and MIDI note.

 On -screen sample editing with
real-time loop editing, includ-
ing crossfade and backwards/
forwards looping.

 16 -channel stereo audio mixer.
 MIDI.
 SCSI.
 Supports16-bit MIDI sample
dump.

IM Sequenceri6
.64 tracks assignable to
internal voices or external
MIDI instruments.

Tape transport -type con-
trols.

 On -screen editing-clear/
cut/copy/paste/merge/
transpose.

 Punch-in/overdub/
workloop.

 Playback quantization
(note on -1/384
ppqn resolution).

 Automated 16 -
channel mixer. S D

SIMMONS

 SM PTE - stripe/sync/offset sync/
chase/lock/drop frame.

Drums
 16 -bit user sampling - up to 88

seconds at 44.1 kHz.
 Up to 9 samples assignable per
drum/cymbal - 3 positions at
3 dynamic levels.

 16 -voice polyphony with assign-
able voices per drum.

 16 dynamic key triggers -T6
"Zone Intelligent" pad inputs.

 On -screen sample editing with
real-time loop editing, including
crossfade and backwards/
forwards looping.

 Hi -hat pedal input for open/
close/sizzle operation.

 Cymbal choking.
 On -screen drum and cymbal

building.
 16 channel stereo audio

mixer.
 MIDI.
 SCSI.

System M
 Each SDX console is

complete with operating
software that simultan-
eously supports key-
board, sequencing and
drum applications.

 Expanding sound library
includes 100s of key-
board and drum samples.

 Memory upgrade op-
tions: 2/4/6/8 Mb RAM
- 20/70 Mb internal
hard disk drive.

Simmons Digital Music Limited, Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH
Tel (0727) 36191 Telex: 291326 HEXDRM G Fax: 41755



Vision Becomes Reality.
The Ml Music
Workstation

Every once in a while someone comes up
with a better product. Less often, a
company creates a better product that
changes the entire nature of the music
industry. The Ml, a digital synthesizer!
rhythm programmer! sequencer! multi -
effects workstation, was conceived as
a powerful tool that not only helps
creative musicians express their ideas
in the most complete form, but also
becomes one of the most expressive and
versatile performance instruments
ever built.

Power To Perform
The MI brings a new level of power to
live performance with 2 megawords
of ROM. Every one of the Programs
and Combinations (up to 100 of each)
is ready to play instantly. There's no
loading time, because there's no load-
ing. Nothing else gives you sounds
this good, this fast.

The 61 note velocity and aftertouch-
sensitive keyboard includes extensive
parameter voicing that puts literally
unlimited performance power in your
hands with features like layers, splits
and eight way zones across the
keyboard.

Power To Produce
The heart of Mrs power is 4 megabytes
of 16 bit PCM ROM with multisam-
ples of pianos, strings, brass, voices,
guitars, attack transients, waveforms
and much more.

MI's full -function drum machine has
over 42 internal drum and percussion
sounds that can be grouped into
four user -defined drum kits.

Give extra dimension to your sounds
with Ml's 33 digital multi -effects
including reverbs, stereo delays, pan-
ning chorusing, a digital exciter, dis-
tortion and more with a choice of four
effects per program or combination
independently routable to the four
polyphonic outs.

Put an entire musical composition or
arrangement together with Ml's
comprehensive 8 -track sequencer with
song position pointer, phrase and
linear based recording, dynamic voice
allocation, as well as single event
editing.

And MI power is designed to grow
with you: RAM card memory stores
extra sequences or programs. And
there's an expanding sound library on
ROM cards.

Let MI power turn your ideas into
realities. See your authorized Korg
Dealer to find out more about the M1
Musical Workstation.

KORG (UK)
8-9 The Crystal Centre,
Elmgrove Road, Harrow,

Middlesex HAI 2YR.
Telephone: 01-427 5377


